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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 

Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), the undersigned counsel certifies as 

follows: 

 A. Parties and Amici.     

All parties, intervenors, and amici appearing in this Court are listed in the Briefs 

for State Petitioners, Cedar Falls Utilities and City of Ames (Doc. 1693484) (“State 

Br.”); Petitioners Conservation Groups and the State of Delaware (Doc. 1693488) 

(“Env. Br.”); and Industry Petitioners (Doc. 1693490) (“Indus. Br.”).  

 B. Rulings Under Review.    

The agency action under review is a final rule entitled “Cross-State Air 

Pollution Rule Update for the 2008 Ozone NAAQS,” 81 Fed. Reg. 74,504 (Oct. 26, 

2016). 

 C. Related Cases.   

These cases have not previously been before this Court or any other court, 

aside from Case 17-1066, which was transferred to this Court from the United States 

Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, and consolidated with these cases. 

 /s/ Chloe H. Kolman  
       CHLOE H. KOLMAN 
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The Court lacks jurisdiction over the claims in State Petitioners’ brief under 

Arguments IV, VI, and VII because those claims challenge separate EPA actions not 

before the Court in these petitions for review.  The Court has jurisdiction over the 

remaining claims pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1). 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

In these consolidated petitions for review, Industry groups, States, and 

Environmental groups challenge various aspects of EPA’s final rule, the “Cross-State 

Air Pollution Rule Update for the 2008 Ozone NAAQS,” 81 Fed. Reg. 74,504 (Oct. 

26, 2016) (the “CSAPR Update” or “Rule”).   

1. Whether EPA lawfully and reasonably promulgated the CSAPR Update 

shortly after the resolution of the EME Homer litigation to expeditiously 

implement achievable Good Neighbor emission reductions during the 2017 

ozone season, in time for the 2018 moderate attainment date for the 2008 

ozone NAAQS. 

2. Whether EPA reasonably concluded that Delaware would attain and 

maintain the 2008 ozone NAAQS in the 2017 ozone season, and thus, no 

upwind state was required to implement Good Neighbor emission 

reductions specifically for Delaware’s benefit.  

3. Whether the Rule results in “over-control” of upwind emissions, where 

EPA applied the original CSAPR methodology and complied with this 
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Court’s precedents and the Supreme Court’s over-control analysis in EME 

Homer. 

4. Whether state budgets and unit allocations were reasonable where EPA’s 

projections of achievable emission reductions were grounded in historical 

operational data, employed reliable modeling, and reflected feasible 

emission controls. 

5. Whether the Court has jurisdiction to review challenges to distinct EPA 

actions not under review in these consolidated petitions, and if so, whether 

EPA acted reasonably on the various state administrative submissions.  

PERTINENT STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

Pertinent statutes and regulations not in Petitioners’ addenda are reproduced in 

the addendum to this brief. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. Introduction 

EPA promulgated the CSAPR Update in 2016, continuing its efforts to address 

the difficult problem of state-to-state transported air pollution.  The Supreme Court 

in EPA v. EME Homer City Generation, L.P., 134 S. Ct. 1584 (2014), had settled years 

of uncertainty about the scope of EPA’s authority in this area by affirming EPA’s 

approach to interpreting and implementing the Good Neighbor Provision, 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I), in the original Cross-State Air Pollution Rule.  In the CSAPR 

Update, EPA used this same basic approach and methodology to address the 2008 
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ozone standard, specifically targeting nitrogen oxides (“NOX”) emissions reductions 

achievable in the next ozone season1 (2017).   

Numerous Petitioners sought review of the CSAPR Update.  Environmental 

Petitioners and Delaware argue the Rule is insufficiently stringent, while Industry and 

other State Petitioners contend that it is too stringent.  Neither position has merit.  

The Rule appropriately balances the obligation to implement Good Neighbor 

emission reductions as expeditiously as practicable to benefit impacted downwind 

states, while also ensuring that upwind states are not “over-controlled,” consistent 

with the instructions of the Supreme Court and this Court.  EPA’s highly-technical 

determinations regarding upwind-to-downwind air pollution linkages and amounts of 

cost-effective emission reductions are supported by an expansive administrative 

record, in which EPA applied its substantial expertise to select appropriate state 

emission budgets and allocations for covered electric generating units. Therefore, 

EPA’s decision should be upheld. 

II. Statutory Background 

The Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-7671q (“CAA” or the “Act”), is intended 

to “protect and enhance the quality of the Nation’s air resources so as to promote the 

public health and welfare.”  Id. § 7401(b)(1).  To that end, the CAA directs EPA to set 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (“NAAQS”) for widely-occurring pollutants, 

                                                 
1 For purposes of the Rule, the ozone season runs May 1-September 30.  81 Fed. Reg. 
at 74,507. 
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establishing permissible concentrations of those pollutants in the ambient air, and to 

determine whether or not all areas of the country are attaining these standards.  Id. §§ 

7409(b)(1), 7407.  States have the responsibility to adopt state implementation plans – 

“SIPs” – to implement, maintain, and enforce the NAAQS and to bring 

“nonattainment” areas into compliance with the NAAQS.  Id. §§ 7410(a), 7502, 7511-

7511a.  If states do not, EPA must adopt a federal implementation plan – or “FIP” – 

to address any deficiencies.  Id. § 7410(c)(1). 

A significant confounding factor in this regulatory process is that many states 

have problems attaining and maintaining the NAAQS due, in part, to emissions 

transported from other states, often over vast distances.  This is particularly true for 

ozone, the NAAQS pollutant central to the CSAPR Update, which is formed by 

chemical reactions between NOX and volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”) in the 

presence of sunlight.  When a state’s pollution problems are caused in part by 

emissions from “upwind” states, the “downwind” State must regulate its own 

emission sources more stringently to compensate, and even then, some downwind 

areas still are unable to attain healthy air quality.   

Congress has expressly addressed interstate pollution transport in a number of 

CAA provisions.  In particular, the Good Neighbor Provision requires that each 

state’s implementation plan prohibit emissions transported beyond its borders that 

will “contribute significantly” to downwind nonattainment or “interfere with 

maintenance” in downwind areas.  Id. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I). 
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III. Regulatory Background 

EPA has addressed this Provision’s requirements in a series of rulemakings.  

The “NOX SIP Call” established the NOX Budget Trading Program as a mechanism 

to address the interstate contributions of 22 States and the District of Columbia to 

ozone nonattainment, see 63 Fed. Reg. 57,356 (Oct. 27, 1998).  This Court upheld the 

NOX SIP Call in most significant respects, including EPA’s application of a uniform 

cost threshold to identify necessary emission reductions in contributing upwind states.  

Michigan v. EPA, 213 F.3d 663 (D.C. Cir. 2000).   

In 2005, EPA issued the Clean Air Interstate Rule, or “CAIR,” to address 

newer air quality standards.  70 Fed. Reg. 25,162 (May 12, 2005).  The Court 

invalidated CAIR on multiple grounds in North Carolina v. EPA, 531 F.3d 896, 910-

911 (D.C. Cir. 2008).  The Court held, inter alia, that CAIR failed to give independent 

significance to the phrase “interfere with maintenance” in the Good Neighbor 

Provision, and that the phrase requires EPA to address transported emissions 

affecting downwind areas that are at risk of falling out of attainment, as well as 

nonattainment areas.  Id.  The Court also held that EPA must consider attainment 

dates when implementing Good Neighbor emission reductions.  Id. at 911-12, 930.  

 In 2011, EPA replaced CAIR with the original Cross-State Air Pollution Rule 

(“CSAPR”).  76 Fed. Reg. 48,208 (Aug. 8, 2011).  CSAPR identified those states with 

emissions that significantly contribute to nonattainment or interfere with maintenance 

of the 1997 ozone or 1997 and 2006 fine particulate matter standards in other states, 
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established emissions budgets for covered electric generating units (“units” or 

“EGUs”) in each such state, and promulgated FIPs to achieve reductions in each 

state.  See 76 Fed. Reg. at 48,209-16.   

This Court vacated the original CSAPR, EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. 

EPA, 696 F.3d 7 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (“EME Homer I”).  Petitioners in that case raised 

numerous issues, but the panel addressed only two.  First, the Court held that EPA’s 

methodology for determining the amount by which upwind States must reduce their 

emissions did not adequately ensure that no upwind State would be required to 

eliminate more than its significant contribution to downwind States.  Id. at 19-22.  

Second, the Court held that EPA could not promulgate a FIP regarding interstate 

transport requirements until EPA determined the amount of emission reductions a 

state must achieve to eliminate its significant contribution to other states, and 

provided the state with an opportunity to implement those reductions through a SIP.  

Id. at 37. 

The Supreme Court reversed on both issues.  EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 1584.  Of 

particular relevance here, the Court held under Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 

837 (1984), that section 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I) is ambiguous, and thus that Congress 

delegated to EPA authority to determine what constitutes significant contribution to 

nonattainment or interference with maintenance, and that the CSAPR cost-threshold 

approach was reasonable.  EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1603-10.     
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  The Supreme Court noted that interstate transport of ozone pollution 

required EPA to contend with thousands of “overlapping and interwoven linkages 

between upwind and downwind States,” id. at 1594, and concluded, inter alia, that 

EPA’s use of costs to differentiate among the contributions of upwind States was 

entitled to deference, id. at 1607.  The Court specifically rejected the EME Homer I 

holding that the statute imposed a requirement that Good Neighbor emission 

reductions be based on each upwind state’s proportional impact on downwind air 

quality, instead finding that “[t]he Agency has chosen, sensibly in our view, to reduce 

the amount easier, i.e., less costly, to eradicate, and nothing in the text of the Good 

Neighbor Provision precludes that choice.”  Id. at 1604-06, 1606-07. 

The Supreme Court agreed with EME Homer I only to the extent that “[i]f EPA 

requires an upwind State to reduce emissions by more than the amount necessary to 

achieve attainment in every downwind State to which it is linked, the Agency will have 

overstepped its authority,” and that EPA cannot demand reductions that would drive 

an upwind state’s contribution to every downwind state to which it is linked below the 

significant contribution threshold used to link states.  Id. at 1608.   

The Court held, however, that the mere possibility of such over-control was 

not sufficient to justify vacatur of CSAPR.  Id.  The Court emphasized that “over 

control” with regard to one upwind-to-downwind state linkage may be incidental to 

reductions necessary to achieve attainment elsewhere.  Specifically, the Court stated 

that “the Good Neighbor Provision seeks attainment in every downwind State” and 
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that “exceeding attainment in one State cannot rank as ‘over-control’ unless 

unnecessary to achieving attainment in any downwind State.  Only reductions 

unnecessary to downwind attainment anywhere fall outside the Agency’s statutory 

authority.”  Id. at 1609.   

The Supreme Court further held that “while EPA has a statutory duty to avoid 

over-control, the Agency also has a statutory obligation to avoid ‘under control,’” and 

that “a degree of imprecision is inevitable in tackling the problem of interstate 

pollution.”  Id.  Consequently, some amount of over-control “would not be 

surprising” and “EPA must have leeway in fulfilling its statutory mandate.”  Id.   

On remand, the D.C. Circuit largely affirmed CSAPR.  EME Homer City 

Generation, L.P. v. EPA, 795 F.3d 118 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (“EME Homer II”).  In 

evaluating the as-applied “over-control” challenges, the Court interpreted the 

Supreme Court’s decision to require an inquiry into “whether a downwind location 

would still attain its NAAQS if linked upwind States were subject to less stringent 

emissions limits.”  Id. at 127.  If a downwind area would attain and maintain the 

NAAQS regardless of the challenged emission limits, and the challenged emission 

limits were unnecessary to address issues at another downwind area, the court held 

that EPA would have “overstepped its authority.”  Id. at 128.  Applying this test, the 

court found that certain emission budgets for thirteen states were invalid, remanded 

those budgets, and rejected the remaining challenges to the Rule.  Id. at 129-38. 
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IV. The Rule Under Review, the CSAPR Update 

In 2008, EPA lowered the ozone NAAQS from 80 to 75 parts per billion 

(“ppb”).  The CSAPR Update is EPA’s effort to address the Good Neighbor 

Provision for the 2008 ozone NAAQS (which was not addressed in CSAPR).  As 

noted above, this Rule follows nearly two decades of litigation to determine the 

meaning and application of the Good Neighbor Provision, as well as nearly 20 years 

of technical and methodological refinement.  As such, the Rule builds on the 

definitions, requirements, and methods already approved by reviewing courts as 

reasonable interpretations of the Act.  In particular, the CSAPR Update applies the 

same four-step analytic framework used in the original CSAPR to identify states 

whose emissions of NOX are affecting ozone pollution in downwind states in 

violation of the Good Neighbor Provision, and to implement necessary emission 

reductions in those states.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,507.   

As explained further below, EPA determined that 22 eastern states will 

contribute significantly to nonattainment or interfere with maintenance of the 2008 

ozone NAAQS at nineteen downwind areas with projected air quality problems.  

Because EPA separately found these states also failed to address their Good Neighbor 

obligations in SIPs, EPA promulgated FIPs to implement necessary reductions in 

these states through a cap-and-trade program wherein electric generating units in 

those 22 states will either reduce or trade “allowances” for NOX emissions, subject to 
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state-specific emission budgets developed through the application of a uniform level 

of NOX control stringency, represented by cost, in each state. 

EPA’s analysis in the Rule focused on emission reductions achievable by the 

2017 ozone season, mindful of the upcoming July 2018 attainment date.  The Rule 

therefore addresses emissions from upwind states’ electric generating units because 

EPA determined emission reductions from these units could be feasibly implemented 

by 2017, while additional time would be necessary to evaluate and implement 

additional reductions from electric generating units and reductions from other 

emission sources.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,521-22.  In light of EPA’s determination that 

downwind air quality problems could persist after implementation of the Rule, EPA 

explained that the CSAPR Update was an important first step to address the Good 

Neighbor Provision for the 2008 ozone NAAQS, but that additional emission 

reductions may be required upon further analysis.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,552. 

The subsections that follow describe EPA’s four-step methodology in detail: 

(1) Identify downwind areas expected to have problems attaining or maintaining the 

2008 ozone NAAQS; (2) Determine which upwind states impact these areas in 

amounts sufficient to ‘‘link’’ them to downwind ozone problems; (3) Identify upwind 

emissions in such states that significantly contribute to downwind nonattainment or 

interfere with downwind maintenance of the NAAQS; and (4) Implement the 

necessary emission reductions via an allowance trading program.  81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,507. 
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A. Step One: Identifying Downwind Air Quality Problems. 

In Step 1 of its analysis, EPA identified downwind “receptors”: areas expected 

to have problems attaining or maintaining the ozone NAAQS level of 75 ppb in 2017.  

As in previous rules, EPA assessed projected air quality in 2017, the point at which 

the Rule’s obligations would take effect.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,516, 74,526.  This 

approach was upheld in North Carolina as a reasonable construction of the statute’s 

requirement that states prohibit emissions that “will” contribute to or interfere with 

air quality.  531 F.3d at 913, 914.  

The Good Neighbor Provision does not set further terms for how to identify 

problem receptors, apart from specifying that EPA must separately identify areas 

where upwind emissions either “contribute significantly to nonattainment” or 

“interfere with maintenance” of the NAAQS.  See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1603-04 

(concluding that the Provision is generally ambiguous); see also North Carolina, 531 F.3d 

at 910-11 (requiring that EPA give “independent significance” to the maintenance 

“prong”).  To effectuate these terms in the Rule, EPA employed a methodology 

substantially similar to that employed in the original CSAPR.  This methodology 

estimates future air quality by taking monitored data and applying a fractional change 

(similar to a percent change) to that data.  This fractional change, known as the 

relative response factor, represents how ozone at a given receptor responds to 

changes in emissions when all other variables are constant.  Air Quality Modeling 

Technical Support Document at 12-13, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0575, JA____-
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____ (“Modeling TSD”); Draft Modeling Guidance for Demonstrating Air Quality 

Goals for Ozone, PM2.5, and Regional Haze at 99-103, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-

0080, JA____-____ (“Modeling Guidance”). 

First, EPA modeled 2011 air quality at all air quality monitors, generating 

projected ozone concentrations for each grid cell in a 12-km2 grid with the monitor at 

their center (the 3x3 “grid-cell approach”).2  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,526-27; Modeling TSD 

at 2, 11, JA____, ____.  EPA selected the ten highest modeled ozone days in 2011 for 

that monitor, noted which grid cells showed the highest ozone concentrations on 

those ten days, and averaged those ten concentrations.  Modeling TSD at 2-3, 13, 

JA____, ____.  EPA then ran the model again for 2017 – using 2011 environmental 

conditions (including meteorological conditions, biogenic emissions, and fire 

emissions) but 2017 projected stationary and mobile source emissions – and 

calculated an average of the ozone concentrations on those same ten days in the same 

high-ozone grid cells.  Id. at 13, JA____; see also Modeling Guidance at 102-103, 

JA____-____.  Because both model runs held environmental conditions constant, a 

comparison of these modeling results showed how changes in emissions between 

2011 and 2017 would translate into changes in ozone concentrations at each receptor.  

EPA then calculated the fractional change between the two average ozone 
                                                 
2 As suggested by EPA guidance, EPA selected 2011 as base year for the model 
because conditions were conducive to ozone formation in that year and because it was 
the most recent, complete set of emissions information available for national-scale air 
quality modeling.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,526; Modeling TSD at 2, 4-6, JA____, ____.   
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concentrations generated above to get that receptor’s “relative response factor”: a 

representation of the general sensitivity of ozone formation at that receptor to 

emission changes.  Modeling TSD at 13, JA____.  

Second, EPA projected receptors’ attainment of the NAAQS in 2017 by 

applying this relative response factor to actual monitored data at each receptor.  

Attainment of the NAAQS is measured by considering a receptor’s “design value,” 

which is a three-year average of certain monitored ozone data for a given receptor.  

See 40 C.F.R. Pt. 50, App. P, 2.2-2.3.  Here, EPA selected three design values across a 

five-year period centered around the 2011 base year (2009-2011, 2010-2012, and 

2011-2013) to reflect a range of real-world environmental conditions.  81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,532; Modeling TSD at 13, JA____.  EPA then applied the receptor’s relative 

response factor to each historical design value to project 2017 ozone concentrations 

under those conditions.  Modeling TSD at 13-15, JA____-____.  EPA identified as 

nonattainment receptors those receptors where the average of these three projected 

design values exceeded the 75 ppb NAAQS3 and where the most recent monitored 

design value (2013-2015) was also in nonattainment.  A maintenance receptor was a 

receptor where the highest ozone concentration across these three scenarios – the 

                                                 
3 EPA considers any value up to 75.9 ppb to be in attainment with the 75 ppb 
NAAQS (based on its “truncation” of fractional ppb).  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,532, 
74,551-52.  
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maximum design value – exceeded the NAAQS, regardless of the recent monitored 

design value.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,532. 

All told, EPA identified six nonattainment receptors in Connecticut, Texas, and 

Wisconsin, and thirteen maintenance receptors4, in Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland, 

Michigan, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas.  Id. at 74,533. 

B. Step Two: Linking Upwind States to Downwind Receptors. 

Once receptors were identified, EPA determined which upwind states 

sufficiently impact a downwind receptor such that they “contribute” to its air quality 

problems and are thus considered “linked.”  Id. at 74,537; Modeling TSD at 15-21, 

JA____-____.  To do so, EPA compared the state’s impact on each receptor to a 

contribution threshold set at 1% of the NAAQS – or 0.75 ppb.  A state whose 

contribution met or exceeded this threshold at a given receptor was linked to that 

receptor and further evaluated in Step 3 to determine if its contribution is 

“significant” or would “interfere with maintenance.”  See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 

1597; North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 914-16 (upholding EPA’s use of a contribution 

threshold to establish linkages under the Good Neighbor Provision).  States with 

impacts below that threshold were considered “unlinked” and excluded from the 

Rule.   

                                                 
4 All nonattainment receptors are also projected to have difficulty maintaining the 
NAAQS in 2017, but this brief uses the phrase “maintenance receptors” to indicate 
those receptors that are solely maintenance receptors. 
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To evaluate upwind states’ impacts on downwind receptors, EPA used its air 

quality model to determine what percentage of ozone formed at a given receptor was 

attributable to emissions from various categories of contributors.  These categories 

include “boundary” emissions (emanating from outside the United States), emissions 

from forest fires, and anthropogenic emissions from individual states.  For each 

category at each receptor, EPA assessed these emissions on an hourly basis across a 

multi-day average of high ozone days in order to generate a “relative contribution 

factor” – a metric that reflected, on average, the percentage of that receptor’s ozone 

attributable to that particular category on high-ozone days.  See Modeling TSD at 17-

19.  This method produced a relative contribution factor for each upwind state at each 

receptor. 

EPA then multiplied each upwind state’s relative contribution factor for each 

receptor by the projected average design value at that receptor in 2017 (calculated in 

Step 1).  This yielded the state’s projected ozone impacts (in ppb) on the Rule’s 

identified nonattainment and maintenance receptors, id. at 19-21, JA____-____, 

which were compared to the 1% contribution threshold to identify linkages between 

upwind states and downwind receptors.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,537. 
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EPA’s analysis concluded that 23 states and the District of Columbia were 

linked to the receptors identified at Step 1.5  Id. at 74,537.  Fourteen states in EPA’s 

analysis were found to have no linkage to any downwind receptor.  Id.  

C. Step Three: Quantifying “Significant” Emission Reductions. 

In Step 3, EPA determined which emissions from linked upwind states’ electric 

generating units constitute “significant” contributions to nonattainment or “interfere” 

with maintenance, and thus should be eliminated under the Good Neighbor 

Provision.  EPA applied a multi-factor test to determine the appropriate level of 

control stringency under the Rule, assessing (1) the cost and availability of NOX 

controls, (2) the emission reductions that could be achieved using those controls, and 

(3) the downwind air quality improvements that would result from those reductions.  

EPA then translated that level of control into specific state budgets.  81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,539-40. 

The methodology for calculating emission reductions has been the subject of 

significant judicial review dating back to this Court’s consideration in Michigan, where 

it affirmed that EPA could consider cost as a component of determining the amount 

of states’ emissions that would be considered “significant” contributions and upheld 

EPA’s use of a uniform level of control.  213 F.3d at 679-80.  Since then, in EME 

Homer, the Supreme Court affirmed EPA’s two-part approach to defining “significant 

                                                 
5 Delaware and the District of Columbia were excluded from the Rule at Step 3 given 
the absence of cost-effective NOX reductions at in-state units.  Id. at 74,553. 
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contribution,” used in the original CSAPR, whereby EPA first identifies linked states 

using a 1% contribution threshold at Step 2 and then – here at Step 3 – assesses 

control costs to identify the scope of a linked state’s control obligations.  134 S. Ct. at 

1597, 1606-07.  EPA applied that same “efficient and equitable” methodology, see id. 

at 1607, to set state budgets here.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,540. 

EPA began by considering possible levels of NOX control stringency that could 

be applied to reduce upwind emissions.  EPA surveyed the emission controls that 

could be applied to existing fossil fuel units and grouped these emission controls 

according to cost.  Id. at 74,540-43.  The result was five possible levels of control, 

ranging from a marginal cost of $800/ton – representing the cost of optimizing 

existing selective catalytic reduction (“SCR”) emission control equipment – to a 

marginal cost of $6,400/ton – representing the cost to install new selective non-

catalytic reduction (“SNCR”) emission control equipment.  Id. at 74,543.   

In order to evaluate emission reductions available at each level of control, EPA 

first performed modeling with its Integrated Planning Model (“IPM”) to project 

“baseline case” power plant emissions in 2017 without any new emission controls.  Id. 

at 74,521, 74,532.  EPA then ran IPM again for each of the five possible levels of 

control, with the instruction that the model apply all possible emission controls up to 

that cost level.  Id. at 74,540-42.  This resulted in a set of “control cases” showing 

2017 emissions after applying each selected cost-per-ton stringency level.  Id. at 

74,543, 74,548-49 (Tables VI.C-1-2). 
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EPA used the results to calculate emission budgets for each state at each 

potential level of control stringency.  For each control scenario in each state, EPA 

used modeled baseline and control cases for 2017 to calculate a “relative-rate delta”: 

the change in each state’s emission rate between the baseline case and the selected 

control case.  Id. at 74,547-48.  EPA subtracted this relative-rate delta from each 

state’s actual 2015 emission rate,6 the most recent year of data.  Id.  The result was an 

emission rate grounded in historical data but reflecting the additional emission 

reduction potential identified by the modeling.  This improved emission rate was then 

multiplied by the state’s actual 2015 “heat input” (essentially, how much fuel the 

state’s units burned to generate electricity) to get the state budget: the total tons of 

NOX that would be emitted by units in the state under that control scenario.  Id. at 

74,548-49 (Tables VI.C-1-2). 

EPA then used an air quality assessment tool to estimate the downwind air 

quality improvements that would result from the application of the state budgets at 

each of the five potential levels of control.  Because the relationship between emission 

reductions and ozone improvement is not one-to-one, this was necessary to evaluate 

the air quality improvement that would actually be expected at each receptor.   

                                                 
6 The Rule refers to states’ “adjusted” 2015 emission rate because EPA updated the 
2015 emission rate data to reflect known fleet changes taking place before the Rule 
would go into effect – for example, to account for announced unit retirements 
occurring between 2015 and 2017.  Id. at 74,547. 
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As part of its air quality assessment, EPA also performed an over-control 

analysis, consistent with EME Homer, to evaluate whether the emission reductions 

achievable at any level of control stringency would go beyond any state’s “significant 

contribution” to downwind air pollution.  As EME Homer instructed, this analysis 

evaluated whether air quality improvements associated with the state budgets at each 

level of control stringency triggered either of two “over-control” conditions: (1) 

whether, for any state, all of its linked receptors reduced their ozone concentrations 

below the NAAQS; or (2) whether, for any state, its contribution to all of its linked 

receptors was reduced below the 1% contribution threshold.  134 S. Ct. at 1608-09.  

EPA found that neither was the case at the $800/ton and $1,400/ton control levels.  

See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,551-52.  

Weighing the cost of control, the attendant emission reductions, and the 

resulting air quality improvements – and checked by the over-control analysis – EPA 

concluded that a marginal cost of $1,400/ton reflects a level of control that maximizes 

cost-effectiveness for purposes of this Rule.  Id. at 74,508, 74,549-53.  This is the level 

of control stringency where the incremental emission reductions and air quality 

improvement achieved per increment of additional cost are maximized – sometimes 

referred to as the “knee in the curve.”  Id. at 74,550 (Figure VI.1).  EPA concluded 

that its selection of $1,400/ton appropriately “balance[d] the possibilities of under-

control and over-control.”  EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1609; see 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,551-

52.  
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D. Step Four: Implementing State Emission Budgets Through 
Allowance Trading Programs. 

Finally, in line with its prior Good Neighbor programs, EPA implemented the 

budgets using a multi-state allowance trading program.  Under that program, units in 

each covered state are allocated a share of allowances from that state’s budget, and 

must surrender (on March 1st of the following year) one allowance for every ton of 

NOX they emit during the annual ozone season.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,568.  The trading 

market allows units to emit more NOX by acquiring additional allowances, or to profit 

from further reductions of NOX by selling unneeded allowances.  Id. at 74,554.  Units 

may also bank allowances for future years, and the Rule permits some allowances 

banked during the original CSAPR to carry over for compliance with this Rule.  Id. at 

74,557. 

The trading program is limited by each state’s “assurance level,” which is equal 

to each state’s budget plus an additional 21 percent, to account for variability in 

electricity demand.  Id. at 74,566.  The assurance level ensures that each upwind state 

will limit its emissions and that individual receptors still see improvement under the 

Rule, consistent with North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 908, even as it affords individual units 

flexibility in choosing their compliance strategy.  Any state’s units may collectively 

exceed the state’s budget without penalty so long as they stay under the assurance 

level.  Id. 
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The state budgets were implemented by allocating the budgeted number of 

allowances among in-state units – although states are at liberty to alter the allocation 

methodology.7  Id. at 74,564-65.  As in the original CSAPR, EPA’s neutral allocation 

methodology relied on units’ historical operational data.  EPA set aside a small 

portion of each state’s allowances for new sources, id. at 74,565, with the remaining 

allowances allocated to the existing units in that state.  Id. at 74,564-65. 

Each existing unit was initially allocated a share of the state’s budget in 

proportion to that unit’s average share of the state’s overall ozone-season heat input – 

with each unit’s average heat input calculated by taking its ozone season heat input in 

the three highest years of the five most recent data years available, 2011-2015.  Id. at 

74,564-65; Allowance Allocation TSD at 7-8, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0396, 

JA____-____ (“Allocation TSD”).  Where a unit’s initial allocation exceeded the 

maximum amount of ozone season NOX it had actually emitted between 2008 and 

2015, the unit’s allocation was capped at its actual historical maximum with the excess 

allowances re-distributed among remaining units.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,564; Allocation 

TSD at 8, JA____. 

E. Feasibility Analysis. 

Finally, EPA opted to perform a feasibility analysis that used conservative 

assumptions to independently confirm that the Rule was achievable.  81 Fed. Reg. at 

                                                 
7 Three states selected alternative allocation methods that are reflected in the Rule.  Id. 
at 74,564. 
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74,561-63.  That analysis considered only a limited number of control strategies – 

excluding other forms of emission reduction available for compliance (including, 

prominently, generation shifting).  Id.  Even with units constrained to these strategies, 

the feasibility analysis confirmed that collective emissions from the covered units 

could be up to 3% lower than the total budget.  Id. at 74,562.  For every state, the 

feasibility analysis showed that emissions would stay below each state’s “assurance 

level.”  Id.  This analysis affirmed that the Rule is fully achievable. 

V. Procedural Background 

Petitioner Cedar Falls Utilities sought a stay of the CSAPR Update pending 

judicial review (Doc. 1689621), which EPA opposed (Doc. 1693271).  A motions 

panel denied the requested stay on October 13, 2017.  Doc. 1699127.  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 In promulgating the CSAPR Update, EPA acted consistently with its general 

obligation to implement Good Neighbor emission reductions as expeditiously as 

practicable to benefit affected downwind areas, while also ensuring that upwind states 

would not be required to reduce more emissions than necessary to address persistent 

downwind air quality concerns.  The Rule strikes a reasonable balance between these 

obligations and accords with EPA’s approach to implementing the Good Neighbor 

Provision that has been previously approved by the Supreme Court and this Court.   

EPA gave due consideration to the upcoming 2018 attainment date and 

focused on NOx emission reductions achievable during the relevant 2017 ozone 
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season, acting quickly after the uncertainty from the EME Homer litigation was 

resolved.  Contrary to Environmental Petitioners’ and Delaware’s assertions, this 

partial remedy is both lawful and entirely reasonable in light of the implementation 

delays flowing from the EME Homer litigation.  EPA reasonably evaluated the 

feasibility of available emission reductions in establishing emission budgets, and made 

a balanced choice to authorize limited conversion of banked allowances from the 

original CSAPR ozone season program.  EPA explained how its conclusions were 

supported by technical information in the record and EPA’s decades of experience 

implementing market-based allowance trading programs.  EPA’s expertise in these 

highly technical matters warrants substantial deference.   

Delaware’s backward-looking interpretation of the Good Neighbor Provision 

contravenes the statutory text and judicial precedent.  EPA’s modeling projected that 

each of Delaware’s air quality areas would attain and maintain the 2008 ozone 

NAAQS by 2017, and Delaware does not meaningfully dispute that conclusion.   

Industry and State Petitioners’ arguments alleging that the Rule “over-controls” 

upwind emissions lack merit.  The Rule essentially applies the same four-step 

framework of the original CSAPR, complying with Supreme Court and D.C. Circuit 

precedents upholding EPA’s approach to determining emissions that “contribute 

significantly” to nonattainment or “interfere” with maintenance of the ozone 

NAAQS.  Petitioners’ attempts to re-cast challenges to that approach as assertions of 

impermissible over-control – where EPA clearly complied with the Supreme Court’s 
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over-control analysis – are thus unavailing.  Moreover, the Rule’s four-step 

methodology employed analyses that sought, where possible, to use actual measured 

data.  EPA supplemented that data using well-established modeling tools where 

appropriate.  Thus, the challenges of individual utilities to their states’ budgets and 

unit allocations must fail.  The fact that these utilities might have benefited from 

another methodology does not undercut EPA’s application of the lawful and equitable 

four-step CSAPR methodology and the highly technical determinations to which it is 

due substantial deference. 

State Petitioners also repackage arguments already rejected by the Supreme 

Court and this Court in arguing that EPA must perform a formal cost-benefit analysis.  

EPA reasonably applied the same cost-effective approach to identifying upwind 

emission reductions previously affirmed by these Courts.  EPA also reasonably 

evaluated costs and benefits in the Rule’s Regulatory Impact Analysis. 

The remaining State Petitioners’ arguments are collateral challenges to other 

EPA actions.  EPA’s disapprovals of SIP submissions were separate agency actions 

not before this Court, and the States’ suggestion that EPA deliberately and unlawfully 

delayed regulatory action is wholly unfounded.  Wyoming’s complaint about modeling 

that considered western states lacks merit as the Rule took no action in regard to 

western states.  Finally, the States’ attempt to dispute statements made in EPA’s 

response brief defending the 2015 ozone NAAQS is irrelevant to the lawfulness of 

the CSAPR Update.   
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The applicable standard of review is contained in 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(9), under 

which the court asks whether the challenged action was “arbitrary, capricious, an 

abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.”  This standard of 

review “is a narrow one,” and the court is not “to substitute its judgment for that of 

the agency.”  Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971).  

The pertinent question is “whether the [agency’s] decision was based on a 

consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear error of 

judgment.”  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 

(1983) (citation omitted).  Particular deference is given to an agency with regard to 

technical matters within its area of expertise.  Baltimore Gas & Elec. v. NRDC, 462 U.S. 

87, 103 (1983); West Virginia v. EPA, 362 F.3d 861, 867-68 (D.C. Cir. 2004). 

Judicial deference also extends to an agency’s interpretation of a statute it 

administers.  Chevron, 467 at 842-45.  Under Chevron step one, if Congress has 

“directly spoken to the precise question at issue,” that intent must be given effect.  Id. 

at 842-43.  However, under Chevron’s second step, “if the statute is silent or 

ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is whether the 

agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.”  Id. at 843; see 

also EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1603-04. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The CSAPR Update Does Not Improperly Under-Control Upwind 
Emissions. 

 Environmental Petitioners’ and Delaware’s arguments largely rest on the 

incorrect contention that the CAA mandates Good Neighbor emission reductions by 

a date certain.  Nothing in the statute, however, establishes an inflexible schedule for 

such emission reductions.  EPA does not dispute that it has an obligation to 

implement Good Neighbor emission reductions as expeditiously as practicable to 

benefit affected downwind areas, considering applicable attainment dates.  EPA 

complied with that obligation here.  Given the unusual circumstances surrounding the 

2011-2015 EME Homer litigation, EPA’s expeditious efforts to implement cost-

effective emission reductions that could be achieved during the 2017 ozone season, in 

time for the 2018 attainment date, was entirely reasonable.   

A. The CSAPR Update Lawfully and Reasonably Targets 2017 Ozone 
Season Emission Reductions.   

Environmental Petitioners and Delaware first argue that EPA acted contrary to 

a CAA statutory mandate identified by this Court in North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 911-

12, by not prohibiting all upwind emissions that significantly contribute to downwind 

state nonattainment or interfere with maintenance by attainment dates in 2015, 2016, 

and 2018.  They also fault EPA for not requiring all reductions “as expeditiously as 

practicable” within those timeframes, according to Petitioners’ own view of what is 

practicable.  Env. Br. 22-49.  These arguments fail. 
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Neither the statutory text of the CAA nor North Carolina support Petitioners’ 

attempt to create an unambiguous statutory mandate for inflexible emission 

reductions deadlines for upwind states.  Contrary to Petitioners’ contentions, 42 

U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i) and § 7511, when read together, do not unambiguously 

require Good Neighbor emission reductions by a particular deadline.  And in North 

Carolina this Court simply found that EPA must make an effort to “harmonize” its 

upwind Good Neighbor reductions with downwind attainment dates.  531 F.3d at 

911-12.  EPA did exactly that here by quickly promulgating FIPs to achieve feasible 

upwind NOx reductions during the 2017 ozone season, in advance of the 2018 

downwind attainment date.  Notably, the consequence of reading the statute as 

Petitioners suggest would be profound; emission reductions would be required even if 

such reductions could be achieved only with drastic upwind control measures.  

Nothing in the CAA or judicial precedents requires this result. 

1. The statutory text does not support Environmental 
Petitioners’ argument. 

The Good Neighbor Provision does not set forth any timeframes. On its face, 

it is ambiguous as to when the upwind emission reductions it calls for must be in 

place.  Further, while 42 U.S.C. § 7511(a) identifies timeframes for attaining ozone 

standards in downwind states, it does not specify deadlines for Good Neighbor 

emission reductions.  Therefore, Congress has left a gap for EPA to fill.  Chevron, 467 

at 843.  EPA’s reasonable harmonizing of these provisions to require Good Neighbor 
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emissions reductions as expeditiously as practicable to benefit downwind areas, taking 

into account their attainment dates, as well as feasibility of how expeditiously upwind 

controls can be implemented, is entitled to deference 

Petitioners rely on the phrase “consistent with the provisions of this 

subchapter” – i.e., CAA Title I – to import downwind attainment dates from 42 

U.S.C. § 7511 into the upwind Good Neighbor Provision.  Env. Br. 22-24, 27-35, 41-

49.  This fails to unambiguously establish a statutory deadline for Good Neighbor 

emission reductions.  Notably, Section 7511 itself does not impose inflexible deadlines for 

attainment.  Petitioners point to the general timeframes in the section 7511(a)(1) table. 

But those timeframes may be (and often are) modified pursuant to other provisions in 

section 7511.8  For example, the six-year timeframe for attainment of the 2008 ozone 

NAAQS in moderate areas could be extended to 2020, pursuant to section 7511(a)(5).  

And pursuant to section 7511(b)(2), when downwind areas are unable to implement 

sufficient reductions via feasible control technologies by one attainment date, those 

areas will be “bumped up” in classification and given a new attainment date with 

additional time to attain.  With “bump-ups” like this, the date for an area to attain the 

2008 ozone NAAQS could be extended to 2021, 2027, and 2032, and each of these 

deadlines could be subject to further extensions of up to two years pursuant to section 
                                                 
8 The statutory text of 42 U.S.C. § 7511(a) does not itself establish the 2015, 2016, and 
2018 attainment dates, and the 2016 deadline was an one-year regulatory extension of 
the 2015 marginal area attainment date issued pursuant to section 7511(a)(5), 81 Fed. 
Reg. 26,697 (May 4, 2016).   
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7511(a)(5).  See also Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’ns, Inc., 531 U.S. 457, 493-94 (2001) 

(Breyer concurring) (considerations of costs and technological feasibility may affect 

deadlines selected by EPA).  Thus, Environmental Petitioners’ premise that all 

upwind emission reductions must occur before the earliest downwind attainment date, 

feasible or not, is inconsistent with the framework of section 7511 as a whole.   

Moreover, the phrase “consistent with the provisions of this subchapter” is 

broad and imprecise.  As the arguments presented by Industry and Environmental 

Petitioners highlight, tensions exist between various requirements of Title I.  These 

are heightened in the context of regulating cross-state pollution.  For instance, 

Industry Petitioners argue that pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7407, EPA should have shifted 

more of the burden to control ozone pollution in downwind states to those states.  See 

infra Argument II.F.  Environmental Petitioners, on the other hand, seek to shift more 

of the emission reduction burden to upwind states, citing section 7511(a)(1).  See 

generally Env. Br.  As EPA explained in response to comments, none of these 

individual CAA Title I provisions unambiguously require a substantial shift in Good 

Neighbor responsibilities; rather, EPA reasonably reads the Good Neighbor Provision 

and the gaps left in the statutory scheme by Congress to require an equitable 

allocation of responsibility between the upwind and downwind states that aligns with 

the overall structure of CAA Title I.  See, e.g., 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,515-16, 74,535-36; 

Response to Comments at 433-34, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0572, JA____-____ 

(“RTC”); cf. S. Rep. No. 95-127, at 42 (1977) (the good neighbor provision is intended 
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to “mak[e] a source at least as responsible for polluting another State as it would be 

for polluting its own State”). 

The stringent deadlines that Environmental Petitioners seek to impose here are 

also inconsistent with the operable timeframe Congress allowed for EPA’s 

promulgation of Good Neighbor FIPs.  Consider these timeframes: States have three 

years to adopt SIPs that must include Good Neighbor emission reductions.  42 U.S.C. 

§ 7410(a)(1).  EPA has six months after that deadline to determine if a SIP meets 

certain minimum completeness criteria or if a state failed to make a submission 

entirely.  Id. § 7410(k)(1)(B).  Then EPA has a year to either approve a SIP as meeting 

the statutory requirements or disapprove an inadequate SIP submission.  Id. 

§ 7410(k)(2).  A finding that a state has failed to make a required submission or a 

disapproval triggers a two-year period for EPA to promulgate a FIP.  Id. § 7410(c)(1).  

Read together, these CAA provisions envision a process that could take over six years.  

In contrast, the attainment date for a nonattainment area classified as “marginal” is 

three years after the standard two-year designation period – a total of five years.  Id. 

§ 7407(d)(B)(i) (two years for designations) and § 7511(a)(1) (three year timeframes for 

marginal area attainment).  In establishing a timeframe where EPA may not act until 

more than six years after a NAAQS is promulgated, Congress did not unambiguously 

express its intent that an EPA-promulgated FIP would have all necessary Good 

Neighbor emission reductions occur within the five-year timeframe for marginal areas 

to attain after the NAAQS is promulgated.  Chevron, 467 at 843.  And as exemplified 
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by the extensive litigation that preceded the promulgation of the CSAPR Update, 

circumstances may make it impossible for EPA to promulgate FIPs to address all 

potential emission reductions within the timeframe for marginal and moderate 

attainment.   

Environmental Petitioners’ argument that section 7511(a)(1) imposes an 

additional requirement that upwind emission reductions be achieved “as expeditiously 

as practicable” within those timeframes, Env. Br. 31-39, is similarly flawed.  EPA 

acknowledges that downwind areas must attain as expeditiously as practicable.  

However, as explained above, neither the text of 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i) or 

§ 7511, nor the structure of the CAA Title I, supports Petitioners’ bootstrapping of 

this requirement with an inflexible deadline into the Good Neighbor Provision.  

Rather, EPA’s approach to identifying emission reductions that are technologically 

feasible and cost-effective is entirely consistent with the requirements imposed on 

downwind nonattainment areas required to implement certain “reasonable” controls 

within the targeted timeframe.  See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7502(c)(1), (2) (nonattainment 

implementation of reasonably available control measures and reasonable further 

progress); id. § 7511a(b)(1)(A) (reasonable further progress targets with exception 

when SIP includes “all measures that can feasibly be implemented in the area, in light 

of technological achievability”).  
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2. This Court’s precedent does not support Environmental 
Petitioners’ statutory argument. 

Because the text and structure of the CAA do not support Petitioners’ theory, 

they stretch the reasoning and holding in this Court’s decision in North Carolina.  The 

North Carolina decision faulted EPA for not giving any consideration to upcoming 

attainment dates in downwind states when setting compliance deadlines for upwind 

emissions; there, EPA had evaluated only the feasibility of implementing upwind 

controls.  531 F.3d at 911-12.  But the Court did not hold that the CAA imposes strict 

deadlines for the implementation of Good Neighbor emission reductions. Nor did 

this Court opine that EPA would never be justified in setting compliance dates that 

post-date downwind attainment dates or consider the feasibility of implementing 

upwind emission reductions.  Indeed, in remanding the rule, North Carolina 

acknowledged that upwind compliance dates may, in some circumstances, follow 

attainment dates.  Id. at 930 (instructing EPA to ‘‘decide what date, whether 2015 or 

earlier, is as expeditious as practicable for states to eliminate their significant 

contributions to downwind nonattainment’’). 

Nor does NRDC v. EPA, 777 F.3d 456, 468 (D.C. Cir. 2014), stand for the 

proposition that EPA should ignore the feasibility of implementing emission 

reductions when it promulgates Good Neighbor FIPs, or that such emission 

reductions are strictly required to be in place by a date certain, contra Env. Br. 27-30.  

There, EPA had set 2008 ozone standard attainment dates in December 2015 so that 
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downwind states could use data from the 2015 ozone season to demonstrate 

attainment.  NRDC, 777 F.3d at 465.  The NRDC court simply held that the statutory 

gap in 42 U.S.C. § 7511(a)(1) did not allow EPA this type of flexibility.  The Court’s 

holding in NRDC did not speak to state planning or implementation requirements 

that apply for areas subject to those dates.  NRDC is therefore inapposite as to how 

the Good Neighbor Provision should be harmonized with CAA statutory or 

regulatory dates for downwind states.   

3. EPA lawfully promulgated a Good Neighbor remedy that 
addressed 2017 achievable emission reductions.   

Consistent with North Carolina, and the statutory gaps left in the CAA by 

Congress, the Rule reasonably harmonizes upwind emission reduction requirements 

with downwind attainment dates.  Indeed, EPA based the Rule on the upcoming 2018 

attainment date, examining available emission reductions that could be achieved by 

upwind states in the 2017 ozone season.  For instance, EPA looked at the possibility 

of additional emission reductions at electrical generating units (such as new SCR and 

SNCR controls) and controls for NOx-emitting sources that are not electrical 

generating units (“non-EGUs”), but EPA determined that neither could be 

implemented by 2017, 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,540-42, a conclusion Petitioners do not 

challenge.  EPA also determined that any attempt to quantify a second phase of 

emissions reductions in a later year would require significantly more work, delay the 

rulemaking, and impede the ability to implement the 2017 reductions.  Id. at 74,522-
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23; RTC at 602-03, JA____-____.  Therefore, EPA determined that promulgating a 

first phase of emission reductions achievable in upwind states by 2017 was more 

consistent with North Carolina than delaying final action (which would have delayed 

implementation of emission reductions beyond the moderate area attainment date).  

Id.; see also RTC at 347, JA____ (rejecting suggestion that upwind states should have 

additional time to implement emission reductions).   

Moreover, to the extent the CSAPR Update may only partially address Good 

Neighbor requirements for the 2008 ozone NAAQS, this Court has held on several 

occasions that agencies have the authority to tackle problems in an incremental 

fashion.  See, e.g., Grand Canyon Air Tour Coal. v. FAA, 154 F.3d 455, 478 (D.C. Cir. 

1998); City of Las Vegas v. Lujan, 891 F.2d 927, 935 (D.C. Cir. 1989).  The 

circumstances here are especially similar to the action challenged in Grand Canyon, 154 

F.3d at 478.  There, a statute required a Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) 

plan to reduce air-traffic noise and “restor[e] the natural quiet” to the Grand Canyon 

within two years.  Id. at 460-61.  After ten years, the FAA promulgated a rule 

acknowledged as insufficient, but that would prevent worsening conditions while the 

FAA worked on next administrative steps for approximately 10 more years.  Id. at 

463, 476-77.  In a challenge to the FAA rule as statutorily insufficient, the Court noted 

the “congressional concern with expeditious agency action,” but held that the rule did 

not violate Congress’s intent because the FAA still intended to restore natural quiet 

and had “never defended the [rule] as the sole means for [doing so].”  Id. at 476-77 
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(citing Las Vegas, 891 F.2d at 935 (courts will not strike down agency actions that 

“[are] a first step toward a complete solution”)).9 

EPA was similarly concerned in the CSAPR Update about acting expeditiously 

in light of the delays caused by the EME Homer litigation.  EPA acknowledged that 

the Rule “may not be sufficient to fully address [ ] states’ good neighbor obligations” 

but “the agency does not have sufficient information at this time to promulgate [a rule 

governing non-EGUs]. . . .[and it is] beneficial to implement, without further delay, 

EGU NOX reductions that are achievable in the near term.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,521-

22.  In taking this step-wise action, EPA has appropriately articulated its intention to 

take further steps toward compliance, if further analysis demonstrates additional 

reductions are necessary.  Id. at 74,522 (“EPA intends to continue to collect 

information and undertake analyses for potential future emission reductions at non-

EGUs that may be necessary to fully quantify states’ interstate transport obligations in 

a future action.”).  This incremental approach to addressing Good Neighbor emission 

                                                 
9 Petitioners argue that Center for Biological Diversity v. EPA, 722 F.3d 401 (D.C. Cir. 
2013), and Petitioners’ asserted “statutory mandate” foreclose application of Grand 
Canyon here.  The panel in Center for Biological Diversity, however, split 1-1-1 on how 
Grand Canyon should be applied, and only Judge Kavanaugh’s concurrence would have 
held the “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine inapplicable where there is a “clear statutory 
mandate.”  722 F.3d at 409, 413, 416.  As explained supra in Argument I.A.1, there is 
no CAA statutory mandate to have Good Neighbor emission reductions fully in place 
before the earliest attainment dates, as Petitioners contend.  Indeed, the clearly-
defined timeframes at issue in Grand Canyon present a sharp contrast to the lack of any 
such timeframes in the Good Neighbor Provision. 
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reductions for the 2008 ozone NAAQS was reasonable given the short-timeframe 

before the 2018 attainment date, and North Carolina’s direction that EPA should strive 

to harmonize implementation of emission reductions with relevant attainment dates.10   

Finally, Petitioners incorrectly suggest that EPA has already concluded that 

these states continue to significantly contribute to nonattainment and interfere with 

maintenance of the NAAQS in downwind states, even after implementation of the 

CSAPR Update.  Env. Br. 10, 23.  EPA cannot conclude that the CSAPR Update 

emission reductions do (or do not) satisfy upwind states’ Good Neighbor obligations 

without additional analysis.  Although EPA’s modeling showed that downwind air 

quality problems would likely remain after implementation of the CSAPR Update in 

2017, the modeling reflects EPA’s best information at that time; additional analysis 

with more recent data may demonstrate that some or all states have fully addressed 

the Good Neighbor Provision in a future compliance year or that upwind states have 

eliminated all significant contributions.  

In sum, the Good Neighbor Provision is ambiguous as to the timing of upwind 

reductions and section 7511’s downwind attainment timeframes are not so inflexible 

as Petitioners claim.  EPA’s reasonable efforts to harmonize these provisions, while 
                                                 
10 An order entered in Sierra Club v. EPA, Case 3:15-cv-04328 (N.D. Cal.), Doc. 73, 
requires EPA action regarding remaining Good Neighbor obligations for the state of 
Kentucky by June 30, 2018.  To the extent Petitioners assert that EPA has additional 
obligations pursuant to the Good Neighbor Provision, whether promulgation of a 
FIP, action on a SIP, or some other final agency action, any such claims must be 
presented in district court pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7604. 
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paying due regard to this Court’s instructions in North Carolina that downwind 

nonattainment should be a factor in that effort, should be preserved. 

4. Petitioners’ 2015 and 2016 deadline arguments have been 
waived. 

Petitioners suggest in their brief for the first time that the CSAPR Update 

should have addressed attainment dates in 2015 and 2016.  Env. Br. 25.  These 

arguments have been waived because they were not raised in comments.  42 U.S.C. § 

7607(d)(7)(B) (“Only an objection to a rule ... raised with reasonable specificity during 

the period for public comment … may be raised during judicial review.”); Nat’l Ass’n 

of Clean Air Agencies v. EPA, 489 F.3d 1221, 1231 (D.C. Cir. 2007).  The proposed rule 

was published on December 3, 2015, and EPA accepted comments on the proposal 

through February 1, 2016.  80 Fed. Reg. 81,251 (Dec. 29, 2015).  Despite a seemingly 

obvious timing issue, no commenter raised concerns that the finalized rule would not 

have Good Neighbor emission reductions in place before 2015 or 2016 attainment 

dates.  Insofar as these Petitioners now seek to argue that EPA was required to have 

such emission reductions in effect before the 2015 or 2016 attainment dates, those 

arguments have been waived. 
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B. EPA Used Appropriate Methodologies and Reasonable 
Assumptions in Promulgating FIPs to Address 2017 Ozone Season 
NOX. 

1. EPA’s modeling assumptions regarding optimization of 
NOX pollution controls and re-dispatch of electricity 
generation were reasonable. 

Environmental Petitioners contend that EPA could have achieved greater 

emission reductions in calculating state emission budgets if EPA’s modeling had 

incorporated different assumptions regarding the rate of NOX emissions from 

optimized emission controls, Env. Br. 32-34, and generation-shifting potential 

between units, id. 34-36.  EPA addressed each of these assertions in the record, and 

EPA’s highly-technical determinations warrant deference. 

As part of its budget-setting process, EPA assumed that turning on and 

optimizing idled SCR controls could achieve a NOX emission rate of 0.10 lbs/mmBtu.  

81 Fed. Reg. at 74,543-44; EGU NOX Mitigation Strategies TSD at 5-6, EPA-HQ-

OAR-2015-0500-0554, JA____-____ (“Mitigation TSD”).  Environmental Petitioners 

dispute EPA’s decision regarding that value, arguing that individual plants have 

achieved rates lower than 0.065 lbs/mmBtu and that EPA “failed to provide any 

reasoned explanation” for the chosen rate.  To the contrary, EPA responded to 

comments on this figure and explained its reasoning at length in the final Rule.   

EPA acknowledged that greater optimization (and thus additional emission 

reductions) could be possible on a unit-specific basis, but found that the 0.10 

lbs/mmBtu rate “reflects a generally achievable NOX emission rate that is appropriate 
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for the EPA’s budget-setting purposes.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,544.  EPA explained that 

it was not choosing the lower rate of 0.075 lbs/mmBtu, as it had initially proposed, 

because 0.10 lbs/mmBtu appeared to better represent what would be achievable for 

older SCR units on a fleet-wide basis over the course of an entire ozone season.  Id. at 

74,543-44; see also RTC at 502-03, JA____-____; Mitigation TSD at 5-6, JA____-

____.  EPA relied on data indicating that lower NOX rates “may reflect new SCR 

systems that have all new components (e.g., new layers of catalyst)” and that “[d]ata 

from these new systems are not representative of ongoing achievable NOX rates 

considering broken-in components and routine maintenance schedules.”  81 Fed. Reg. 

at 74,543.  EPA therefore chose to look at a more recent timeframe than it did at 

proposal and use the third-lowest fleet-wide average rate, rather than the second- or 

first-lowest rate.  Id.; Mitigation TSD at 6, JA____.11  Further, recognizing that some 

units can achieve lower rates, EPA used the 0.10 rate as a ceiling only, and where data 

were available, assigned units their historical rate if lower.  Mitigation TSD at 5 n.6, 

JA____.  Petitioners’ contentions that EPA arbitrarily chose the 0.10 lbs/mmBtu rate 

and failed to explain its rationale simply do not reflect the agency’s well-developed 

record.   

                                                 
11 Petitioners misinterpret EPA’s description of its methodology as including units 
with non-operational or poorly operated SCR in the fleet-wide average.  Env. Br. 13, 
33.  EPA noted in the rulemaking that the third-lowest rate “represents efficient but 
routine SCR operation.”  See Mitigation TSD at 5, JA____. 
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 EPA also adequately explained why its model parameters limited generation-

shifting to units within the same state, contra Env. Br. 34-36.  Recognizing the 

complexity of “broader, interstate generation-shifting,” and as a proxy for the more 

limited potential to shift generation in the near-term (i.e., in 2017), EPA constrained 

its model to include only intra-state generation-shifting in calculating the state 

emission budgets.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,544-45; see also Mitigation TSD at 12, JA____; 

RTC at 530, 532, JA____, ____.  As EPA explained, the use of this proxy was 

reasonable in light of the “near-term compliance timeframe” and was supported by 

EPA’s sensitivity analyses.  RTC at 532, JA____; see also Ozone Transport Policy 

Analysis TSD at 17, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0555, JA____ (“Ozone TSD”); id., 

App. F, JA____ (showing a limited impact of the in-state restriction on the final state 

budgets).   

Petitioners incorrectly assert that EPA failed to address their comments about 

generation-shifting potential.  Env. Br. 14, 34.  Petitioners’ preferred approach would 

have assigned a certain amount of generation-shifting to each state based on a simple 

calculation of the capacity available to be shifted, without regard to a particular cost 

threshold.  Conservation Group Comments, App. 1, tab “Methodology,” EPA-HQ-

OAR-2015-0500-0287, JA____.  But EPA’s approach for identifying highly cost-

effective emission strategies in previous Good Neighbor rulemakings has been 

affirmed by the Supreme Court and this Court, and nothing in the Act or the Courts’ 

decisions suggests Petitioners’ preferred approach on this technical matter is required.  
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EPA explained how its approach used modeling to take account of the amount of 

generation-shifting that would occur on an economic basis depending on the cost 

threshold applied.  See RTC at 528, JA____.  Notwithstanding Petitioners’ 

characterization of the amount of generation-shifting they advocate as “easily 

achievable,” Env. Br. 35, they did not provide information to show that it would 

occur at the $1,400/ton cost threshold EPA selected in the Rule. 

Petitioners’ assertion, Env. Br. 35-36, that EPA failed to consider potential 

generation-shifting among coal units is factually incorrect.  No constraint was 

imposed in the model to prevent shifts among plants based on fuel type.  See e.g., 

Mitigation TSD at 11 (“Similarly, generation could shift from uncontrolled coal to 

coal units that have SCR”), 13 (Table 3) (showing modeled generation-shifting at coal 

units), JA____, ____.   

In sum, EPA considered and reasonably responded to Environmental 

Petitioners’ contentions regarding the assumptions used in setting state emission 

budgets, and the Court should defer to EPA on these technical matters.  See Baltimore 

Gas, 462 U.S. at 103 (utmost deference to agencies’ technical determinations). 

2. The limited conversion of banked CSAPR allowances was 
reasonable. 

The final step of the Rule’s framework is implementation, and like the original 

CSAPR, the Rule uses allowance trading programs to implement the necessary 

emission reductions represented in the emission budgets.  As in prior programs, 
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allowances can be banked and traded by the regulated units, encouraging efficient 

pollution reduction.  In this Rule, however, EPA applied a conversion ratio to existing 

banked allowances to mitigate their impact.  This treatment of allowances banked 

during the original CSAPR allowance trading program reflects a balanced approach to 

ensuring appropriate market function and continuing incentives to achieve earlier 

emission reductions.  

Environmental Petitioners argue that EPA arbitrarily and unlawfully allowed 

the conversion and rollover of some banked CSAPR allowances for use under the 

CSAPR Update allowance trading program.  Env. Br. 36-40.  These arguments 

misconceive the role of banking in market-based programs generally and ignore 

EPA’s balanced approach to banking through the use of a conversion ratio here.   

First, Petitioners’ argument presumes incorrectly that the banking of allowances 

undermines the pollution control benefits of a market-based regulatory program.  

EPA’s experience with market-based pollution programs shows the opposite.  “A key 

feature of allowance trading programs is that they provide sources an economically 

efficient strategy for integrating current and future compliance.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,561.  EPA has been operating market-based pollution regulatory programs for over 

25 years and has observed that banking of allowances has the effect of incentivizing 

“early emission reductions, which often result in improved air quality earlier than 

otherwise required.”  Id.  EPA’s past market-based regulatory programs, such as the 

NOX SIP Call and CAIR, which also authorized banking, have resulted in significant 
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improvements in attainment of the ozone and fine particulate matter standards.  Id. at 

74,514.  Thus, EPA concluded that banking of excess emission reductions is a 

“positive element of a trading-based program” that “encourages early reductions, 

provides certainty, and creates flexibility in order to achieve the public health goal 

more cost-effectively and reliably.”  Id. at 74,559. 

Second, Petitioners’ characterization of the number of banked allowances as 

“swamping” the reduction potential of the CSAPR Update, Env. Br. 37-38, takes 

EPA’s statements out of context.  While EPA recognized that without a conversion 

ratio, the number of CSAPR banked allowances could result in excessive emissions, 81 

Fed. Reg. at 74,558, EPA did not authorize unmitigated use of allowances banked 

from the prior program here.  EPA appropriately applied a conversion ratio to the 

total banked allowances (roughly 3.5-to-1), resulting in a significant decrease in the 

number of banked allowances that would be rolled over for use in the CSAPR Update 

allowance trading program.  See id. at 74,557-59.  Petitioners’ argument also ignores 

the penalties imposed if emissions exceed the states’ assurance levels – even if units 

have allowances to cover those emissions – which restrains over-reliance on banked 

allowances.  Id. 

Petitioners’ view that use of previously banked allowances should be prohibited 

because this Rule addresses the 2008 ozone NAAQS while the original CSAPR 

addressed the less stringent 1997 ozone NAAQS, Env. Br. 39-40, is not compelled by 

the statute, nor does it account for the valid policy concerns that informed EPA’s 
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choice, see 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,557-59; see also 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(A) (authorizing 

market-based approaches).  Both this Rule and earlier NOX ozone season trading 

programs implement the same strategy to achieve NOX reductions through a market-

based approach.  Within that approach, it is reasonable to maintain continuity in the 

banking of allowances, which incentivizes reductions earlier, id. at 74,559 – an 

environmentally beneficial objective that is shared across ozone seasons and different 

ozone NAAQS.  

EPA’s rationale is not undermined by its conclusion that the banked allowances 

are not necessary for compliance.  See id.  Based on EPA’s experience administering 

other market-based regulatory programs, EPA reasonably concluded that carrying 

over some allowances would ensure market liquidity, consistency, and certainty.  Id. at 

74,557-59; see also RTC at 116, JA____.  Had EPA completely devalued the banked 

CSAPR allowances, units might be incentivized to use up their banked allowances in 

the final days of the 2016 season or cease making earlier reductions going forward due 

to lost confidence in future use of banked allowances.  RTC at 197, JA____.  In short, 

EPA explained that the conversion of banked allowances was a balanced approach 

toward achieving optimum environmental benefits within a market-based program.  

Petitioners do not meaningfully dispute EPA’s rationale for those benefits.  The Court 

should defer to EPA’s expertise and experience in this technical matter.  See Baltimore 

Gas, 462 U.S. at 103. 
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C. EPA Reasonably Determined That Delaware Does Not Contain 
Nonattainment or Maintenance Receptors Under the Good 
Neighbor Provision.  

Delaware challenges EPA’s determination at Step 1 that Delaware does not 

contain downwind nonattainment or maintenance receptors that require Good 

Neighbor emission reductions, Env. Br. 40-49.  Delaware argues that EPA should 

have determined which areas of the country face nonattainment or maintenance 

problems sufficient to trigger Good Neighbor obligations based on air quality and 

emissions data at the time of the original deadline for state plans (2011).  Delaware’s 

position is untenable in the face of the statutory text and decisions from the Supreme 

Court and this Court, all of which support EPA’s identification of downwind 

receptors based on future year projections.  

To clarify any confusion raised by Delaware’s arguments, we first present some 

basic facts about Delaware’s air quality areas.  Delaware contains three counties, each 

of which is part of a different air quality area: Kent County, Sussex County, and New 

Castle County.  Based on air quality monitoring data from 2008-2010, one county was 

designated attainment/unclassifiable for the 2008 ozone NAAQS (i.e., the area was 

meeting the standard) – Kent County; and two were designated and classified as 

marginal nonattainment – Sussex County (as the Seaford nonattainment area) and 
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New Castle County (which comprises part of the four-state nonattainment area of 

Philadelphia-Wilmington-Atlantic City).  77 Fed. Reg. 30,088 (May 21, 2012).12   

In the Rule, EPA determined at Step 1 that no air quality monitors in Delaware 

were likely to face nonattainment or maintenance problems in 2017 because the 

projected ozone levels (both average and maximum) were below 76.0 ppb.  Compare 

81 Fed. Reg. at 74,533 (listing nonattainment and maintenance receptors with 

projected ozone levels equal or greater than 76.0 ppb) with Final CSAPR Update 

Design Values and Contributions spreadsheet, rows 242-247, columns G and H, 

EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0459, JA____ (“Ozone Level Spreadsheet”) (listing 

Delaware’s projected ozone levels, both average and maximum, below 76.0 ppb).  

Delaware does not contend that EPA made any mathematical errors in calculating 

these values.  

Delaware’s primary argument instead is that EPA should have looked back in 

time to 2011 (the statutory deadline for Good Neighbor SIPs), determined what air 

                                                 
12 Delaware seeks to present argument about current conditions through an extra-
record declaration.  Env. Br at 48.  Since this is a record review case, the Court should 
not consider information that was not before the agency at the time of its decision.  
See Fla. Power & Light v. Lorion, 470 U.S. 729, 743-44 (1985).  If the Court were to 
consider extra-record information, that information indicates that all areas in 
Delaware timely attained the 2008 ozone NAAQS, 81 Fed. Reg. 26,697 (May 4, 2016); 
82 Fed. Reg. 50,814 (Nov. 2, 2017), and that to the extent there are more recent 
violations of the standard in the four-state Philadelphia area, the air quality monitors 
in Delaware are measuring below the NAAQS, see 2016 Ozone Design Values 
Spreadsheet, Tab 5, rows 310-313, col. L, available at https://www.epa.gov/air-
trends/air-quality-design-values#report.  
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quality problems existed at that time and which states were contributing to those 

problems, and required future reductions from upwind states based on that old 

contribution data.  Env. Br. 41-44, 45 n.15.  Delaware contends that its approach 

would more closely align with the Act’s timeframes and that EPA’s analysis of air 

quality in a future projected year “punishes” downwind states and “unlawfully 

relieves” upwind states.  Id. 44. 

Delaware’s proposition is inconsistent with the Good Neighbor Provision, 42 

U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I), which requires states to prohibit emissions “which will 

contribute significantly to nonattainment or interfere with maintenance” (emphasis 

added).  In keeping with Congress’s use of the future tense in the phrase “will 

contribute… or interfere,” in the NOX SIP Call, CAIR, CSAPR and the CSAPR 

Update, EPA has consistently implemented the Good Neighbor Provision by 

modeling a future year to identify downwind air quality problems.  This Court explicitly 

upheld this forward-looking approach in North Carolina.  531 F.3d at 913-914 

(rejecting argument that EPA should include upwind states where linked monitors 

were projected to be clean in the future). 

EPA’s interpretation is further affirmed by the Supreme Court’s and this 

Court’s EME Homer decisions.  The Supreme Court explained that, under the Good 

Neighbor Provision, “EPA cannot require a State to reduce its output of pollution by 

more than is necessary to achieve attainment in every downwind State.” 134 S. Ct. at 

1608.  This Court put a further gloss on the bounds of EPA’s Good Neighbor 
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authority, holding that where record data shows that downwind receptors would 

comply in the future with the standard absent any emission reductions, EPA does not 

have authority to impose reductions in that future year.  EME Homer II, 795 F.3d at 

129-30.  

As explained above, EPA targeted 2017 because it was mindful of obtaining 

emission reductions as quickly as possible in time for the 2018 attainment date after 

the EME Homer litigation was resolved.  In response to comments from Delaware and 

others, EPA explained that it needed to evaluate future air quality in order to 

determine, on the one hand, what emissions reductions “will” impact attainment and 

maintenance of the standard, and on the other hand, what reductions would be over-

control.  See RTC at 17-18, JA____-____.  EPA explained that the retroactive 

emission reductions requested by Delaware were not a reasonable interpretation of 

EPA’s duties under the statute, and that determining obligations based on historic 

conditions to compensate states like Delaware for perceived past inequities would 

require that EPA arbitrarily ignore changed emissions activity.  Id.     

Contrary to Delaware’s arguments, Env. Br. 43, it will receive benefits from the 

Rule, even though none of Delaware’s receptors were projected to struggle to attain 

or maintain the 2008 ozone NAAQS.  For example, the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

receptor and Delaware’s air quality monitors in New Castle County are located in the 

same nonattainment area, and the Philadelphia receptor was determined to be a 

maintenance-only receptor in the CSAPR Update.  Nine of the ten states that 
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Delaware asserts are upwind contributors to Delaware, Env. Br. 42, are required to 

reduce emissions under the CSAPR Update due to linkages with Philadelphia and 

other receptors.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,538-39 (Table V.E-3).  Because EPA calculates 

emission reduction obligations based in part on cost-effective reductions available at a 

uniform level of control stringency, the reduction obligation from those nine states is 

exactly what it would have been if Delaware’s monitors were identified as problem 

receptors in the Rule.   

Delaware’s attempts to dispute the reliability of EPA’s modeling techniques, 

Env. Br. 45-49, are similarly unavailing.  Delaware asserts that EPA arbitrarily relied 

on one year of data to determine which States would be subject to the Rule.  Id. 46.  

This fundamentally mischaracterizes EPA’s methodology.  EPA used 5-year weighted 

averages (calculated with monitored design values from 2009-2011, 2010-2012, and 

2011-2013) to compute average and maximum projected design values for the year 

2017.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,532; see also supra Background IV.A.  Based on this robust 

data set, EPA concluded that all such values for Delaware were below the NAAQS.  

Ozone Level Spreadsheet, rows 242-247, columns G and H (all below 72 ppb).  EPA 

reasonably relied on modeling that incorporated multiple years of data to conclude 

that air quality at the Delaware monitors was expected to both attain and maintain the 

2008 ozone NAAQS in 2017.       

Delaware’s concern about a lack of “permanent and enforceable” reductions 

for purposes of redesignation, Env. Br. 48, also lacks merit.  As explained above, 
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Delaware will receive collateral emission reduction benefits under the CSAPR Update.  

EPA has redesignated numerous nonattainment areas based in part on “permanent 

and enforceable” emission reductions attributable to allowance trading programs like 

CSAPR, and EPA’s conclusion that such emission reductions are “permanent and 

enforceable” for the purposes of redesignation under 42 U.S.C. § 7502 has been 

affirmed by multiple courts of appeals.  See Sierra Club v. EPA, 793 F.3d 656, 665-68 

(6th Cir. 2015); Sierra Club v. EPA, 774 F.3d 383, 393-99 (7th Cir. 2014).  Given 

appropriate supportive data, Delaware would be able to rely on CSAPR Update 

emission reductions in upwind states in seeking redesignation of a Delaware area.  

Delaware appears to conflate unrelated issues of variability in EPA’s modeling 

parameters with the development of maintenance plans for redesignation.  Env. Br. 

46-48.  Counter to Delaware’s suggestion, Delaware would have no need to rely on 

the air quality modeling performed for the CSAPR Update in seeking redesignation of 

its nonattainment areas under 42 U.S.C. § 7407(d)(3)(E).  Moreover, to the extent that 

Delaware seeks to dispute EPA’s assessment of market forces and weather conditions 

in the air quality modeling, Delaware has failed to identify any alleged error.  It is 

entirely reasonable that EPA’s air quality modeling incorporates expected market 

forces and variable weather conditions given that the purpose of the CSAPR Update 

modeling is to accurately predict air quality in a future year, and those are crucial 

factors affecting ozone levels.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,513-14.   
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II. The CSAPR Update Does Not Over-Control Upwind Emissions. 

State and Industry Petitioners make numerous claims, but they fail to show that 

EPA arbitrarily, capriciously, or unlawfully designed the CSAPR Update in a manner 

that resulted in “over-control” of upwind emissions.  Nor can they: much of EPA’s 

underlying methodology has already been considered by this Court and the Supreme 

Court to constitute a reasonable (or in some cases necessary) reading of the Good 

Neighbor Provision.  The Supreme Court’s concern about “over-control,” meanwhile, 

was specific to the question of whether EPA was requiring emission reductions from 

upwind states that exceeded the point at which their emissions were reduced below 

the 1% contribution threshold at all of their linked receptors or the point at which all 

of the air quality problems at their linked receptors were resolved.  EPA’s over-

control analysis demonstrates that no states were pushed beyond these limits, so no 

“over-control” concern – as defined by the Supreme Court – remains.  Petitioners 

thus fail to establish that the Rule falls outside of the permissible bounds set by the 

Supreme Court.  In any event, the CSAPR Update reasonably applied the four-step 

framework already authorized by this Court and the Supreme Court and does not 

impose unreasonable requirements or unreasonably stringent limitations on states or 

their electric generating units.  As such, it must be upheld. 
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A. EPA’s Use of Modeled and Monitored Data in Identifying 
Receptors Was Reasonable. 

Petitioners allege that EPA’s methodology for identifying receptors was 

unlawful because the Rule departed from EPA’s practice in the CAIR and NOX SIP 

Call of “check[ing] air-quality-modeling results against real-world data.”  Indus. Br. 8; 

see State Br. 23-24.  According to Petitioners, EPA impermissibly regulated receptors 

“whose monitored data showed attainment” but where EPA’s air quality modeling 

projected that the receptor could violate the NAAQS in the future.  Indus. Br. 12.  In 

such cases, Petitioners claim, monitored data should have trumped EPA’s modeling 

to exclude those receptors from the Rule.  Id.  Petitioners’ reading is at odds with this 

Court’s precedents, and with EPA’s reasonable and technically-supported 

interpretation of the Good Neighbor Provision’s maintenance prong. 

First, EPA did consider monitored data and, in fact, identified receptors subject 

to the Rule on the basis of such real-world data to the fullest extent possible.  

Monitored data from 2009-2013 was used to establish EPA’s Step 1 baseline for 

ozone concentrations.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,532.  To identify problem receptors, EPA 

applied its “relative response factor” directly to this historical baseline, with the 

relative response factor serving to adjust the actual monitored data to show ozone 

concentrations that would result if the same real-world conditions recurred in 2017.  

Id.; see supra Background IV.A.  And, as Petitioners acknowledge, the most current 

monitored data – from 2013-2015 – formed the basis for EPA’s decision to re-
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categorize nonattainment receptors to maintenance receptors where current 

monitored data showed that the receptor was currently attaining the NAAQS.  See 

Indus. Br. 11; 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,532.13 

Petitioners’ complaint is thus not that EPA failed to consider monitored ozone 

data.  Rather, Petitioners challenge EPA’s conclusion that receptors whose most 

current data showed they are attaining the NAAQS may nonetheless fall within the 

scope of this Rule.  See Indus. Br. 11-12, 13.  Petitioners’ argument is in direct 

opposition to this Court’s holding in North Carolina and its affirmation of that holding 

in EME Homer II.   

In North Carolina, this Court reviewed the CSAPR predecessor rule, CAIR.  

CAIR addressed upwind contributions to nonattainment receptors, defined as 

receptors where both modeling and current monitored data showed nonattainment 

with the NAAQS.  North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 908.  EPA interpreted the Act’s 

“maintenance” prong to only require continued reductions to ensure that none of the 

nonattainment receptors reaching attainment would fall back out.  Id. at 909.  North 

Carolina argued that this interpretation of the Good Neighbor Provision failed to give 

“independent effect” to its maintenance prong and afforded no protections to areas 

presently in attainment but projected to have difficulty attaining in the future.  Id. at 

                                                 
13 Petitioners’ contention that this had no practical import because both kinds of 
receptors were subject to the same control stringency is addressed infra in Argument 
II.G. 
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908.  The Court sided with North Carolina, holding that EPA was required to 

separately “identify upwind states that interfere with downwind maintenance,” and 

noting its particular concern that areas “barely meeting attainment” under the rule 

lacked “recourse.”  Id. at 910.   

Since then, EPA has separately defined “maintenance” receptors to include 

areas expected to meet the NAAQS but that may violate them under certain 

environmental conditions – a possibility that arises whether or not those receptors are 

currently violating the standard.  “Unlike nonattainment receptors,” EPA explained 

here, “current clean monitored data does not disqualify a receptor from being 

identified as a maintenance receptor because the possibility of failing to maintain the 

NAAQS in the future, even in the face of current attainment of the NAAQS, is 

exactly what the maintenance prong of the good neighbor provision is designed to 

guard against.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,531.   

Petitioners challenge this basic proposition.  They claim that “it was arbitrary 

for EPA to deem receptors with current monitored attainment to be ‘problem 

receptors’ under the Rule.”  Indus. Br. 13.  In other words, EPA should have limited 

the identified receptors under the Rule to those with current data showing 

nonattainment.  Petitioners do not and cannot explain how this differs from the 

interpretation advanced in CAIR and rejected in North Carolina.  In fact, Petitioners 

cite CAIR and the preceding NOX SIP Call as supporting their argument.  Indus. Br. 

8-9, 13.  Like CAIR, Petitioners’ proposal would identify only receptors that were 
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presently in nonattainment.  See 70 Fed. Reg. at 25,244.  Like CAIR, Petitioners’ 

approach would consider the “maintenance” prong only with respect to those same 

nonattainment receptors.  See North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 910.  And like CAIR, 

Petitioners’ proposal would afford no “recourse” to areas currently monitored as in 

attainment but projected to violate the NAAQS under certain conditions in the 

future.  See id.  Petitioners’ argument that EPA failed to adequately “check air-quality-

modeling results against real-world data,” Indus. Br. 8, is thus an attack on the 

“independent significance” given to maintenance receptors under the Rule.  So like 

CAIR, the Court must reject Petitioners’ argument.   

Petitioners further fail to distinguish this Court’s ruling in EME Homer II, 

which already concluded that EPA’s approach to maintenance receptors comports 

with the statute and with the Court’s holding in North Carolina.  795 F.3d at 136.  

Petitioners claim that EPA cannot rely on its approach in the original CSAPR – 

upheld in EME Homer II – because there the Agency could not consider monitored 

data that reflected CAIR’s implementation.  Indus. Br. 10.  But again, Petitioners miss 

the mark.  As the Supreme Court and this Court have explained, giving full effect to 

the maintenance prong of the Good Neighbor Provision requires EPA to “reduce” 

emissions from upwind states sufficient to ensure that “an already-attaining State . . . 

maintain[s] satisfactory air quality.”  EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1604 n.18; EME Homer 

II, 795 F.3d at 136-37.  Monitored data showing that a receptor is presently in 

attainment does not answer the question of whether that “already-attaining” state will 
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maintain attainment; for that, EPA must model future attainment irrespective of what 

monitored data presently shows.  EPA’s methodology for doing so was upheld in 

EME Homer II so, again, Petitioners’ arguments must be rejected.   

Even putting aside these fatal defects, there is no merit in Petitioners’ 

contention that EPA’s “multiyear-average form of measuring an area’s ozone already 

addresses inter-annual variability,” so no further consideration of such variability is 

required under the Act.  Indus. Br. 12.  As EPA explained in the Rule, receptors’ 

current monitored data (reflecting ozone values from 2013-2015) is not generally 

representative of conditions that might lead to NAAQS violations “due to cooler than 

normal temperatures during the summers of 2013, 2014, and 2015 which led to 

meteorological conditions which were generally unfavorable for the formation of high 

ozone concentrations.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,531.  Conditions more favorable to ozone 

formation have occurred in the past and are likely to recur in the future, so this data 

alone is not sufficient to suggest receptors will permanently attain the NAAQS.  Id.  

In fact, EPA found that even under these favorable conditions, the overall trend from 

the 2013-2015 data at seven of the nine receptors currently in attainment “suggest[s] 

that these sites are at risk of violating the NAAQS,” as did preliminary data from 

2016.  Id. at 74,532.   

B. EPA’s Use of the Grid-Cell Approach Was Reasonable. 

State and Industry Petitioners contend that EPA’s use of a “grid-cell” approach 

in its methodology for identifying nonattainment and maintenance receptors was 
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unlawful because it included consideration of ozone concentrations over water bodies 

adjacent to coastal air quality monitors.  State Br. 24-29; Indus. Br. 14.  Petitioners’ 

claims are unavailing.  EPA’s methodology reasonably explained the limited use of 

offshore ozone concentrations in its projections, consistent with Michigan, 213 F.3d 

663.  And in any case, Petitioners’ claims are immaterial, as altering EPA’s 

methodology to exclude offshore ozone would have had no effect on the states 

included under the Rule. 

As explained above, EPA employed the grid-cell approach at Step 1 to 

determine each receptor’s “relative response factor”: the sensitivity of ozone 

concentrations at a particular receptor to changes in emissions, where environmental 

and meteorological conditions are held constant.  See supra Background IV.A.  Under 

the grid-cell approach, EPA modeled this ozone sensitivity based on the “cell” with 

the highest ozone concentration within a three-by-three grid including and 

surrounding the “cell” of land housing the given air quality monitor.  Modeling TSD 

at 13, JA____.  Considering ozone concentrations immediately adjacent to the 

monitor, EPA explained, best accounts for the limitations of air quality modeling and 

the geography of the monitors – even where the adjacent grid cell is over water.  See 

81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534.   

Petitioners argue that this approach is contrary to this Court’s holding in 

Michigan, 213 F.3d 663, which, according to Petitioners, concluded “that EPA cannot 

deem a State to contribute to downwind ozone problems based on contributions to 
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offshore ozone.”  State Br. 24; see id. 27-28.  But EPA’s grid-cell approach was used 

only to identify problem receptors, not to determine the linkages between those 

receptors and particular upwind states.  Modeling TSD at 3, 13, JA____, ____.  

Notwithstanding EPA’s determination that a grid-cell approach best captures ozone 

concentrations at a receptor at Step 1, as described below, EPA’s methodology for 

analyzing contributions in Step 2 was constrained to quantifying state impacts on only 

the cell containing the receptor itself.  This conservative design served to reasonably 

limit the Rule’s scope and, contrary to Petitioners’ argument, meant that no upwind 

state was “deem[ed]” to be a significant contributor to downwind pollution on the 

basis of its “contribution to offshore ozone.”  See State Br. 24.  

In any case, Michigan is inapposite.  The NOX SIP Call under review had sought 

to regulate Wisconsin directly on the basis of elevated ozone concentrations over the 

entirety of Lake Michigan.  Michigan, 63 Fed. Reg. at 57,387; NOX SIP Call Air Quality 

Modeling TSD,14 App. A, fig. A-3a-A3b, JA____.  The Court’s conclusion that this 

did not represent a “reasonable connection” is not instructive in this Rule, where EPA 

considered off-shore ozone only where high concentrations were predicted in a grid 

cell immediately adjacent to the receptor.  Nor is it instructive where, as here, EPA 

used off-shore ozone only as part of a relative assessment of receptors’ response to 

changes in emissions.  Unlike the NOX SIP Call, which identified receptors directly on 

                                                 
14 Available at: https://www3.epa.gov/scram001/reports/nox_sip.pdf. 
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the basis of the model’s projected ozone concentrations, this Rule projected ozone 

concentrations by applying the relative response factors to actual monitored data at 

the receptor.  This prevented any possibility that the Rule would include a receptor 

solely on the basis of routinely elevated levels of ozone over an adjacent water body, 

as these consistently high levels would not register as a change in ozone between 2011 

and 2017. 

Moreover, Michigan only held that EPA lacked “record evidence directly linking 

Wisconsin’s ozone contribution over Lake Michigan to nonattainment in any state.”  

213 F.3d at 681 (emphasis altered).  The Court notably did not hold that offshore 

ozone could not be considered by EPA at all as a matter of law – only that EPA’s 

record did not show how Wisconsin’s contribution to offshore ozone “affects any 

onshore state nonattainment.”  Id.  The Court thus left open EPA’s authority to 

consider offshore ozone concentrations where it could “demonstrate[] a reasonable 

connection” between offshore ozone and onshore nonattainment.  Id.  EPA provided 

such a demonstration here. 

First, EPA explained that the grid-cell approach accommodates the fact that air 

quality modeling includes some uncertainty when considered at the level of 

particularity demanded by the grid cells – each of which is only 12 km2.  81 Fed. Reg. 

at 74,534.  Small variations or idiosyncrasies in the model might influence whether 

ozone is shown to form in a particular cell or the one adjacent; as a consequence, 

looking only at the “monitor cell” containing the receptor, rather than assessing ozone 
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concentrations in the nine cells including and surrounding the monitor, would risk 

mischaracterizing ozone problems at that receptor.  EPA’s modeling guidance thus 

directs that when considering air quality at a given receptor, EPA should assess 

concentrations in the surrounding grid cells as well.  Id.; Modeling Guidance at 102-

03, JA____-____. 

Second, “monitors are sometimes located very close to the border of two or 

more grid cells.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534.  Looking only at the cell containing the 

monitor could miss high ozone concentrations just across the cell’s border but within 

the reasonable range of the monitor.  Modeling Guidance at 102-03, JA____-____.  

Considering these two factors and the applicable guidance, EPA concluded that 

assessing the sensitivity of ozone response in the nearby grid cell with the highest 

ozone concentration, rather than calculating the relative response only at the monitor 

cell, would be “most representative” of ozone concentrations that could arise at 

subject receptors.15  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534.  “This Court’s review of EPA’s modeling 

choices is deferential.”  EME Homer II, 795 F.3d at 135. 

Additionally, EPA specifically concluded in the record that offshore ozone was 

relevant to air quality at immediately adjacent coastal monitors because offshore air is 

commonly blown onshore “as part of a broader ‘synoptic scale’ wind pattern and/or 

                                                 
15 Notably, Petitioners do not object to the concept of a multi-cell approach.  Petitioners 
advance such an approach in their own brief: the “overland-cell” approach, where 
EPA would consider adjacent cells provided they were over land.  State Br. 27-28. 
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during more local scale onshore wind flows” associated with “lake breeze[s]” and 

other similar phenomena.  Id.  Offshore ozone concentrations directly adjacent to 

coastal monitors thus have a direct relationship to ozone concentrations immediately 

onshore.  EPA is entitled to deference concerning its technical determinations 

regarding representative concentrations and the relationship of offshore and onshore 

ozone.  Baltimore Gas, 462 U.S. at 103; North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 925 (“[T]he court 

owes substantial deference to EPA’s technical expertise.”).   

EPA went a step further in the Rule, however, and specifically assessed 

whether the grid-cell approach to calculating the expected relative change between 

2011 and 2017 ozone concentrations demonstrated a bias towards predicting higher 

ozone concentrations in 2017, as compared to a “monitor-cell” approach – the 

alternative suggested by Petitioners in which EPA’s review of ozone concentrations 

would be limited to changes in ozone concentrations at the cell containing the air 

quality monitor (i.e., the receptor).  State Br. 27.  EPA’s assessment showed the 

opposite: for 75% of receptors, the grid-cell approach resulted in lower ozone 

concentrations than under the monitor-cell approach, suggesting that, if anything, 

using the wider lens of the grid-cell approach tended to underestimate, rather than 

overestimate, ozone relative to the monitor-cell approach.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534; 

Analysis of 3x3 vs Monitor Cell Projected Design Values, EPQ-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-

0545, JA____ (“Grid-Cell Analysis”).  At coastal monitors, the grid-cell approach fell 

in the middle of the spectrum: half of its projections fell below or within 0.5 ppb of 
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the value calculated using the alternative monitor-cell approach, and half fell above 

that.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534.  Petitioners erroneously suggest that this indicates bias 

because, they claim, the grid-cell approach led to “inflated” values for at least 4 of 8 

monitors.  State Br. 26.  But a modeling approach that falls in the middle of the 

possible spectrum of outcomes is a comparatively unbiased model – showing neither 

a relative tendency to definitively overestimate or underestimate ozone.  Having 

confirmed that the grid-cell approach appeared to carry no undue bias as compared to 

Petitioners’ monitor-cell approach, EPA concluded that it was a reasonable 

methodology.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534.   

The record also disproves Petitioner’s assertion that EPA’s use of the grid-cell 

approach “had concrete and unreasonable ramifications” by compelling the inclusion 

of Iowa and Wisconsin in the Rule and, perhaps, three other states as well.  See State 

Br. 29.  In response to Petitioners’ comments, EPA analyzed whether receptors 

identified under the Rule would have changed if EPA had adopted Petitioners’ 

proposed monitor-cell approach.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,534-35.  EPA’s analysis of 

this alternative methodology shows that the only receptor to which Iowa and 

Wisconsin were linked – Allegan, Michigan – was modeled to be a maintenance 

receptor under either the grid-cell or monitor-cell methodology.  Grid-Cell Analysis 

(“3x3 & Monitor Cell DV,” Row 546), JA____ (showing a 77.7 ppb maximum design 

value under the grid-cell approach and a 77.4 ppb maximum design value under the 

monitor-cell approach).   
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As this analysis shows, Iowa and Wisconsin would have been included in the 

Rule under Petitioners’ proposed methodology as well.  The same is true for the three 

other states Petitioners say “appear to have been adversely affected by EPA’s 

approach.”  See State Br. 29 n.15.  Under a monitor-cell approach, all three upwind 

states would have remained linked to the same receptors to which they were linked 

under the grid-cell approach.  See Grid-Cell Analysis, JA____.  EPA’s choice of 

methodology here thus had no influence on the Rule’s geography and no 

consequences for which upwind states were included in the Rule.16 

C. EPA Appropriately Excluded Consideration of International 
Emissions When Identifying Receptors. 

Industry Petitioners claim that in applying the Good Neighbor provision, EPA 

should have considered only those air quality problems that would exist absent the 

contributions of international emissions.  Indus. Br. 15-17.  EPA’s failure to do so, 

Petitioners contend, resulted in “over-control” by “effectively requir[ing]” upwind 

states to compensate for international emissions.  Indus. Br. 16.  Petitioners’ 

contention is contrary to the Rule’s methodology – which limits upwind states’ 

                                                 
16 Petitioners also claim EPA should have considered the so-called “overland-cell” 
approach, which would generally maintain EPA’s grid-cell method but exclude any 
cells over water.  Because Petitioners’ more restrictive monitor-cell method was 
demonstrated to have no impact on the geography or scope of the Rule, EPA 
reasonably declined to perform a second assessment of this less restrictive hybrid 
methodology. 
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responsibility for emission reductions to their own “significant” emissions – as well as 

to the plain language of the Act. 

First, Petitioners are incorrect that EPA’s methodology requires states to 

“compensate” for NOX effects attributable to international emissions.  The level of 

control selected for upwind states was determined using EPA’s longstanding interstate 

transport methodology, which sets CSAPR emission budgets by comparing the 

emission reductions that could be achieved at different levels of control stringency, 

represented by cost thresholds, and selecting the level of control capturing 

“significant” emissions.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,540.  This is a holistic test, considering, 

in particular, the amount of air quality improvement achievable as compared to the 

point at which additional spending on emission controls would have substantially 

diminished returns.  Id.  Contrary to Petitioners’ contention, Indus. Br. 16, this 

methodology does not mandate that upwind states continue to reduce their emissions 

until the receptor reaches attainment, regardless of the source of the ozone pollution.  

Rather, upwind states are only obligated to address that portion of their own 

emissions considered “significant” under the Act.  See 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  

Indeed, the original CSAPR determined that a control stringency of $2,300/ton 

represented the fulfillment of states’ Good Neighbor obligations even where that level 

of control did not bring all receptors into attainment.  76 Fed. Reg. at 48,258-59.   

The obligations on upwind states are further checked by EPA’s over-control 

analysis, established by the Supreme Court in EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1608-09, 
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which prevents any state from assuming responsibility for emission reductions that 

would have the effect of pushing all of its linked receptors below the NAAQS, or of 

pushing its contribution to all of those linked receptors below the 1% contribution 

threshold.  See also EME Homer II, 795 F.3d at 127-132 (describing and applying the 

Supreme Court test).  Here, EPA’s methodology and over-control analysis show that 

each state is at most reducing its own “significant” contributions, and that no state is 

doing any more than that.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,551-52.  Whether international 

emissions might still be enough to push a receptor out of attainment, or not, is 

irrelevant to that analysis.  

Similarly, Petitioners’ claim that air quality problems are “actually attributable” 

to non-U.S. emissions because downwind receptors would attain the NAAQS absent 

non-U.S. contributions is unpersuasive in this context.  See Indus. Br. 16.  Many (or 

perhaps all) receptors would also attain the NAAQS if all in-state contributions were 

eliminated, or if all upwind contributions were eliminated, or if all non-anthropogenic 

contributions were eliminated.  Modeling TSD at C-3-4, JA____.  Air quality 

problems like ground-level ozone, which is caused by collective contribution of 

emissions from many sources, cannot be assigned as “actually attributable” – in 

Petitioners’ words – to any one responsible party over the others.  Congress 

understood this in addressing interstate pollution: faced with a suite of responsible 

parties, but none exclusively so, Congress chose a scheme that shared the burden, to 

the extent possible, between those parties.  Under this scheme, upwind states, just like 
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downwind states, are required to bear independent responsibility for their contributions 

to the larger problem – but none bears responsibility beyond that point.  42 U.S.C. 

§ 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I); see EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1604 n.18 (concluding that the 

Act’s “interfere with maintenance” prong is “of the same character” as its “contribute 

significantly to nonattainment” prong).   

Finally, EPA’s approach is supported by the broader text of the Act, which 

EPA reasonably concluded does not require EPA to exclude international emissions 

when identifying nonattainment and maintenance receptors.  See id.  The Good 

Neighbor Provision provides only that state plans “shall . . . contain adequate 

provisions . . . prohibiting … any source or other type of emissions activity within the 

State from emitting any air pollutant in amounts which will [] contribute significantly 

to nonattainment in, or interfere with maintenance by, any other State with respect 

to” the NAAQS.  42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  Petitioners claim EPA must 

nonetheless read the Good Neighbor Provision to accord with a separate section of 

the Clean Air Act, section 7509a(a), where Congress provided that state plans to attain 

the NAAQS within a state “shall be approved” by EPA where (1) a plan meets all 

applicable requirements apart from the requirement that the plan “demonstrate” 

attainment of the NAAQS, and (2) the latter demonstration could have been made 

“but for emissions emanating from outside of the United States.”  Id. § 7509a.  But 

section 7509a does not exempt states from taking any emission control action that the 

statute would otherwise require.  It merely allows for the approval of plans that 
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cannot make the final demonstration that full compliance with the Act’s emission 

reduction requirements will result in attainment of the NAAQS.  Id.  The Act does not 

require upwind states to make such a demonstration in their Good Neighbor SIPs, so 

EPA reasonably concluded that areas subject to section 7509a’s requirements and 

upwind states under the Good Neighbor Provision are already held to the same 

standard: each must impose the Act’s emission control requirements “to the extent 

they are reasonably available,” without regard to international emissions.  RTC at 653, 

JA____.  

D. EPA Reasonably Declined to Adjust Its Modeling to Reflect a 
Pennsylvania State Law Concerning Volatile Organic Compounds. 

Petitioners contend that EPA’s identification of nonattainment and 

maintenance receptors in Step 1 was also flawed because EPA’s consideration of state 

rules that would come into effect in time for the 2017 ozone season excluded 

reductions of VOCs under Pennsylvania state law.  This omission, Petitioners 

contend, “created the risk that EPA identified downwind ‘problem’ receptors . . . 

erroneously.”  Indus. Br. 17.  As the record reflects, this was not the case; instead, 

EPA found that the (more consequential) NOX emission reductions from the 

Pennsylvania rule did not impact identification of any downwind receptors.  EPA’s 

exclusion of the impact of Pennsylvania’s small VOC reductions was reasonable and, 

in any case, would constitute harmless error. 
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In the Rule, EPA explained that its methodology for identifying problem 

receptors took into account only those state rules in effect through February 1, 2016, 

and “impacting SO2, NOX, directly emitted particulate matter, and CO2.”  81 Fed. 

Reg. at 74,528.  This limitation was not arbitrary, but rather reflected the needs of the 

model itself.  As EPA explained in the Rule, “there is a cutoff date after which it is no 

longer possible to incorporate updates into the [model’s] input databases” before 

EPA must run the model.  Id. at 74,528 n.108.  Here, the cutoff was February 1, 2016.  

81 Fed. Reg. at 74,528. 

In April 2016, Pennsylvania finalized a rulemaking related to the 2008 8-hour 

ozone NAAQS to implement “Reasonably Available Control Technology” (or RACT) 

for NOX and VOCs.  46 Pa.B. 2036, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0461, JA____.  

Because the Pennsylvania rule would substantially reduce the state’s NOX emissions 

before the 2017 ozone season, EPA made an exception to its methodology and 

performed a special analysis to incorporate the Pennsylvania rule’s NOX reductions 

into the CSAPR Update’s identification of problem receptors.  RACT Memo to the 

Docket, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0558, JA____-____ (“Penn. Mem.”).  EPA 

concluded that these additional NOX reductions had no effect on any of the 

nonattainment or maintenance receptors identified in Step 1.  See id.   

At the same time, EPA declined to perform a comparable analysis of the 

effects of the Pennsylvania rule’s reduction of VOCs.  This omission was reasonable, 

particularly given that NOX emissions are the key driver to ozone formation in most 
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of the eastern part of the country, as discussed in Argument II.E, infra.  The 

Pennsylvania rule did not even project estimates of VOC reductions, and instead 

estimated only the rule’s NOX reductions with a note that VOC reductions “will 

assist” in maintaining the ozone NAAQS.  46 Pa.B 2036 at 23, 36, JA____, ____.  

And Pennsylvania electric utilities, which account for the majority of the rule’s 

emission reductions, emit substantially more NOX than VOCs: according to EPA’s 

projections, they would emit 96,000 tons of NOX in 2017 without the state rule, but 

would emit only 1,400 tons of VOCs (which is less than 0.05% of total VOC 

emissions in the State).  See Emissions for 2011 and 2017 by State and Modeling 

Sector, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0497, JA____.  This is significant because EPA’s 

analysis of the NOX portion of the Pennsylvania rule demonstrated that even that 

rule’s more substantial reductions of NOX emission did not ultimately affect the 

receptors identified under the CSAPR Update and, thus, which upwind states were 

included under the Rule – a conclusion that Petitioners do not challenge.  See Penn. 

Mem. at 4-5, JA____-____. 

As the Pennsylvania rule’s limitations on NOX – on which the state rule was 

focused – ultimately did not change EPA’s analysis, EPA reasonably declined to 

perform a comparable analysis for the VOC portion of the state rule, and EPA’s 

failure to conduct such analysis could at most be harmless error. 
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E. EPA Appropriately Evaluated Contributions From Upwind 
Anthropogenic Emissions to Downwind Ozone Problems. 

State Petitioners also challenge one of the air quality modeling tools EPA used 

in Step 2 to identify what portion of a receptor’s downwind ozone concentration was 

attributable to anthropogenic activity from an upwind state, though they fail to offer 

any scientific rationale for why EPA’s choice was unreasonable.  State Br. 38-41.  

They allege that the tool unfairly apportioned the ozone formed when anthropogenic 

emissions from a state combine with biogenic emissions.  This argument must fail 

because EPA’s model was appropriately tailored to identify linkages between upwind 

anthropogenic NOX emissions and downwind ozone levels, consistent with the well-

understood process of ozone formation, and warrants deference.   

Ground-level ozone is not emitted directly into the air, but instead is a 

secondary air pollutant created by chemical reactions between NOX and other ozone 

precursors in the presence of sunlight, sometimes over great distances.  81 Fed. Reg. 

at 74,513.  These precursors are emitted from a variety of anthropogenic sources, 

such as electric utilities (predominately NOX), as well as from biogenic sources.  Id.  

The scientific consensus overwhelmingly indicates that elevated ozone concentrations 

found in much of the eastern United States are heavily influenced by anthropogenic 

ozone precursor emissions originating in other, upwind states.  Id. at 74,514.  When 

examining the impact of the long-range pollution transport on local ozone levels, 

model assessments have found that reducing NOX emissions regionally is particularly 
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effective at lowering ozone concentrations in nonattainment areas in the East, 

whereas reducing VOC emissions has a more limited downwind impact on ozone 

concentrations.  Id.  EPA’s past experience administering the NOX SIP Call, CAIR, 

and CSAPR, all of which controlled NOX from electric utilities, has further borne this 

out.  Id.  

The EPA modeling tool at issue – OSAT/APCA – identifies all modeled ozone 

at a given receptor and “tags” what portion of that ozone concentration is attributable 

to various categories, such as fires, offshore vessels, and emissions from states.  Id. at 

74,536-37.  That tool attributes ozone to a state where the ozone was formed in part 

due to anthropogenic emissions originating in that state.  Id. at 74,536 n.123.  Since 

the availability of anthropogenic NOX is the limiting factor determining whether 

ozone forms downwind for much of the East, EPA reasonably selected a tool that 

targets the origin of such emissions. 

 As EPA explained during the rulemaking, because the ultimate purpose of the 

Rule is to lower ozone concentrations by limiting emissions, the appropriate modeling 

tool is one that assigns “culpability” for downwind ozone “to specific sources of 

emissions.”  Id. at 74,536.  EPA observed that OSAT, the alternative modeling tool 

preferred by Petitioners, provides “information [that] is irrelevant for identifying 

controllable sources.”  RTC at 75, JA____.  In contrast, OSAT/APCA is designed for 

“performing ozone source apportionment modeling for the purposes of performing 

an ozone precursor culpability analysis or aiding in the design of anthropogenic 
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emission control strategies.”  Id. (internal quotation omitted).  In other words, EPA’s 

chosen tool is better tailored to the task at hand, i.e., identifying and apportioning 

upwind emissions that subsequently form downwind ozone for the purpose of 

designing a rulemaking to control those emissions.  In fact, even commenters who 

opposed use of the OSAT/APCA tool acknowledged that it is “typically 

recommended” for the purpose of developing a control strategy.  See, e.g., Comment 

Letter from Cedar Falls Utilities, Exhibit D, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0369, 

JA____. 

Finally, the basis for State Petitioners’ assertion that “some of the now-free 

biogenic VOCs will combine with the now-free biogenic NOX” leading to “double 

counting,” State Br. 39, is unclear.  This challenge was not presented to the agency 

during the rulemaking and cannot be raised for the first time in a judicial challenge to 

the Rule, see, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(7)(B); Nat’l Ass’n of Clean Air Agencies, 489 F.3d 

at 1231.  To the extent that the States are arguing that reducing anthropogenic NOX 

emissions would generally have the effect of increasing ozone concentrations, the 

science of ozone formation and prior efforts to combat this pollution problem 

directly contradict the States’ unsupported theory.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,514.  If State 

Petitioners are suggesting that EPA’s modeling does not account for ozone formed 

when biogenic NOX emissions interact with biogenic VOC emissions, that is 

demonstrably wrong.  EPA separated such ozone in its analysis, so it is not attributed 

to any state during the Step 2 analysis.  Id. at 74,537.   
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F. EPA Appropriately Considered Downwind States’ Contributions to 
Air Quality When Setting State Budgets. 

Industry Petitioners claim the Rule also “over-control[s]” upwind emissions 

because EPA was required, but failed, to consider potential emission controls that 

may be implemented in downwind states before imposing controls on upwind states.  

Indus. Br. 22-23.  In support of this alleged obligation, Petitioners cite CAA sections 

7407(a) and 7410(a)(1), which generally provide that each state has “primary 

responsibility for assuring air quality” within its borders.  See id.; 42 U.S.C. §§ 7407(a), 

7410(a)(1).  Petitioners further note EPA’s statements in the NOX SIP Call and CAIR 

rules, in which EPA concluded that upwind reductions were necessary because the 

NAAQS were unlikely to be met through actions in downwind states alone.  Indus. 

Br. 22.  Petitioners’ approach does not accord with the statutory text, which EPA has 

reasonably interpreted.  Furthermore, the Rule analyzed whether the combined effect 

of equitable upwind and downwind emission reductions would constitute “over-

control” under EME Homer, and concluded that it would not. 

First, Petitioners’ approach would contravene the statutory text.  Although the 

Act provides that states have “primary responsibility” for air quality concerns within 

their borders, 42 U.S.C. § 7407(a); Indus. Br. 22 – and thus subjects them to more 

complex planning requirements and consequences for failing to comply, see, e.g., 42 

U.S.C. §§ 7509(d), 7511(b)(2)-(4), 7511a – the Act’s drafters were unequivocal in 

requiring upwind states to submit plans for prohibiting their contributions to these air 
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quality concerns before downwind states.  The Act imposes requirements on both 

upwind and downwind states with respect to NAAQS attainment but excludes any 

provision making upwind states’ obligations contingent on the failure of downwind 

measures.  See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. §§ 7410(a)(2), 7511a.  Quite the opposite: as EPA 

explained in the Rule, under the design of section 7410, upwind states are required to 

submit SIPs defining their Good Neighbor requirements within three years of 

promulgation of a new or revised NAAQS – “one of the first chronological actions in 

NAAQS implementation.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,516; see 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(1).  SIPs 

from downwind states with nonattainment areas, on the other hand, are generally due 

within five to six years of promulgation of a new or revised NAAQS.  81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,516; see 42 U.S.C. §§ 7407(d)(1)(B) (designations required two-three years after 

NAAQS promulgation), 7502(b) (SIPs due three years after designation).   

Consequently, the control obligations for sources in downwind states may not 

be defined until three years after upwind states must assess their independent Good 

Neighbor obligations.  Id.  Thus, as the Supreme Court explained in EME Homer, the 

Act “speaks without reservation” in requiring upwind states to propose “provisions 

adequate to satisfy the Good Neighbor Provision” within three years of NAAQS 

promulgation, EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1601, and in advance of downwind planning 

necessary to fulfill the Act’s nonattainment requirements.  This is not a drafting error.  

Rather, the statutory design ensures that “downwind areas are able to plan for 

attainment and maintenance while accounting for previously determined and 
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quantified upwind actions.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,516.  Accordingly, Petitioners should 

not prevail on the suggestion that the statute requires EPA to predict downwind 

reductions before imposing reductions on upwind states.  The statutory text does not 

require any such analysis.  Under the Act, upwind states bear responsibility in the first 

instance for proposing SIPs to address interstate transport concerns.  42 U.S.C. § 

7410(a)(1).   

In any case, the Rule did, in fact, consider reductions available in downwind 

states when assessing the reasonableness of the budgets under the CSAPR Update.  

EPA’s budget-setting methodology assessed reductions that could be achieved at 

$1,400/ton in both upwind and downwind states, on the assumption that downwind 

states (i.e., the home state of each receptor) would bear the same responsibility as 

upwind states for reducing ozone pollution.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,550.  This allowed 

EPA to analyze whether the combined upwind and downwind emission reductions at 

that level of control stringency would constitute “over-control” under EME Homer.  

EPA’s over-control analysis demonstrated that it would not.  Id. at 74,551-52.  

Petitioners’ argument must therefore be rejected. 

G. EPA’s Remedy for Maintenance Receptors Was Reasonable. 

Industry Petitioners claim the Rule is also unlawful because EPA imposed the 

same burden on states linked only to maintenance receptors as those linked to 

nonattainment receptors.  According to Petitioners, because maintenance receptors 

presently meet the NAAQS or will meet it in 2017, states linked only to those 
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receptors should not be subject to emission reductions but only to a requirement to 

maintain their emissions at existing levels.  Indus. Br. 25-26.  Requiring emission 

reductions, Petitioners say, resulted in “over-control” of emissions from the four 

states linked only to maintenance receptors.  Id.  

Petitioners’ argument relies on a faulty premise: that maintenance receptors will 

only violate the NAAQS if upwind emissions increase.  This ignores the complex 

dynamics that give rise to ozone formation, which responds to ozone precursors like 

NOX, but also to variations in atmospheric conditions and weather patterns.  81 Fed. 

Reg. at 74,513-14, 74,532.  As a result, EPA’s methodology captures receptors where 

annual variability in environmental conditions is expected to cause violations of the 

NAAQS, even if emissions are held constant.  Id. at 74,532.  EPA reasonably 

determined that “prohibiting” emissions contributing to these expected violations 

requires that linked upwind states do more than the status quo.  Id.  

Petitioners’ statement that EPA “did not, and could not, demonstrate that it 

was necessary to force additional emission reductions in those [maintenance-linked] 

states,” Indus. Br. 26, is thus belied by EPA’s description of the conditions under 

which a receptor is categorized as a maintenance receptor, 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,531-33; 

its elaboration of the methodology used to link upwind states to those receptors, id. at 

74,537-38; and its treatment in the over-control analysis of the impacts of reductions 

made by maintenance-linked states, id. at 74,550-53.   
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 Moreover, although Petitioners claim their challenges are viable because this 

Court reserved Plaintiffs’ ability to bring “as-applied” challenges to EPA’s 

maintenance methodology based on “actual . . . instances of over-control,” see EME 

Homer II, 795 F.3d at 137; Indus. Br. 25, Petitioners identify no evidence to suggest 

there are actual instances of over-control here.  To the contrary, as EPA explained 

above in Background IV.C, EPA’s analysis under EME Homer demonstrated that the 

Rule does not over-control.  Under the Rule, states linked only to maintenance 

receptors must make emission reductions reflecting a level of control of $1,400/ton 

of NOX – and yet even with these states required to reduce (and not merely maintain) 

their emissions, the majority of receptors were still projected to struggle with 

maintenance of the NAAQS.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,551-52.  Only a handful of 

receptors were projected to have no further maintenance issues, and only Tennessee 

was linked exclusively to those receptors.  Id.  But, in accordance with the Supreme 

Court’s instruction, EPA demonstrated that air quality problems at Tennessee’s 

receptors could not be resolved at a less stringent level of control.  Id.  EPA thus 

demonstrated that the Rule did not limit emissions from maintenance-linked states in 

excess of the amount that would be “just enough to permit an already-attaining State 

to maintain satisfactory air quality.”  See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1604 n.18. 

Ultimately, Petitioners’ complaint that maintenance-linked states are 

unreasonably subject to the “same degree of emission reductions” as nonattainment-

linked states must fail.  Indus. Br. 25.  There is no legal or practical prohibition on the 
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Rule’s use of a single level of control stringency for both kinds of receptors, provided 

that the level of control is demonstrated to result in meaningful air quality 

improvements without triggering either facet of the Supreme Court’s test for over-

control.  So while concerns at maintenance receptors can potentially be eliminated at a 

lesser level of control in some cases given the smaller problem being addressed, this is 

a practical possibility, not a legal requirement.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,520.  Here, 

EPA’s use of the same level of control for both maintenance-linked states and 

nonattainment-linked states is attributable to the fact that the Rule considered only 

emission reduction measures available in time for the 2017 ozone season.  Id. at 

74,520.  Under this constraint, both sets of states reduced significant emissions, 

without over-control, at the same level of control.  Id. at 74,551-52.  Accordingly, 

EPA’s selection of a uniform level of control for both types of receptors was 

reasonable. 

H. EPA’s Apportionment of Responsibility Among Upwind States 
Reasonably Excluded Reductions From Unlinked States. 

Industry Petitioners claim the Rule “over-controls” emissions because EPA’s 

over-control analysis failed to consider the impact of emission reductions from states 

included in the Rule but that contribute less than 1% of the NAAQS at a particular 

receptor.  Indus. Br. 18-22.  According to Petitioners, the cumulative effect of these 

“non-linked” emissions can be “large,” accounting in EPA’s 2017 baseline modeling 
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for up to 4.71 ppb of the 75-ppb NAAQS standard at certain receptors.  Indus. Br. 

19-20.   

Petitioners’ proposed over-control test is at odds with EPA’s interpretation of 

the statute.  The Good Neighbor Provision is overt in placing a burden on states only 

with respect to their emissions that “contribute significantly” to or “interfere with 

maintenance” of downwind air quality problems.  See 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).  

EPA has reasonably interpreted this to mean that a state bears responsibility for 

reducing only those emissions that contribute 1% or more of the applicable NAAQS 

standard to a given downwind receptor and which can be reduced by implementing 

cost-effective controls.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,508.  Accordingly, under EPA’s 

interpretation of the Act, emissions below the contribution threshold are beyond the 

scope of responsibility established in the Good Neighbor Provision.  See 42 U.S.C. § 

7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).   

Although Petitioners couch their argument here as a concern about over-

control, see Indus. Br. 18, Petitioners’ proposed over-control test would effectively 

shift a portion of the burden to eliminate upwind emissions back onto states’ 

emissions that are excluded by the Act.  EPA reasonably concluded that doing so was 

contrary to the statutory requirement that responsibility be borne by states that 

“contribute significantly” to (or “interfere with”) downwind air quality at a given 

receptor, as it would make the obligations of linked upwind states contingent on the 

reductions being achieved by unlinked states.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,550; RTC at 443, 
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JA____; see North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 921 (noting each upwind state should bear the 

primary responsibility for eliminating its own significant contribution).  This 

conclusion was particularly reasonable in light of the Supreme Court’s conclusion that 

EPA “has a statutory obligation to avoid ‘under-control’” of upwind emissions, as 

well as over-control.  EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1609. 

In any event, EPA concluded in the Rule that the incidental emission 

reductions from unlinked states have “little air quality impact.”  RTC at 443, JA____; 

cf. EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1608 (concluding that over-control is permissible where 

“incidental to reductions necessary to ensure attainment elsewhere”).  Petitioners’ 

contention that EPA lacked support for this conclusion is rebutted by the record.  As 

an initial matter, Petitioners’ citation to EPA air quality modeling forecasting that 

cumulative unlinked emissions could contribute between 4 and 5 ppb at five receptors 

in 2017, Indus. Br. 19, is uninformative.  This projection of the total impact from 

these states does not indicate whether the reductions from unlinked states required 

under the Rule would actually influence ozone concentrations at these receptors.  See 

Ozone TSD at 27-33, JA____-_____ (explaining how EPA estimates air quality 

benefits of emission reductions).   

The data available in the record answers this question and supports EPA’s 

conclusion that any incidental benefits of the Rule would have little effect at 

downwind receptors.  Even considering all reductions of unlinked emissions excluded 

from EPA’s over-control analysis – including from states not included in the Rule at 
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all – the cumulative reductions from unlinked states would at most reduce ozone at any 

receptor by 0.077 ppb.  “AQAT final calibrated” Spreadsheet, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-

0500-0492,17 JA____ (showing Hamilton, Ohio receptor at 74.781 ppb under the 

Rule, and at 74.704 ppb counting cumulative reductions from all forty-eight 

contiguous states).  The influence of unlinked states would shrink even further when 

considering only the subset of unlinked states that are included in the Rule for other 

linkages.  More importantly, the unlinked emission reductions possible from all forty-

eight states (let alone Rule-states only) would not bring a single additional receptor 

into attainment.  Id.  Even under Petitioners’ theory, the Rule would not constitute 

over-control, see EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1609, so there would be no basis to alter its 

scope or requirements.  Therefore, Petitioners’ argument must be rejected. 

I. EPA Reasonably Assessed the Feasibility of Installing New 
Combustion Controls When Calculating State Budgets. 

Industry Petitioners assert that EPA erred in assuming that new combustion 

control equipment could be installed by the 2017 ozone season.  Indus. Br. 26-28.  

Petitioners assert that installation of such controls typically requires 18 months or 

more, not the six months that EPA determined was feasible.  EPA considered the 

comments submitted by UARG and retained its initial assessment that it is feasible to 

install these controls in a six-month time period based on prior examples.  See 

                                                 
17 To display air quality improvement from applying a $1,400/ton control level across 
the contiguous United States, use tab “1400 eng EB,” change the value in cell “H2” 
from 4 to 6, and see cell “BP714.” 
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Mitigation TSD at 11, JA____ (citing original CSAPR TSD, EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-

0491-0051).  The comments Industry Petitioners reference are anecdotal, and neither 

prove nor disprove what a feasible timeframe would be for installing such equipment.  

Assuming the information presented in the comments could be substantiated with 

verified data, the anecdotal information merely describes the time that some facilities 

took to install equipment when unconstrained by any legal obligation to act more 

quickly.  The information does not undermine EPA’s prior determination that a six-

month installation time is feasible, even if aggressive.  Thus EPA’s use of this 

timeframe was reasonable on the record.  But ultimately this issue is immaterial 

because EPA showed the Rule could be complied with even without installing such 

equipment.  See RTC at 489-90, JA____.  Reductions from new combustion controls 

are well within each state’s assurance level (with the exception of Arkansas, for which 

EPA delayed full implementation until 2018 in recognition of its units’ unique 

circumstances, 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,552).  Compare RTC at 490 (showing state-by-state 

reductions from installation of new combustion controls) with 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,567 

(Table VII.E-2) (listing variability limits for each state).18 

                                                 
18 Preliminary information regarding the 2017 ozone season shows no state exceeded 
its assurance level, and total emissions were approximately 7% below collective 
budgets.  See Air Markets Program Data, available at: https://ampd.epa.gov/ampd/ 
(to review state-level data: (1) select “Create a Query,” (2) select “Cross-State Air 
Pollution Rule NOx Ozone Season Group 2 Program” and “Emissions - Unit Level,” 
(3) select “Ozone Season” and “2017,” (4) select a state from the “State” menu, (5) 
aggregate by “State,” and (6) select “NOX”). 
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J. The Challenged Modeling Assumptions in EPA’s Budget-Setting 
Methodology Had No Impact on the Rule’s Stringency Because 
EPA Used a “Relative-Rate” Comparison. 

Industry Petitioners identify two aspects of EPA’s budget-setting methodology 

that they claim EPA failed to support.  Industry Petitioners’ arguments ignore the 

structure of EPA’s methodology, under which these particular model assumptions 

had no bearing on (or served to increase) the final state budgets, and likewise ignore 

the explanations EPA provided in the Rule.  In any case, this court must defer to 

EPA’s “modeling choices.”  EME Homer II, 795 F.3d at 135. 

1. EPA’s approach to idling units had no meaningful impact 
on the budgets. 

Petitioners contend that the Rule is unlawful because EPA failed to support or 

explain IPM’s forecast that certain facilities would be “idled” in 2018 (the model’s 

“run year”).  According to Petitioners, this modeling result conflicts with EPA’s 

statement that it constrained the model from predicting unit retirements that had not 

already been announced, as – according to Petitioners – retirement and idling 

“amount[] to the same thing.”  Indus. Br. 24.  Petitioners’ complaint is contrary to the 

nature of a “least-cost dispatch” electrical grid and any model that seeks to replicate it, 

and ignores salient differences between idling and retiring within the model.  Plus, it is 

ultimately irrelevant to the final state budgets. 

To begin, IPM is a well-established economic model of the electric power 

sector, designed to help government and industry analyze a wide range of issues.  The 
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model uses a large database of real-world information about the U.S. electric grid to 

determine the least-cost method of meeting electrical demand over a specified period.  

Documentation for EPA Base Case v.5.13 Using the Integrated Planning Model at 2-

1, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0196, JA____-____.  The model, like the electric grid, 

always seeks to dispatch the cheapest generation available to meet demand.  As a 

consequence, the model will not forecast generation from units that are more 

expensive to run than other available units.  Thus, when cheaper generation is 

available, uneconomical units will, necessarily, be “idle.”  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,528 

(IPM is “designed to reflect electricity markets as accurately as possible”). 

EPA’s decision to constrain the model from predicting retirements does not 

conflict with the model’s logic for dispatching, or idling, units based on short-term 

supply and demand.  The constraint on retirements merely prevented the model from 

identifying units whose poor profitability in the long-term made present operation 

uneconomical.  This was reasonable because the Rule was concerned with electric 

dispatch in the very near future, so any unit retirements in that period were likely 

already announced.  EPA’s reasonable decision to constrain the model from 

predicting retirements here, however, did not create a special duty to explain why the 

model still continued to “idle” higher-cost units to reflect real-world grid conditions.  

See id. at 74,528-29; RTC at 320. 

In any event, the idling occurring in the model had virtually no effect on the 

state budgets, so Petitioners’ complaint is irrelevant.  EPA used IPM in budget-setting 
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only to determine the delta between the NOX rate in the baseline case and the control 

case (at a given level of control stringency), which it then applied to each state’s 

historical 2015 NOX emission rates.  Ozone TSD at 11-12, JA____.  Consequently, 

variables that stayed constant between the baseline case and the control case – 

including idling at a given unit – did not influence how much units were expected to 

reduce their emissions relative to their historical baseline.  This addressed 

commenters’ concern that relying solely on the emission rate forecast by IPM might 

under- or over-predict emission reduction potential as a result of some determination 

in the model’s 2017 baseline case.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,547.  Here, it specifically 

precluded the possibility that a unit idled (or retired) in the baseline case would affect 

the budgets.  Summary of EPA’s Review of Comments on NEEDS and IPM at 2, 

EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0544, JA____.  Indeed, all of the units identified by 

Petitioners are forecast to be idle in both the baseline and control cases.  See IPM Run 

Files Supporting the Final CSAPR Update Rule, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0487,19 

JA____.  Because the record is clear both as to the model’s reasonable use of idling 

and the irrelevance of that idling to the final state budgets, Petitioners’ argument lacks 

merit. 

                                                 
19 Available at: https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/analysis-cross-state-air-pollution-
rule-update (see “RPE File” from “IPM v5.15 Final Base Case for the CSAPR Update” 
and “IPM v5.15 Final 1,400 per ton EGU Cost Threshold Assessment,” showing 
units operating in the model’s baseline and control cases and excluding Petitioners’ 
units 3635, 3732, 5757, 4219, 4218, and 5871). 
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2. EPA’s approach to SCR emission rates was reasonable. 

Petitioners claim that EPA’s use of emission rates for SCR-equipped facilities 

as low as 0.075 lbs/mmBtu in certain parts of the budget-setting methodology was 

inconsistent with EPA’s claim that it would use a rate of 0.10 lbs/mmBtu to reflect 

“the lowest achievable rate for such [units].”  Indus. Br. 24.  EPA’s failure to account 

for this inconsistency, Petitioners claim, was arbitrary.  Petitioners’ argument conflates 

separate and distinguishable elements of EPA’s methodology.  EPA reasonably 

assumed that SCR-equipped units already operating below an emission rate of 0.10 

lbs/mmBtu would continue to do so in both the baseline case and the control case 

modeling.  However, for SCR-equipped units not already achieving the 0.10 

lbs/mmBtu rate, EPA assigned this rate in the control case (but not the baseline case) 

to reflect realistically achievable emission rate improvements from turning on and 

optimizing their SCR equipment.  As explained below, both assumptions tend to 

benefit the regulated industry.  

As an initial matter, the SCR emission rates EPA used in setting the budgets 

relied on units’ actual, measured emission data where that data reflected efficient 

operation of that control.  See Mitigation TSD, at 5, JA____; RTC at 502-03, JA____-

____; supra Argument I.B.1.  Where data demonstrated that units were fully operating 

their SCR at or below 0.10 lbs/mmBtu, EPA assumed such units would continue to 

achieve that rate in both the baseline case and the control case modeling.  Id.  Given 

EPA’s relative-rate reduction approach to budget-setting, emission rates held constant 
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in both the baseline and the control case did not affect state budgets.  See supra 

Argument J.1.20 

Petitioners also specifically challenge EPA’s approach to common stacks, 

which present a unique challenge in assigning an SCR emission rate, though the result 

is the same.  Indus. Br. 24.  Where two units at a power plant share a common 

exhaust stack but only one of the two is equipped with SCR controls, there is no 

reliable data to determine the emission rates of the individual units.  For those units, 

EPA’s baseline and control case modeling assumed that the SCR-equipped units are 

already operating efficiently at a rate of 0.075 lbs/mmBtu.  CSAPR Update Base Case 

using IPM Incremental Documentation TSD at 7-8, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0556, 

JA____.  While Petitioners claim EPA was unreasonable to use emission rates below 

0.10 lbs/mmBtu in this context, the use of lower SCR rates did not actually affect the 

budget because, again, EPA assumed no change in the control case.  And assuming an 

emission rate of 0.075 lbs/mmBtu in the baseline case for common stack units “is a 

conservatively low rate which implies that these units cannot achieve any additional 

reductions.”  Id. (emphasis added). 

Petitioners obfuscate the issue by quoting from EPA’s discussion of the use of 

the 0.10 lbs/mmBtu rate assigned as a default in the control case to units that were not 

                                                 
20 To the extent Petitioners’ challenge extends to EPA’s adjustment of certain units’ 
historical emissions below 0.10 lbs/mmBtu to reflect newer SCR installation, that 
argument is addressed at Argument K.2, infra. 
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already optimizing operation of their SCR.  Indus. Br. 24-25 (citing 81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,543).  There, EPA explained that assigning emission rates below 0.10 lbs/mmBtu 

would “yield[] a lower emission budget” but might be beyond the capability of all 

covered units.  Id. at 74,543; see Indus. Br. 25.  But this observation does not apply 

when assigning lower rates to certain units in the baseline case, where, as EPA 

explained, the lower rate implies such units cannot achieve further reductions because 

they are already operating efficiently.  Accordingly, State and Industry Petitioners were 

not harmed by EPA’s reasonable decision to assign lower SCR emission rates for 

certain units in the baseline case.    

K. State Budgets and Unit Allocations Determined According to 
EPA’s Established Methodologies Were Neither Arbitrary nor 
Capricious. 

1. Mississippi’s state budget was reasonable. 

Mississippi Power Company (“Mississippi Power”) contends that EPA’s 

relative-rate budget-setting methodology set an “overly stringent” budget for 

Mississippi.21  This argument is unavailing.  As EPA explained, its relative-rate 

methodology for setting state budgets was based on historical emission rate data that 

EPA then adjusted according to the emission rate improvement potential indicated by 

EPA’s modeling.  Mississippi Power claims this methodology treated Mississippi 

                                                 
21 Petitioner also alleges that Mississippi’s budget over-controls because the cost of 
budgeted reductions far outweighs the benefits.  That argument is addressed infra in 
Argument L.2. 
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unfairly because its historical emissions were below EPA’s modeled baseline and control 

cases.  According to Petitioner, EPA unreasonably set the State’s budget at 6,315 tons 

of NOX (per ozone season) despite the fact that “EPA’s modeling shows that – based 

on EPA’s $1,400-per-ton threshold – Mississippi’s ‘significant contribution’ would be 

fully eliminated by limiting its emissions to 7,499 tons.”  Indus. Br. 36.  Mississippi 

Power’s argument mistakes the meaning of EPA’s “$1,400-per-ton” control case in 

two different, but equally problematic, ways.   

First, Mississippi Power suggests that because the IPM model’s $1,400/ton 

control case projected Mississippi NOX emissions to be 7,499 tons after controls were 

applied, it is unreasonable to set Mississippi’s budget below that level.  Indus. Br. 36.  

This ignores the reasoning for applying a relative-rate methodology in the first place.  

As commenters pointed out in response to the proposed rule, an “absolute” modeling 

methodology – where state budgets were set solely by the IPM control case’s 

projection of NOX rates in 2017 – meant particular modeling assumptions apart from 

the control scenarios being evaluated could have a meaningful effect on state budgets.  

81 Fed. Reg. at 74,547.  If the model’s baseline 2017 emissions for a given state 

appeared too high or too low compared to actual data, due to some structural 

assumption of the model, then the resulting budget would likewise be too high or too 

low.  The virtue of EPA’s relative-rate methodology was that it eliminated this 

possibility in both directions.  Id.  Under a relative-rate methodology, the model’s 

projections need not perfectly match reality in every instance; it is enough that they 
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show how much emissions can be improved from a baseline case to a control case 

with all other variables kept constant.  Mississippi Power fails to establish how the 

model was inadequate for that more limited purpose, or why Mississippi should 

receive different treatment from other states.  Further, its complaint that it would be 

unreasonable to set Mississippi’s budget below the control-case result is illogical given 

that Mississippi Power itself admits that the State’s “actual historic rate [is] already 

below . . . the modeled ‘base[line] case’ [and] ‘control case.’”  Indus. Br. 35.  Setting 

Mississippi’s budget above its historical emission rate would allow the State to increase 

emissions, in contravention of the Act.  

Second, Petitioner claims that EPA’s modeled $1,400/ton level of control 

represented EPA’s determination of the control level at which “Mississippi’s 

‘significant contribution’ would be fully eliminated,” and so anything below that level 

is over-control.  Indus. Br. 33, 36.  This is false.  EPA deemed the CSAPR Update a 

partial remedy, and EPA did not determine the level of control that would fully satisfy 

the covered states’ Good Neighbor obligation or “fully eliminate” those states’ 

significant contribution (save for one: Tennessee).  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,521-23, 74,550-

52.  Mississippi Power is therefore incorrect that Mississippi’s budget reflected a 

control level beyond what may be necessary for Mississippi to “eliminate[]” its 

“significant contribution.”  See Indus. Br. 36.  To the contrary, EPA’s over-control 

analysis showed that even if units in Mississippi met their budget of 6,315 tons of 

NOX, Mississippi’s impact would remain above the 1% contribution threshold at both 
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of its linked downwind receptors, and both of those receptors would remain above 

the NAAQS.  See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,538-39.22 

2. Indiana’s state budget was reasonable. 

Indiana Energy Association and Indiana Utility Group (“Indiana Petitioners”) 

likewise raise claims that Indiana’s budget was unfairly influenced by EPA’s budget-

setting methodology.  None of these claims has merit.   

Indiana Petitioners first contend that Indiana’s final budget under the Rule is 

unreasonable because it is lower than both the State’s budget at proposal and the 

emission level calculated in EPA’s feasibility analysis.  Indus. Br. 31.  First, EPA 

provided a thorough explanation in the Rule as to why, in response to comments, it 

altered its proposed methodology in favor of the Rule’s “relative-rate” methodology.  

See Indus. Br. 33.  Petitioners’ own citation explains EPA’s rationale, which was to 

ensure modeled projections of structural change in the power sector by 2017 canceled 

each other out between the baseline and control cases and so did not influence final 

state budgets.  See Ozone TSD at 11-12, JA____; 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,547.   

Likewise, Indiana Petitioners misunderstand the design and import of EPA’s 

feasibility analysis.  See Indus. Br. 31.  In an effort to confirm that the Rule’s overall 

budget was achievable, EPA performed an “independent check to demonstrate 

                                                 
22 Preliminary information regarding the 2017 ozone season shows that Mississippi’s 
emissions were 6,001 tons, below its 6,315-ton budget.  See supra note 19; 81 Fed. Reg. 
at 74,508.   
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[units’] ability to comply with the [Rule’s] requirements.”  Mitigation TSD at 14, 

JA____.  This secondary analysis calculated the emission reductions available to states 

from a subset of emission control technologies: “turning on idled SCR, optimizing all 

SCR to historically demonstrated NOX emission rates, installing state-of-the-art 

combustion controls, and turning on idled SNCR.”  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,561.  EPA 

excluded improvements from other available reduction strategies such as shifting 

generation to lower-emitting sources.  Mitigation TSD at 15, JA____.  EPA also 

placed other limitations on the analysis, for example assuming that retiring units 

would be replaced by new generation emitting at the state’s average NOX rate across 

all covered units (that is, forgoing the possibility that new generation would be cleaner 

than existing fossil fuel units).  Id. at 14, JA____. 

Given these artificial constraints, it is unsurprising that for some states the 

feasibility analysis predicted NOX emissions slightly above that state’s final budget.  

Importantly, however, the feasibility analysis demonstrated that the covered states as a 

whole have sufficient reductions, even using these limited measures, to stay under the 

Rule’s overall budget, and that no state would exceed its assurance level, including 

Indiana.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,562 (Table VII.D-1).  Adding allowances banked during 

the original CSAPR, the pool of emission allowances available for compliance here is 

ample.  Mitigation TSD at 15, JA____. 

Indiana Petitioners also contend that EPA’s use of 2015 data to determine 

states’ historical heat input harmed Indiana units, whose heat input was lower in 2015 
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than in 2014 (the data year in the proposal).  Indus. Br. 31.  In both the proposal and 

the final Rule, EPA’s budget-setting calculation used the most recent emissions data 

available.  See 80 Fed. Reg. 75,706, 75,739 (Dec. 3, 2015); 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,561.  

EPA reasonably concluded that using updated 2015 data in the final Rule would most 

accurately reflect fleet composition, electricity demand, and facility performance.  81 

Fed. Reg. at 74,561.  Petitioners, meanwhile, do not explain why EPA should have 

ignored up-to-date data in the Rule, save Indiana’s own preferences.  Nor do 

Petitioners present any evidence that special circumstances unduly influenced 

Indiana’s 2015 heat input.  The evidence in the record suggests the opposite.  Both 

Indiana’s heat input and NOX emissions (for the year, rather than the ozone season) 

continued to drop between 2015 and 2016, while the State’s emission rate remained 

steady, 2015 vs Preliminary 2016 NOX Emissions and NOX Rates, Row 10, EPA-HQ-

OAR-2015-0500-0520, JA____, supporting EPA’s conclusion that 2015 was more 

representative of the State’s NOX emissions than 2014.23   

While Petitioners are correct that annual variation in weather or market 

conditions can influence facilities’ heat input from year to year, EPA’s assurance levels 

address this concern by allowing states to emit NOX up to 21% beyond their state 

budget without any penalty.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,566-67.  EPA’s feasibility analysis 

                                                 
23 Preliminary emissions data demonstrates this trend continued during the 2017 
ozone season, in which Indiana emitted 20,363 tons of NOX – some 3,000 tons below 
the State’s budget.  See supra note 19; 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,508. 
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makes plain that even a conservative projection of Indiana’s available reductions will 

keep it below that limit.  Id. at 74,562 (Table VII.D-1).   

Finally, Indiana Petitioners take issue with adjustments EPA made to Indiana’s 

2015 historical emission rate to account for fleet changes between 2015 and 2017.  In 

particular, Petitioners claim EPA made “erroneous, unjustified” adjustments to the 

anticipated emission rates at “certain Indiana SCR-equipped [units],” pointing to the 

two Cayuga units, where EPA set emission rates of 0.075 and 0.070 lbs/mmBtu.  

Indus. Br. 32.  These rates were too low, Petitioners claim, because the “SCR installed 

in 2015 was not in use” in 2015 or 2016.  Id. 32 n.30.   

At the time the Rule’s modeling was conducted, only 2015 ozone season data 

was available.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,561.  EPA reasonably assumed – as it did for all 

units with announced new SCR equipment being installed but not yet operational – 

that by the 2017 ozone seasons, Cayuga would complete installation of its SCR 

controls and operate them at a rate of 0.075 lbs/mmBtu.  See, e.g., Ozone TSD at 12 & 

n.11, JA____.24  Indiana Petitioners protest that this rate was “arbitrarily-derived [and] 

customized” and at odds with EPA’s assumed rate of 0.10 lbs/mmBtu for SCR-

equipped units.  Indus. Br. 32.  But the record is clear that for new SCR equipment – 
                                                 
24 Petitioners also claim EPA used a rate of 0.070 lbs/mmBtu when “modif[ying] 
Indiana’s 2015 historic emissions data.”  Indus. Br. 32.  This is incorrect.  EPA 
adjusted the Cayuga units’ 2015 historical emission rate to 0.075 lbs/mmBtu per its 
methodology.  This was unrelated to the 0.07 lbs/mmBtu rate assigned Cayuga’s units 
in the baseline and control cases in IPM, which, under the relative reduction 
methodology, had no effect on the budget.  See supra Argument J.2. 
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unlike existing, idled SCR equipment – this lower rate was appropriate to reflect 

newer, better-performing controls.  Ozone TSD at 12 & n.11, JA____; Mitigation 

TSD at 14, JA____; see also 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,543 (explaining basis for assigning 

higher 0.10 rate to older SCR-equipped units), 74,547 (explaining adjustment of states’ 

historical 2015 emission rates to reflect “[a]nnounced new SCR at existing [units]”).  

And EPA applied this adjustment fairly and uniformly across the class of units 

addressed in the Rule that announced new SCR controls.   

In any case, even if EPA had treated Cayuga’s SCR controls in the baseline case 

as remaining unused in 2017, the result could have been a more stringent budget.  

Instead of accounting for this SCR capability through an upfront adjustment to the 

State’s historical emission rate, EPA’s IPM baseline case would have reflected that 

these SCR controls were not yet turned on, and IPM’s control case would have turned 

them on.  Whether through a baseline adjustment or through IPM’s modeling of 

emission rate reduction potential, Indiana’s budget was certain to presume operation 

of the Cayuga units’ SCR equipment – a basic objective of EPA’s selected level of 

control.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,543 (Table VI.B-1).  Petitioners’ argument is thus both 

unavailing and of negligible relevance to the outcome of the state budget. 

3. Oklahoma’s state budget and unit-level allocations were 
reasonable. 

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative and Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company (“Oklahoma Petitioners”) raise objections to both EPA’s calculation of 
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Oklahoma’s budget and EPA’s allocations of allowances to Oklahoma units.  Indus. 

Br. 38-42.  As explained below, neither allegation has merit because each 

misunderstands EPA’s methodology at that step in the Rule. 

First, Oklahoma Petitioners claim that EPA’s budget-setting methodology at 

Step 3 produced an unrealistically low budget for Oklahoma.  Petitioners claim EPA 

relied on a “facially implausible” value in IPM’s baseline case, from which EPA 

determined the emission rate improvements available to Oklahoma.  Indus. Br. 38.  

Petitioners note that the baseline case projected Oklahoma’s 2017 emission rate to be 

0.158 lbs/mmBtu when the rate measured in 2015 was 0.109 lbs/mmBtu.  Id. 39.  

Petitioners further note that EPA’s own adjusted historical rate of 0.107 lbs/mmBtu – 

the emission rate to which EPA applied the emission rate improvement delta 

determined using IPM – demonstrated that EPA understood that “known changes in 

the power sector” between 2015 and 2017 would reduce Oklahoma’s emission rate, 

not raise it.  Id.  Petitioners conclude that these facts demonstrate that the IPM 

baseline rate of 0.158 lbs/mmBtu was too high, somehow leading IPM to over-

predict available emission rate improvements and unrealistically lowering Oklahoma’s 

budget.  Id. 40. 

EPA acknowledged that the IPM baseline value diverged from evidence that 

Oklahoma’s actual emission rate in 2017 would be far lower (as the adjusted 2015 

historical rate reflects).  But Oklahoma Petitioners’ conclusion that this divergence 

resulted in an Oklahoma budget that was arbitrary or capricious misunderstands – 
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once again – EPA’s budget-setting methodology and the limited role played by the 

IPM projections.  As explained supra, EPA’s budget-setting methodology was based in 

each state’s actual measured emissions.  Here, that corresponded to Oklahoma’s 

adjusted historical 2015 emission rate – 0.107 lbs/mmBtu, which Petitioners do not 

dispute.  EPA then relied on IPM modeling only to estimate how much Oklahoma 

could improve its emission rate if it were to apply emission controls at a cost of up to 

$1,400/ton.  EPA did not impose upon Oklahoma the final emission rate projected in 

IPM’s $1,400/ton control case (i.e., 0.142 lbs/mmBtu); it only used the delta between 

IPM’s baseline case and its control case (0.016 lbs/mmBtu), which was then applied 

back to Oklahoma’s adjusted historical rate of 0.107 lbs/mmBtu.  See Ozone TSD, 

App. E, Tab “Final Budget Calcs,” row 38, columns AS-AX, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-

0500-0516, JA____.  

Because the structural assumptions informing Oklahoma’s initial rate of 0.158 

lbs/mmBtu were a constant in both the baseline and control cases, the relative-rate 

methodology allowed EPA to assess Oklahoma’s potential to improve its emission 

rate without endorsing the model’s absolute baseline or control case rates.  Oklahoma 

Petitioners present no evidence as to why the relative-rate method would have failed 

in this instance to generate an accurate delta between the baseline and control cases.  

And they fail to explain why a 0.016 lbs/mmBtu improvement in the emissions 
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performance of Oklahoma’s electric generating fleet is infeasible or otherwise 

arbitrary and capricious.25    

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative’s (“Western Farmers”) separately argues 

that EPA departed from its allocation methodology at Step 4 when it failed to 

consider U.S. Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) data on Oklahoma units’ 

past emissions when assessing preliminary allocations under the Rule.  See Indus. Br. 

40-42.  This argument is contradicted by the record.  In its allocation methodology, 

EPA explained that it would consider up to the last five years of a unit’s measured 

data on heat input (reported to EPA’s Clean Air Markets Division under 40 C.F.R. Pt. 

75) when determining that unit’s proportional share of state-wide heat input, and thus 

its share of the state budget.  Allocation TSD at 6-7, JA____-____.  Where no 

measured information from the last five years was reported to EPA, EPA explained 

that it would instead calculate a unit’s average heat input based on EIA data, id., which 

requires using general emission factors by fuel type to generate emissions estimates.26  

But EPA never proposed or finalized a methodology – as Western Farmers claims – 

in which it mixed available data from the two datasets together (e.g., filling in EIA 

data for an individual year where EPA data was unavailable) to produce a unit’s 

                                                 
25 Preliminary emissions data from the 2017 ozone season demonstrates that 
Oklahoma’s budget was achievable: covered sources in the State emitted 11,043 tons 
compared to its budget of 11,641 tons.  See supra note 19; 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,508. 
26 See Annual Electric Utility Data, EIA, available at: 
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/. 
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average heat input.  EPA applied its stated methodology in apportioning Oklahoma’s 

budgeted allowances, so Western Farmers’ argument is meritless.   

In any case, this same methodology – the selection of which is due deference – 

was used in the original CSAPR.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,564 (citing 76 Fed. Reg. at 

48,288-89).  In both rules, EPA reasonably decided against averaging EIA and EPA 

data together where EPA data was available for some, but not all, of the five years in 

question because the two are distinct data sets with distinct approaches.  As EPA 

explained in the original CSAPR, EPA relied exclusively on emissions data reported 

under Part 75 where some such data existed because this data is “quality-assured” and 

“represent the most technically superior data available to EPA.”  76 Fed. Reg. at 

48,288.  The fact that Western Farmers believes it units were disadvantaged is not a 

reasoned basis for overturning this technical conclusion.  Indeed, the methodology 

Western Farmers proposes would simply disadvantage other units instead.27 

Notably, if Oklahoma or any other state wishes to alter the Rule’s allocations, 

the Rule, like the original CSAPR, allows them to do so through a SIP submission.  81 

Fed. Reg. at 74,569.  Consequently, Oklahoma is at liberty to reallocate its allowances 

                                                 
27 See Proposed Unit Level Allocations Spreadsheet, Tab “Underlying Data,” rows 
1984-1987, columns F-K, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0102, JA____ (showing 
Oklahoma’s AES Shady Point unit would receive 29 fewer tons under Western 
Farmers’ approach). 
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should it agree that Western Farmers’ units should have more allowances and some 

other Oklahoma units should have fewer.28 

4. Illinois’s unit-level allocations were reasonable. 

Prairie State Generating Company (“Prairie State”) makes two arguments 

alleging that EPA’s budget and allocations for units in Illinois were arbitrary.  Neither 

contention is viable – not least because Prairie State confuses the separate 

methodologies for budget-setting at Step 3 and for allocation of allowances at Step 4. 

First, Prairie State contends that its three highest heat inputs between 2011 and 

2015 were “artificially low due to issues with its advanced technology.”  Indus. Br. 29.  

Prairie State claims that because “EPA averaged those three amounts to determine 

reductions needed to achieve the state budgets and unit-level allocations,” these 

artificially low values disadvantaged Illinois and Prairie State.  Id.  Prairie State’s 

contention as to the state budget is incorrect.  To set state budgets at Step 3, EPA 

considered only the state’s most recent measured data – from 2015 – not a three-year 

average as Prairie State suggests.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,547.  Prairie State states that it 

“began normal operations in 2014,” so, by Prairie State’s own admission, EPA’s 

reliance on their 2015 heat input data in the budget-setting process reasonably 

reflected the facility’s “normal operations.”  See Indus. Br. 28.  Oddly, Prairie State 

                                                 
28 Preliminary data indicate the three referenced Anadarko units in fact emitted below 
their allocation in the 2017 ozone season; they were allocated 40 allowances and 
emitted 36 tons of NOX.  See supra note 19 (aggregating by “Facility” rather than 
“State”). 
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argues later in this section that “[a]lternatively, EPA should have used [Prairie State’s] 

2015 heat input to determine Illinois’s budget . . . .”  Indus. Br. 30.  That is precisely 

what EPA did.  Prairie State’s argument with regard to Illinois’s budget is, thus, 

meritless.   

With respect to Prairie State’s arguments regarding its unit-level allocation at 

Step 4, EPA notes initially that Prairie State was subject to the same basic 

methodology as every other existing unit, which EPA continued from the original 

CSAPR and which EPA re-affirmed to be fuel-neutral, control-neutral, transparent, 

and based on reliable data.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,564.  Nonetheless, Prairie State 

contends that EPA’s allocation methodology unfairly treated Prairie State as an 

“existing unit” rather than a “new unit,” when it had previously been defined as a new 

unit under the original CSAPR.  Indus. Br. 30.  Prairie State’s contention is meritless 

on its face.  The Rule – like the original CSAPR – classifies new and existing units 

based on the date when they commenced operations, with the cut-off date set to 

ensure that at least one full year of historical data is available to determine an 

“existing” unit’s allocation.  Allocation TSD at 6, JA____.  Under the Rule, new units 

are those that commenced commercial operation on or after January 1, 2015, while 

existing units are those already operating as of that date.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,564.  

Prairie State began generating in 2012, see Comment of Prairie State Generating 

Company at 4, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0365, JA____, so when the original 

CSAPR was promulgated in 2011, Prairie State had not yet commenced commercial 
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operation and did not make that rule’s January 1, 2010 cut-off for existing units.  See 

80 Fed. Reg. at 75,742.  In contrast, by January 1, 2015, Prairie State was well into 

normal operations.  There is, accordingly, no reasonable justification for why EPA 

would ignore Prairie State’s actual generating status in order to treat it as a new unit.   

Prairie State’s associated contentions are likewise unsuccessful.  The fact that 

Prairie State is already a “fully-controlled” unit with “advanced technology and 

emission controls” means that Illinois’s budget was determined assuming Prairie State 

cannot do more to reduce emissions.  By definition, EPA’s budget-setting 

methodology identified only those additional emission reductions achievable at a 

marginal cost of $1,400/ton; if Prairie State already successfully employs all emission 

reduction strategies available at or below that cost, then the state budget’s emission 

rate delta would have reflected no additional reductions attributable to Prairie State.  

See 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,547. 

Prairie State also contends that the Rule mishandled allowances allocated to 

retired units by allowing these units to retain their allowances through 2019, rather 

than allowing them to shift to “newer, lower-emitting [units]” like Prairie State.  

Indus. Br. 30.  Prairie State’s argument relies, once again, on the faulty premise that it 

could reasonably be considered a new unit.  As an existing unit allocated allowances 

from the state’s general budget, Prairie State would not be entitled to claim allowances 

reassigned from retired units to the new unit set-aside.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,566.  Prairie 

State may receive a proportional share of any unused allowances from the new unit set-
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aside, which are redistributed to existing units, but at that point the impact of the 

allocation methodology on Prairie State becomes speculative.  See id. at 74,565; 

Allocation TSD at 5, JA____.  In any case, EPA reasonably explained its decision in 

the Rule (as in the original CSAPR) to allocate allowances for a period of time to 

retiring units in order to limit economic distortions that might otherwise arise from 

the Rule’s implementation.  See id. at 74,566.  Accordingly, EPA’s selected 

methodology was reasonable and should be upheld. 

L. EPA’s Evaluation of Costs Was Thorough and Reasonable. 

State Petitioners’ claim that EPA is required to conduct a formalized cost-

benefit analysis and that EPA must conclude that the benefits of each FIP are 

commensurate with its costs merely repackages arguments that have been rejected by 

the Supreme Court and this Court.  State Br. 14-17.  The States and Mississippi Power 

also inaccurately complain that the rule imposes “costly” regulation without 

meaningful downwind benefits.  State Br. 17-23; Indus. Br. 37-38.  Once again, the 

Court should reject these arguments. 

As explained below, the States’ assertion that EPA must conduct a formal cost-

benefit analysis lacks any statutory basis.  Petitioners not only mischaracterize the 

cost-threshold analysis EPA performed, but they fail to recognize that both the 

Supreme Court and this Court have approved of this approach to apportioning 

responsibility for Good Neighbor reductions.  And the Petitioners ignore the 
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significant benefits that EPA detailed in the Regulatory Impact Analysis that 

accompanies the Rule.   

1. No cost-benefit analysis is required by the Good Neighbor 
Provision. 

The text of the Good Neighbor Provision does not direct States or EPA to 

conduct a cost-benefit analysis or otherwise consider costs when implementing the 

provision.  Indeed, Petitioners do not point to any statutory basis that would compel 

EPA to undertake a formal cost-benefit analysis.  State petitioners instead argue that 

Michigan v. EPA, ––– U.S. ––––, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015) (“Michigan v. EPA”), and 

Michigan, 213 F.3d 663 (“Michigan”), require a formal cost-benefit analysis, States Br. 

15-17.  Neither of these decisions supports such a requirement. 

In the Supreme Court’s recent Michigan v. EPA decision, an EPA rule 

interpreting 42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1)(A) was challenged.  That CAA section requires 

that EPA regulate hazardous emissions from power plants if it finds such regulation is 

“appropriate and necessary.”  Id. § 7412(n)(1)(A).  EPA had interpreted section 

7412(n)(1)(A) to not require the consideration of costs when deciding whether to 

regulate such emissions.  The Supreme Court held that the term “appropriate” was 

broad and all-encompassing, and therefore requires at least “some attention to cost.”  

Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. at 2706.  The Court emphasized that it was not requiring 

the agency “to conduct a formal cost-benefit analysis in which each advantage and 

disadvantage is assigned a monetary value.”  Id. at 2711.  The Court explained that 
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“[i]t will be up to the Agency to decide (as always, within the limits of reasonable 

interpretation) how to account for cost.”  Id. 

Unlike the statutory provision at issue in Michigan v. EPA, the Good Neighbor 

Provision, 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I), does not include the term “appropriate” or 

a similar term.  Petitioners have not pointed to language in the Good Neighbor 

Provision that requires at least “some attention to cost,” 135 S. Ct. at 2706, much less 

language that mandates a cost-benefit analysis.  Moreover, even if Michigan v. EPA 

required a formal cost-benefit analysis, nothing in Michigan v. EPA purports to narrow 

the Court’s EME Homer decision interpreting the Good Neighbor Provision the 

previous year, which is directly relevant to Petitioners’ attack on EPA’s approach to 

quantifying emission reduction obligations, contra State Br. 16.  There, the Court 

specifically considered whether the CAA dictated a particular approach to allocating 

Good Neighbor emission reductions, and concluded that Congress was silent as to 

any particular methodology for allocating emission reduction responsibility (e.g., 

proportionality, cost-basis, etc.).  134 S. Ct. at 1603-04.    

  Similarly, nothing in this Court’s 2000 Michigan decision, 213 F.3d 663, stands 

for the proposition that EPA must conduct a formal cost-benefit analysis, contra 

States. Br. 15.  There, this Court considered challenges to the NOX SIP Call, which 

used the same approach to considering cost-effective emission controls as the CSAPR 

Update.  In response to arguments challenging EPA’s interpretation of the Good 

Neighbor Provision, this Court concluded that the term “significant” in the Good 
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Neighbor Provision was ambiguous and that EPA’s approach, which weighed 

multiple factors including costs but did not include a formal cost-benefit analysis, was 

reasonable.  213 F.3d at 677-78.   

The crux of State Petitioners’ cost-benefit argument is that EPA’s methodology 

for apportioning emission reduction responsibility is insufficiently precise in 

accounting for specific upwind-to-downwind impacts.  State Br. 14-23.  But the 

Supreme Court in EME Homer and this Court in Michigan considered near-identical 

arguments and held that the Good Neighbor Provision does not require the fine-

tuning sought by Petitioners.  Indeed, as expanded upon below, the Supreme Court 

held that EPA’s approach in CSAPR is reasonable and “makes good sense.”  EME 

Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1607. 

2. The Supreme Court and this Court have held that EPA’s 
cost-threshold approach is reasonable. 

EPA’s interpretation and analysis of highly cost-effective emission controls 

under the Good Neighbor Provision is reasonable and deserves deference.  Just like 

the original CSAPR rulemaking, EPA’s evaluation of control costs and corresponding 

improvements played a critical role in selecting the level of control required of upwind 

states, and therefore the “amounts” of emissions in each state prohibited under the 

Good Neighbor Provision.   

Contrary to the States’ and Mississippi Power’s assertions, State Br. 17-23; 

Indus. Br. 37-38, EPA did evaluate costs, emission levels, and air quality benefits of 
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the various levels of control.  At Step 3, EPA evaluated emission reductions available 

from control strategies available at each cost threshold, as well as resulting downwind 

air quality improvements, and used this information to select the appropriate level of 

emission reductions that represents the amount of each state’s contribution that 

would be considered “significant” or to “interfere with maintenance.”  See 81 Fed. 

Reg. at 74,549-54 (“knee-in-the-curve” discussion).  Because ozone transport is a 

regional problem caused by the collective contribution of emissions from multiple 

upwind states to multiple downwind air quality problems, EPA evaluated the 

achievable emission reductions and air quality benefits on a regional, rather than state-

by-state basis.  EPA selected a uniform level of control that represented highly cost-

effective control strategies for states linked to common air quality problems.  Id. 

The Supreme Court upheld this approach to selecting a uniform level of 

control in EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 1584.  The Supreme Court rejected the EME Homer 

I holding that the statute imposed a requirement of proportionality based on air 

quality impacts and instead held that consideration of collective contribution was 

rational in light of the nature of the “thorny causation problems” that must be 

addressed when regulating interstate transport of ozone pollution.  Id. at 1603, 1605-

07.  The Court further held that EPA’s use of cost to differentiate among similar 

upwind state contributions was entitled to deference.  Id. at 1607.  The Court 

specifically noted that EPA’s use of costs “makes good sense” since EPA’s approach 
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is both efficient and equitable in allocating responsibility among multiple upwind 

states linked to a particular problem.  Id.  

Similarly, in Michigan, 213 F.3d 663, EPA’s cost-threshold approach was 

affirmed as reasonable in response to nearly identical arguments – i.e., that EPA must 

consider the relative impact of upwind states when determining which states’ 

emissions must be regulated.  The Michigan petitioners complained that EPA was not 

adequately accounting for differences in upwind contributions and distances between 

the states.  The Court rejected the idea that EPA was required to consider the relative 

downwind impacts of NOX reduced in individual upwind states.  Id. at 679.  In other 

words, Michigan held that EPA is not required to engage in a fine-tuned state-by-state 

proportionality analysis, rejecting the argument that Petitioners advance here.     

Petitioners’ assertion that EPA did not rationally evaluate costs in relation to 

downwind benefits, States Br. 17-23; Indus. Br. 37-38, is entirely misplaced.  EPA 

applied the cost-threshold approach affirmed in EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1607, and 

determined that a uniform level of control stringency equivalent to a marginal cost of 

$1,400/ton would provide highly cost-effective emission reductions for purposes of 

addressing downwind air quality problems.  At this level, EPA calculated that the 

budgets would result in cumulative improvements at downwind receptors of over 5 

ppb and over 52,000 tons of NOX emission reductions.  See “AQAT final calibrated” 

Spreadsheet, “Summary DVs” tab, JA____ (showing cumulative improvement of 

average design values of 5.4 ppb (cell O30), for an average of 0.28 ppb improvement 
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per receptor (cell O28); cumulative improvement of maximum design values of 5.5 

ppb (cell AC30), for an average of 0.29 ppb per receptor (cell AC28); and 52,100 tons 

of emission reductions (cell O32)).    

Indeed, EPA’s thorough analysis considered whether some states could make 

more emission reductions at the $1,400/ton level than others.  Wisconsin’s available 

cost-effective emission reductions, for example, were found at proposal to be limited 

to 36 tons.  80 Fed. Reg. at 75,735 (Table VI.D-1).  In light of the relatively lower 

level of available reductions, EPA requested comment on whether Wisconsin should 

be included in the final rule in order to also limit possible emission increases that 

could compromise downwind improvements made by other states.  See id. at 75,738-

39 (“The EPA proposes to update Wisconsin’s emissions budgets because not doing 

so would mean that Wisconsin, which is found to contribute above 1% to downwind 

ozone problems, could increase emissions above its baseline case level.”).  EPA had 

used a similar approach in the original CSAPR where several states were included in 

that rule based on the reasonable concern that, absent any limitation, emissions could 

increase in neighboring states to undermine the effectiveness of the rule.  See 76 Fed. 

Reg. at 48,263.  The States simply ignore the air quality benefit of avoiding potential 

increases that could result if the state were excluded from the Rule (i.e., avoiding 

emission “leakage”). 
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In the final Rule, EPA updated its analysis based on comments from Wisconsin 

and others,29 and found that units in the state could still cost-effectively reduce 24 

tons of NOX emission30 beyond the state’s historic adjusted emissions.  81 Fed. Reg. 

at 74,538-39.  Similarly, EPA found that each of the other states at issue here, Texas, 

Alabama, Ohio, and Arkansas, as well as Mississippi and Iowa (per Mississippi 

Power’s and Cedar Fall Utilities’ challenges),31 could achieve hundreds to thousands of 

tons of emission reductions at this control stringency.  Id. at 74,553 (Table VI.E-2).  

There is no merit to the contention that EPA unreasonably applied its well-

established cost-threshold allocation methodology, which the Supreme Court recently 

affirmed.     

3. EPA reasonably evaluated the Rule’s costs and benefits, and 
concluded that the benefits significantly outweigh the costs.  

To the extent any cost-benefit analysis is required, Petitioners fail to 

acknowledge EPA’s additional assessment of costs and benefits in the Regulatory 
                                                 
29  Wisconsin’s emission budget actually increased from proposal to final.  Compare 80 
Fed. Reg. at 75,739 (Table VI.E-1) (proposed budget of 5,561 tons) with 81 Fed. Reg. 
at 74,553 (Table VI.E-2) (final budget of 7,915 tons). 
30 Notably, Wisconsin’s assurance level is actually higher than historical adjusted 
emissions.  Compare 81 Fed. Reg. at 74,553 (Table VI.E-2) (adjusted 2015 emissions) 
with id. at 74,567 (Table VII.E-2) (assurance levels).  This effectively means that 
regulated units in Wisconsin may not have to reduce those 24 tons if it’s not cost-
effective, so long as the units hold allowances.   
31 Wyoming is not included here because EPA made no determination regarding the 
state’s obligation under the Good Neighbor Provision, and took no final agency 
action in regard to western states, such as Wyoming, in the CSAPR Update.  See 81 
Fed. Reg. at 74,523; RTC at 143-44, JA____-____. 
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Impact Analysis that accompanied the Rule, performed pursuant to Executive Order 

12,866.32  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,573; see also id. at 74,510; RTC at 456-57, JA____-____; 

Regulatory Impact Analysis, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0500-0580, JA____-____ (“RIA”).  

Like the budget-setting methodology, the Regulatory Impact Analysis appropriately 

examined the costs and benefits at a regional scale.  EPA estimated annualized net 

benefits of $460-810 million for the CSAPR Update, with annualized costs at $68 

million and total benefits at $530 to 880 million (with climate co-benefits of $66 

million and health benefits of $460-810 million).  Petitioners do not dispute these 

values.  

Rather, Petitioners provide an incomplete and misleading discussion of costs 

and benefits associated with the CSAPR Update.  When considering the “costs” 

associated with the Rule, it is essential to remember that it is a market-based allowance 

trading program.  Thus, the Rule encourages innovative, cost-saving approaches to 

reducing pollution rather than mandating specific emission control equipment or 

techniques, and the actual costs of compliance are likely to be less than the cost 

threshold used to calculate the state emission budgets ($1,400/ton).  See, e.g., 81 Fed. 

Reg. at 74,573 (cost analysis is “illustrative in nature” and utilities “determine their 
                                                 
32 Executive Order 12,866 “neither creates private rights, nor is an agency’s failure to 
comply with [this order] subject to judicial review.”  Helicopter Ass’n Int’l, Inc. v. FAA, 
722 F.3d 430, 439 (D.C. Cir. 2013).  But as a part of the record for the challenged 
rulemaking, the Court may consider this analysis in assessing the reasonableness of 
EPA’s rulemaking.  See, e.g., Nat’l Min. Ass’n v. Mine Safety & Health Admin., 599 F.3d 
662, 667 (D.C. Cir. 2010). 
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own compliance path”).  The $1,400/ton cost figure reflects the marginal cost, i.e., the 

cost of reducing the last ton, which will naturally be higher than the average cost-per-

ton across units.  See id. at 74,550.  Thus, it is inaccurate to multiply a state’s emission 

reductions by the $1,400 figure in order to calculate compliance costs for that state, 

contra Indus. Br. 37-38; State Br. 21.   

Petitioners point to what they characterize as small improvements in ozone 

concentrations downwind, but they ignore the significant monetized health benefits of 

the CSAPR Update quantified in the Regulatory Impact Analysis.  For example, the 

average benefit-per-ton for ozone due to reduced NOX emissions is $6,000/ton to 

$9,000/ton.  RIA at 5-19 (Table 5-2), JA____.  These benefit values far exceed the 

$1,400/ton marginal cost figure used to calculate the state emission budgets (and it 

follows, these benefits are even greater when compared to the average cost of 

reductions).  EPA found the Rule had other benefits as well.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,574-

75. 

“[C]ost-benefit analyses epitomize the types of decisions that are most 

appropriately entrusted to the expertise of an agency,” Office of Commc’n of United 

Church of Christ v. FCC, 707 F.2d 1413, 1440 (D.C. Cir. 1983), and courts therefore 

“review such . . . cost-benefit analys[es] deferentially.”  Nat’l Ass’n of Home Builders v. 

EPA, 682 F.3d 1032, 1040 (D.C. Cir. 2012).  Neither Wisconsin nor any other State 

attempts to dispute EPA’s Regulatory Impact Analysis, much less quantify any costs 

they are actually burdened with, or compare such costs to monetized benefits of 
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emission reductions in downwind areas.  Compliance costs evaluated in the 

Regulatory Impact Analysis focused on the impacts of the Rule on electric generating 

units because those are the entities, rather than the states, that would bear the costs of 

implementing the emission control measures at their facilities.  RIA at 4-19, JA____.  

To the extent the states implicitly suggest that they will incur costs associated with the 

allowance trading program, it is unclear what those costs might be, as they are not 

subject to regulation under the Rule, and the states do not have an active role in 

administering the FIPs.  Moreover, the sources in these states have been under these 

trading programs for years, so any collateral costs are not new. 

Finally, the underlying assumption in Petitioners’ arguments – that they should 

not bear the costs of reducing emissions to benefit downwind areas – is counter to 

the foundational principle of the Good Neighbor Provision.  Implicit in their 

arguments is their view that states like Wisconsin, Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, Texas, 

Ohio, and Mississippi should not be responsible for reducing emissions from sources 

within their borders, even though EPA’s analysis shows that emissions from sources 

in each of these states are linked to downwind areas that are struggling to attain or 

maintain the 2008 ozone NAAQS, and in many cases contribute several ppb to 

downwind air quality problems.33  This is the fundamental problem that Congress 

                                                 
33 Three of these states contribute several times the 1% contribution threshold of 0.75 
ppb to individual downwind receptors.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,537 (Ohio contributes a 
maximum of 1.83 ppb and 3.78 ppb to downwind nonattainment and maintenance 

(Footnote Continued…) 
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sought to address through the Good Neighbor Provision – the lack of incentive for 

upwind states to reduce their own emissions when those emissions negatively affect 

other, downwind states.  In the Good Neighbor Provision, Congress grappled with 

these externalized costs and collective action problems, and mandated that upwind 

states incur costs associated with reducing emissions that significantly impact 

attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS.34  See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1603 

(describing legislative history of the Good Neighbor Provision).  Recognizing the 

difficult causation issues at play and Congress’s intent to require action by 

contributing upwind states, the Supreme Court has upheld EPA’s methodology for 

identifying “significant contributions,” id. at 1606-07.  These upwind states must bear 

their equitable responsibility for reducing regional ozone as identified under the 

CSAPR Update, even where the benefits accrue to citizens in other states.   

III. The States’ Procedural Challenges Lack Merit. 

A. The Timing of EPA Action on SIP Submissions Is Not At Issue 
Here, But, Nonetheless, Was Reasonable. 

State Petitioners’ argument that EPA unlawfully delayed acting on SIP 

submissions until it could develop information to justify denying them, State Br. 29-
                                                                                                                                                             
receptors, respectively; Texas contributes a maximum of 2.18 ppb and 2.64 ppb to 
downwind nonattainment and maintenance receptors, respectively; Wisconsin 
contributes 2.52 ppb to the downwind maintenance receptor).  
34 Downwind areas must attain the NAAQS regardless of the results of any cost-
benefit analysis.  See 42 U.S.C. §§ 7410, 7511(b)(2) (providing for reclassification of 
areas that fail to attain by the applicable attainment date), § 7511(a) (outlining 
increasingly stringent control requirements for higher area classifications). 
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38, is nothing more than a collateral attack on separate rulemaking actions that are not 

reviewable in this Court.  Of the states included in the CSAPR Update, only Texas has 

filed suit challenging the disapproval of its SIP, and that case is pending in the Fifth 

Circuit.  See Texas v. EPA, Case. 16-60670 (5th Cir.).  That is the appropriate forum 

for Texas to seek relief.  No other state has filed a challenge to the SIP disapprovals in 

the appropriate regional court of appeals, and thus the remaining states have waived 

any claim that their SIP disapproval was improper. 

If the Court were to reach this issue, there is no unlawful defect in the timing 

of EPA’s promulgation of the CSAPR Update, and the States’ suggestion that EPA 

deliberately delayed regulatory action is wholly unfounded.  Indeed, EPA moved 

expeditiously to provide information on January 22, 2015, to states and the public 

related to Good Neighbor Provision requirements for the 2008 ozone NAAQS once 

the uncertainty cast by EME Homer I was resolved by the Supreme Court’s reversal of 

that decision.35  EPA proposed an update to the original CSAPR on December 3, 

2015, less than 5 months after the EME Homer litigation was finally resolved on 

remand from the Supreme Court to this Court.  EPA simultaneously was litigating in 

federal district court various issues related to the 2008 ozone NAAQS Good 

                                                 
35 Stephen D. Page, Information on the Interstate Transport “Good Neighbor” Provision for the 
2008 Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) under Clean Air Act 
(CAA) Section 110(a)(2)(D)(i )(I), (Jan. 22, 2015), available at: 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
11/documents/goodneighborprovision2008naaqs.pdf. 
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Neighbor Provision obligations, including suits seeking to compel EPA action on 

pending state plan submissions by a date certain, which were resolved in consent 

decrees requiring EPA action on the state plans by various dates in 2016.  Sierra Club 

v. McCarthy, Case 3:15-cv-4328 (N.D. Cal.); Sierra Club v. McCarthy, Case 4:14-cv-3198 

(N.D. Cal.).36  EPA took final action on each of those state plans by the deadlines that 

had been negotiated to resolve the litigation.  See, e.g., Approval and Promulgation of 

Air Quality Implementation Plans; Texas; Interstate Transport of Air Pollution for the 

2008 Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards, 81 Fed. Reg. 53,284 (Aug. 12, 

2016).  EPA then expeditiously finalized the CSAPR Update on October 26, 2016, 

consistent with EPA’s obligation to promulgate FIPs addressing the deficiencies 

identified in the SIP disapprovals.  42 U.S.C. § 7410(c); see also EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 

at 1600-01 (“EPA is not obliged to wait two years or postpone its action [to 

promulgate a FIP] even a single day.”).  In sum, EPA’s promulgation of the CSAPR 

Update FIPs was both lawful and reasonable.   

EPA cited multiple bases for disapproving each SIP action raised by 

Petitioners, in addition to the air quality modeling developed for the CSAPR Update.  

For example, in disapproving the Texas SIP submission, EPA found, among other 
                                                 
36 As this Court noted in In re Barr Laboratories, Inc., 930 F.2d 72, 74 (D.C. Cir. 1991), it 
is well-established that “the ‘proper remedy’ of a party seeking to enforce a statutory 
deadline is not to challenge the legitimacy of post-deadline agency actions, but ‘to 
apply for a court order compelling the [agency] to act’” (quoting Fort Worth Nat'l Corp. 
v. FSLIC, 469 F.2d 47, 58 (5th Cir. 1972)). 
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things, that Texas failed to give independent significance to the “interfere with 

maintenance” clause of the Good Neighbor Provision, as required by this Court’s 

decision in North Carolina, and that Texas proposed to rely on emission reductions 

from CAIR, which was declared inadequate by this Court.  81 Fed. Reg. 53,284 (Aug. 

12, 2016).  EPA’s disapprovals of SIP submissions from Indiana, Louisiana, New 

York, Ohio, and Wisconsin explained how each of those submissions had similarly 

independent failings.  See 81 Fed. Reg. 38,957 (June 15, 2016) (Indiana); 81 Fed. Reg. 

53,308 (Aug. 12, 2016) (Louisiana); 81 Fed. Reg. 58,849 (Aug. 26, 2016) (New York); 

81 Fed. Reg. 38,957 (June 15, 2016) (Ohio); 81 Fed. Reg. 53,309 (Aug. 12, 2016) 

(Wisconsin). 

Nothing in the statute prevents states from submitting additional information 

to support SIPs or EPA from considering additional information that becomes 

available.  Indeed, EPA routinely works with states to bolster otherwise deficient SIP 

submissions with additional information either developed by EPA or subsequently 

submitted by the state.  See, e.g., 76 Fed. Reg. 69,896, 69,900 (Nov. 9, 2011) (following 

California’s submission of supplemental technical analysis, EPA approved aspect of 

SIP revision that EPA previously proposed to disapprove); 76 Fed. Reg. 53,638 (Aug. 

29, 2011) (same for Delaware); 69 Fed. Reg. 76,848, 76,852 (Dec. 23, 2004) 

(approving NOX SIP Call SIP based on supplemental submission addressing 

deficiencies identified in prior conditional SIP approval); cf. 42 U.S.C. § 7410(c) 

(permitting states to submit a SIP before a FIP is promulgated).  If EPA could not 
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evaluate additional information in acting on SIP submissions, EPA would be forced 

to disapprove more submissions based on inadequate analyses or support.  See 80 Fed. 

Reg. 72,937, 72,939 (Nov. 23, 2015) (proposing to approve Good Neighbor SIPs for 

Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota based, in part, on the results of 

EPA’s air quality modeling while noting deficiencies in state’s technical analyses); 81 

Fed. Reg. 7706 (Feb. 16, 2016) (finalizing approval of same); 80 Fed. Reg. 70,721 

(Nov. 16, 2015) & 81 Fed. Reg. 1122 (Jan. 11, 2016) (similar proposed and final for 

Nebraska).  It would make no sense to allow EPA to consider additional information 

for approvals, but to force it to ignore additional information for potential 

disapprovals, as the States’ argument suggests.   

Petitioners’ contention that 42 U.S.C. § 7410(k)(5) and (k)(6) are the proper 

vehicles to address a delayed action on a pending SIP submission, State Br. 35-37, is 

irrational and lacks statutory support.  The language and context of these subsections 

makes clear that section 7410(k)(5) and (k)(6) provide tools for addressing previously-

approved SIPs – either under (k)(5), through a call by EPA to revise that plan, or 

under (k)(6), to revise an error made by EPA in approving that plan.  A requirement 

that EPA approve a SIP that EPA knows to be deficient only to initiate additional 

administrative steps to revise that SIP would only delay, instead of advance, the Good 

Neighbor emission reductions necessary to address air quality problems in downwind 

areas.  Notably, this is a variation on an argument that states already raised and lost in 

Michigan, 213 F.3d at 679, when states challenged the NOX SIP Call.  As the court 
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noted there, this argument is nothing more than an attempt to install an “escape 

hatch” into the sequenced timeframes that Congress set out in the CAA.  Id.  

B. The Court Lacks Jurisdiction Over Wyoming’s Western State 
Modeling Argument. 

In another collateral attack, Wyoming argues that EPA violated the 

Administrative Procedure Act by failing to provide notice to western states that its 

modeling for the CSAPR Update would be used as the basis for other rulemakings 

applicable to western states.  States Br. 41-43.  The Rule, however, explicitly states 

that EPA was taking no action regarding western states.  81 Fed. Reg. at 74,523; RTC 

at 143-44, JA____-____.  Nor did EPA conclude that the modeling would or would 

not apply in the west, or address what framework EPA would use to evaluate 

interstate transport in the west, in the Rule.  See generally id.  Rather, EPA took 

separate, individual actions on western state SIP submissions, which are reviewable in 

the applicable regional courts of appeals, including the single action that Wyoming 

claims affected it, State Br. 43.  In proposing to disapprove the Wyoming SIP 

submission, EPA invited comment on the modeling that Wyoming seeks to dispute 

here, including application of the 1% contribution threshold, 81 Fed. Reg. 81,712 

(Nov. 18, 2016), and EPA responded to comments about those issues when it 

finalized the disapproval, 82 Fed. Reg. 9142 (Feb. 3, 2017).  Wyoming’s alleged injury 

is not traceable to the CSAPR Update nor could it be redressed in this petition.  
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Accordingly, Wyoming lacks standing and the Court lacks jurisdiction over this 

claim.37 

Further, Wyoming’s assertion that the proposed CSAPR Update led western 

states to believe EPA would not apply the Rule’s modeling in the west, State. Br. 42-

43, is based on a mischaracterization of EPA’s statements.  EPA did not, at proposal 

or final rule, indicate that the CSAPR Update modeling would not be considered 

when analyzing the Good Neighbor obligations of western states.  In fact, EPA 

acknowledged that the data developed in the course of the CSAPR Update 

rulemaking may be relevant to Good Neighbor SIPs in the west.  81 Fed. Reg. at 

74,523 (“The EPA notes that analyses developed to support this rule, including air 

quality modeling and the EPA’s assessment of EGU NOx mitigation potential, 

contain data that can be useful for western states in developing SIPs.”).  EPA simply 

indicated it would consider whether other factors should affect EPA’s action on the 

SIPs.  Id.; RTC at 143-44, JA____-____.  In all cases, western states and other 

interested stakeholders were provided with the opportunity to comment on the 

appropriateness of relying on such data in the course of EPA’s action on individual 

SIPs from western states.  See, e.g., 81 Fed. Reg. 7706 (finalizing approvals of 2008 

ozone NAAQS Good Neighbor SIPs for Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, and 
                                                 
37 Like the SIP disapprovals addressed supra in Argument III.A, EPA identified other 
flaws in Wyoming’s SIP submission, independent of the modeling.  82 Fed. Reg. 9142.  
Wyoming has separately challenged its SIP disapproval in the 10th Circuit and that 
case remains pending.  Wyoming v. EPA, Case 17-9514 (10th Cir.). 
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South Dakota after soliciting comments); 80 Fed. Reg. 79,266 (Dec. 21, 2015) (same 

for Oregon); 80 Fed. Reg. 78,981 (Dec. 18, 2015) (same for Idaho).  Thus, even if the 

Court had jurisdiction to consider this argument, there is no merit to Wyoming’s 

notice argument. 

C. The CSAPR Update Final Rule Preamble Does Not Conflict with 
Statements in an EPA Brief Addressing a Different CAA 
Rulemaking. 

The States’ assertion that EPA engaged in an arbitrary “bait-and switch” 

relating to statements in the CSAPR Update preamble about the nature of the Rule as 

a partial remedy for the States’ 2008 ozone NAAQS Good Neighbor obligations and 

statements in EPA’s brief defending the 2015 ozone NAAQS, State Br. 44-47, wholly 

lacks merit.  As an initial matter, the States’ attempt to dispute statements made in 

EPA’s response brief defending the 2015 ozone NAAQS is irrelevant to the 

lawfulness of the CSAPR Update since that is a different standard than the 2008 

ozone standard at issue in the Rule.  To the extent this argument is an attack on the 

2015 ozone NAAQS rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 65,292 (Oct. 26, 2015), it is an improper, 

collateral attack on a separate agency action, which is already under judicial review in 

this Court (Murray Energy Corp. v. EPA, Case 15-1385 (D.C. Cir.) (lead case)).  

Moreover, there is no inconsistency between EPA’s statements in the CSAPR 

Update and the Murray Energy brief (Case 15-1385 (D.C. Cir.), Doc. 1637734).  EPA 

discussed the Good Neighbor Provision in the 2015 ozone NAAQS brief in response 

to an argument presented by the state petitioners there (including Wisconsin) that any 
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pollution not emitted in a given state should be disregarded as “background ozone” 

for the purposes of ozone designations.  But EPA said nothing about the specific 

regulations that EPA has promulgated or will promulgate under the Good Neighbor 

Provision.  Nowhere in the final notice promulgating the 2015 ozone NAAQS, or in 

EPA’s brief defending that action, did EPA promise that the Good Neighbor 

Provision or regulations promulgated thereunder would eliminate all interstate 

transport of ozone, as State Petitioners imply, State Br. 44.  The States are conflating 

two distinct issues.  In the 2015 ozone NAAQS case, they argued that EPA should 

have treated interstate manmade emissions as background ozone and therefore set the 

standards higher to account for those emissions; here, they seem to dispute the 

potential partial remedy nature of the CSAPR Update.  To the extent that the States 

challenge EPA’s promulgation of a partial remedy, as explained supra Argument I, 

there is no merit to the assertion that EPA lacks authority or unreasonably 

promulgated a partial remedy to expeditiously address 2008 ozone NAAQS Good 

Neighbor emission reductions.      

CONCLUSION 

The petitions for review should be denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 

DATED:  January 17, 2018   JONATHAN BRIGHTBILL 
        Deputy Assistant Attorney General 

 
/s/ Chloe H. Kolman 
AMY J. DONA 
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§ 1292. Definitions, 33 USCA § 1292

United States Code Annotated

Title 33. Navigation and Navigable Waters (Refs & Annos)

Chapter 26. Water Pollution Prevention and Control (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter II. Grants for Construction of Treatment Works (Refs & Annos)

33 U.S.C.A. § i292

§ i292. Definitions

Effective: October i, 2oi4

Currentness

As used in this subchapter--

(1) The term "construction" means any one or more of the following: preliminary planning to determine the feasibility

of treatment works, engineering, architectural, legal, fiscal, or economic investigations or studies, surveys, designs,

plans, working drawings, specifications, procedures, field testing of innovative or alternative waste water treatment

processes and techniques meeting guidelines promulgated under section 1314(d)(3) of this title, or other necessary

actions, erection, building, acquisition, alteration, remodeling, improvement, or extension of treatment works, or the

inspection or supervision of any of the foregoing items.

(2)(A) The term "treatment works" means any devices and systems used in the storage, treatment, recycling, and

reclamation of municipal sewage or industrial wastes of a liquid nature to implement section 1281 of this title,

or necessary to recycle or reuse water at the most economical cost over the estimated life of the works, including

intercepting sewers, outfall sewers, sewage collection systems, pumping, power, and other equipment, and their

appurtenances; extensions, improvements, remodeling, additions, and alterations thereof; elements essential to provide

a reliable recycled supply such as standby treatment units and clear well facilities; and acquisition of the land that will

be an integral paxt of the treatment process (including land used for the storage of treated wastewater in land treatment

systems prior to land application) or will be used for ultimate disposal of residues resulting from such treatment and

acquisition of other land, and interests in land, that are necessary for construction.

(B) In addition to the definition contained in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, "treatment works" means any other

method or system for preventing, abating, reducing, storing, treating, separating, or disposing of municipal waste,

including storm water runoff, or industrial waste, including waste in combined storm water and sanitary sewer systems.

Any application for construction grants which includes wholly or in part such methods or systems shall, in accordance

with guidelines published by the Administrator pursuant to subparagraph (C) of this paragraph, contain adequate

data and analysis demonstrating such proposal to be, over the life of such works, the most cost efficient alternative to

comply with sections 1311 or 1312 of this title, or the requirements of section 1281 of this title.

(C) For the purposes of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph, the Administrator shall, within one hundred and eighty

days after October 18, 1972, publish and thereafter revise no less often than annually, guidelines for the evaluation of

methods, including cost-effective analysis, described in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph.

r _ _ _ _._~ _ _. ......
~~~f LF1~f i ~ . ~Y.} , { ,~~7 1 {."i ~<<~!.; i,.Y~_:. _ ,..Ecu! ' .z_~ ~;'i~ .c.~ ._',:.. ..:a0'•I__ r.3~ i~(i! ~i ~. ~i ~~i.
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§ 1292. Definitions, 33 USCA § 1292

(3) The term "replacement" as used in this subchapter means those expenditures for obtaining and installing

equipment, accessories, or appurtenances during the useful life of the treatment works necessary to maintain the

capacity and performance for which such works are designed and constructed.

CREDITS)

(June 30, 1948, c. 758, Title II, § 212, as added Pub. L. 92-500, § 2, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 844; amended Pub.L. 95-217,

§ 37, Dec. 27, 1977, 91 Stat. 1581; Pub.L. 97-117, § 8(d), Dec. 29, 1981, 95 Stat. 1626; Pub.L. 113-121, Title V, § 5012(a),

June 10, 2014, 128 Stat. 1328.)

33 U.S.C.A. § 1292, 33 USCA § 1292

Current through P.L. 115-90.

End of I➢ocument D 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 1316. National standards of performance, 33 USCA § 1316

United States Code Annotated

Title 33. Navigation and Navigable Waters (Refs & Annos)

Chapter 26. Water Pollution Prevention and Control (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter III. Standards and Enforcement (Refs & Annos)

33 U.S.C.A. § i3i6

§ i3i6. National standards of performance

Currentness

(a) Definirions

For purposes of this section:

(1) The term "standard of performance" means a standard for the control of the discharge of pollutants which reflects

the greatest degree of effluent reduction which the Administrator determines to be achievable through application of

the best available demonstrated control technology, processes, operating methods, or other alternatives, including,

where practicable, a standard permitting no discharge of pollutants.

(2) The term "new source" means any source, the construction of which is commenced after the publication of proposed

regulations prescribing a standard of performance under this section which will be applicable to such source, if such

standard is thereafter promulgated in accordance with this section.

(3) The term "source" means any building, structure, facility, or installation from which there is or may be the discharge

of pollutants.

(4) The term "owner or operator" means any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or supervises a source.

(5) The term "construction" means any placement, assembly, or installation of facilities or equipment (including

contractual obligations to purchase such facilities or equipment) at the premises where such equipment will be used,

including preparation work at such premises.

(b) Categories of sources; Federal standards of performance for new sources

(1)(A) The Administrator shall, within ninety days after October 18, 1972, publish (and from time to time thereafter shall

revise) a list of categories of sources, which shall, at the minimum, include:

pulp and paper mills;

paperboard, builders paper and board mills;

meat product and rendering processing;

~~~
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§ 1316. National standards of performance, 33 USCA § 1316

dairy product processing;

grain mills;

canned and preserved fruits and vegetables processing;

canned and preserved seafood processing;

sugar processing;

textile mills;

cement manufacturing;

feedlots;

electroplating;

organic chemicals manufacturing;

inorganic chemicals manufacturing;

plastic and synthetic materials manufacturing;

soap and detergent manufacturing;

fertilizer manufacturing;

petroleum refining;

iron and steel manufacturing;

nonferrous metals manufacturing;

phosphate manufacturing;

steam electric powerplants;

ferroalloy manufacturing;

leather tanning and finishing;

glass and asbestos manufacturing;

rubber processing; and

timber products processing.

~~•~~, F r a ~~

~~~i
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§ 1316. National standards of performance, 33 USCA § 1316

(B) As soon as practicable, but in no case more than one year, after a category of sources is included in a list

under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, the Administrator shall propose and publish regulations establishing

Federal standards of performance for new sources within such category. The Administrator shall afford interested

persons an opportunity for written comment on such proposed regulations. After considering such comments, he shall

promulgate, within one hundred and twenty days after publication of such proposed regulations, such standards with

such adjustments as he deems appropriate. The Administrator shall, from time to time, as technology and alternatives

change, revise such standards following the procedure required by this subsection for promulgation of such standards.

Standards of performance, or revisions thereof, shall become effective upon promulgation. In establishing or revising

Federal standards of performance for new sources under this section, the Administrator shall take into consideration the

cost of achieving such effluent reduction, and any non-water quality, environmental impact and energy requirements.

(2) The Administrator may distinguish among classes, types, and sizes within categories of new sources for the purpose

of establishing such standards and shall consider the type of process employed (including whether batch or continuous).

(3) The provisions of this section shall apply to any new source owned or operated by the United States.

(c) State enforcement of standards of performance

Each State may develop and submit to the Administrator a procedure under State law for applying and enforcing

standards of performance for new sources located in such State. If the Administrator finds that the procedure and the law

of any State require the application and enforcement of standards of performance to at least the same extent as required

by this section, such State is authorized to apply and enforce such standards of performance (except with respect to new

sources owned or operated by the United States).

(d) Protection from more stringent standards

Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, any point source the construction of which is commenced after

October 18, 1972, and which is so constructed as to meet all applicable standards of performance shall not be subject

to any more stringent standard of performance during aten-year period beginning on the date of completion of such

construction or during the period of depreciation or amortization of such facility for the purposes of section 167 or 169

(or both) of Title 26 whichever period ends first.

(e) Illegality of operation of new sources in violation of applicable standards of performance

After the effective date of standards of performance promulgated under this section, it shall be unlawful for any owner or

operator of any new source to operate such source in violation of any standard of performance applicable to such source.

CREDITS)

(June 30, 1948, c. 758, Title III, § 306, as added Pub.L. 92-500, § 2, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 854.)

33 U.S.C.A. § 1316, 33 USCA § 1316

Current through P.L. 115-90.
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§ 1317. Toxic and pretreatment effluent standards, 33 USCA § 1317

United States Code Annotated

Title 33. Navigation and Navigable Waters (Refs & Annos)

Chapter 26. Water Pollution Prevention and Control (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter III. Standards and Enforcement (Refs & Annos)

33 U.S.C.A. § i3i~

§ i3i~. Toxic and pretreatment effluent standards

Currentness

(a) Toxic pollutant list; revision; hearing; promulgation of standards; effective date; consultation

(1) On and after December 27, 1977, the list of toxic pollutants or combination of pollutants subject to this chapter shall

consist of those toxic pollutants listed in table 1 of Committee Print Numbered 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works

and Transportation of the House of Representatives, and the Administrator shall publish, not later than the thirtieth

day after December 27, 1977, that list. From time to time thereafter, the Administrator may revise such list and the

Administrator is authorized to add to or remove from such list any pollutant. The Administrator in publishing any revised

list, including the addition or removal of any pollutant from such list, shall take into account toxicity of the pollutant,

its persistence, degradability, the usual or potential presence of the affected organisms in any waters, the importance of

the affected organisms, and the nature and extent of the effect of the toxic pollutant on such organisms. A determination

of the Administrator under this paragraph shall be final except that if, on judicial review, such determination was based

on arbitrary and capricious action of the Administrator, the Administrator shall make a redetermination.

(2) Each toxic pollutant listed in accordance with paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be subject to effluent limitations

resulting from the application of the best available technology economically achievable for the applicable category

or class of point sources established in accordance with sections 1311(b)(2)(A) and 1314(b)(2) of this title. The

Administrator, in his discretion, may publish in the Federal Register a proposed effluent standard (which may include

a prohibition) establishing requirements for a toxic pollutant which, if an effluent limitation is applicable to a class or

category of point sources, shall be applicable to such category or class only if such standard imposes more stringent

requirements. Such published effluent standard (or prohibition) shall take into account the toxicity of the pollutant, its

persistence, degradability, the usual or potential presence of the affected organisms in any waters, the importance of

the affected organisms and the nature and extent of the effect of the toxic pollutant on such organisms, and the extent

to which effective control is being or may be achieved under other regulatory authority. The Administrator shall allow

a period of not less than sixty days following publication of any such proposed effluent standard (or prohibition) for

written comment by interested persons on such proposed standard. In addition, if within thirty days of publication of

any such proposed effluent standard (or prohibition) any interested person so requests, the Administrator shall hold

a public hearing in connection therewith. Such a public hearing shall provide an opportunity for oral and written

presentations, such cross-examination as the Administrator detemunes is appropriate on disputed issues of material fact,

and the transcription of a verbatim record which shall be available to the public. After consideration of such comments

and any information and material presented at any public hearing held on such proposed standard or prohibition,

the Administrator shall promulgate such standard (or prohibition) with such modification as the Administrator finds

are justified. Such promulgation by the Administrator shall be made within two hundred and seventy days after

publication of proposed standard (or prohibition). Such standard (or prohibition) shall be final except that if, on judicial

review, such standard was not based on substantial evidence, the Administrator shall promulgate a revised standard.

Effluent limitations shall be established in accordance with sections 1311(b)(2)(A) and 1314(b)(2) of this title for every

toxic pollutant referred to in table 1 of Committee Print Numbered 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and
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§ 1317. Toxic and pretreatment effluent standards, 33 11SCA § 1317

Transportation of the House of Representatives as soon as practicable after December 27, 1977, but no later than July 1,

1980. Such effluent limitations or effluent standards (or prohibitions) shall be established for every other toxic pollutant

listed under paragraph (1) of this subsection as soon as practicable after it is so listed.

(3) Each such effluent standard (or prohibition) shall be reviewed and, if appropriate, revised at least every three years.

(4) Any effluent standard promulgated under this section shall be at that level which the Administrator determines

provides an ample margin of safety.

(~ When proposing or promulgating any effluent standard (or prohibition) under this section, the Administrator shall

designate the category or categories of sources to which the effluent standard (or prohibition) shall apply. Any disposal

of dredged material may be included in such a category of sources after consultation with the Secretary of the Army.

(6) Any effluent standard (or prohibition) established pursuant to this section shall take effect on such date or dates as

specified in the order promulgating such standard, but in no case, more than one year from the date of such promulgation.

If the Administrator detemunes that compliance within one year from the date of promulgation is technologically

infeasible for a category of sources, the Administrator may establish the effective date of the effluent standard (or

prohibition) for such category at the earliest date upon which compliance can be feasibly attained by sources within such

category, but in no event more than three years after the date of such promulgation.

('n Prior to publishing any regulations pursuant to this section the Administrator shall, to the maximum extent

practicable within the time provided, consult with appropriate advisory committees, States, independent experts, and

Federal departments and agencies.

(b) Pretreatment standards; hearing; promulgation; compliance period; revision; application to State and local laws

(1) The Administrator shall, within one hundred and eighty days after October 18, 1972, and from time to time thereafter,

publish proposed regulations establishing pretreatment standards for introduction of pollutants into treatment works

(as defined in section 1292 of this title) which are publicly owned for those pollutants which are determined not to

be susceptible to treatment by such treatment works or which would interfere with the operation of such treatment

works. Not later than ninety days after such publication, and after opportunity for public hearing, the Administrator

shall promulgate such pretreatment standards. Pretreatment standards under this subsection shall specify a time for

compliance not to exceed three years from the date of promulgation and shall be established to prevent the discharge of

any pollutant through treatment works (as defined in section 1292 of this title) which are publicly owned, which pollutant

interferes with, passes through, or otherwise is incompatible with such works. If, in the case of any tolcic pollutant under

subsection (a) of this section introduced by a source into a publicly owned treatment works, the treatment by such works

removes all or any part of such toxic pollutant and the discharge from such works does not violate that effluent limitation

or standard which would be applicable to such toxic pollutant if it were discharged by such source other than through a

publicly owned treatment works, and does not prevent sludge use or disposal by such works in accordance with section

1345 of this title, then the pretreatment requirements for the sources actually discharging such toxic pollutant into such

publicly owned treatment works may be revised by the owner or operator of such works to reflect the removal of such

toxic pollutant by such works.
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§ 1317. Toxic and pretreatment effluent standards, 33 USCA § 1317

(2) The Administrator shall, from time to time, as control technology, processes, operating methods, or other alternatives

change, revise such standards following the procedure established by this subsection for promulgation of such standards.

(3) When proposing or promulgating any pretreatment standard under this section, the Administrator shall designate

the category or categories of sources to which such standard shall apply.

(4) Nothing in this subsection shall affect any pretreatment requirement established by any State or local law not in

conflict with any pretreatment standard established under this subsection.

(c) New sources of pollutants into publicly owned treatment works

In order to insure that any source introducing pollutants into a publicly owned treatment works, which source would be

a new source subject to section 1316 of this title if it were to discharge pollutants, will not cause a violation of the effluent

limitations established for any such treatment works, the Administrator shall promulgate pretreatment standards for

the category of such sources simultaneously with the promulgation of standards of performance under section 1316 of

this title for the equivalent category of new sources. Such pretreatment standards shall prevent the discharge of any

pollutant into such treatment works, which pollutant may interfere with, pass through, or otherwise be incompatible

with such works.

(d) Operation in violation of standards unlawful

After the effective date of any effluent standard or prohibition or pretreatment standard promulgated under this section,

it shall be unlawful for any owner or operator of any source to operate any source in violation of any such effluent

standard or prohibition or pretreatment standard.

(e) Compliance date extension for innovative pretreatment systems

In the case of any existing facility that proposes to comply with the pretreatment standards of subsection (b) of this section

by applying an innovative system that meets the requirements of section 1311(k) of this title, the owner or operator of

the publicly owned treatment works receiving the treated effluent from such facility may extend the date for compliance

with the applicable pretreatment standard established under this section for a period not to exceed 2 years--

(1) if the Administrator determines that the innovative system has the potential for industrywide application, and

(2) if the Administrator (or the State in consultation with the Administrator, in any case in which the State has a

pretreatment program approved by the Administrator)--

(A) determines that the proposed extension will not cause the publicly owned treatment works to be in violation of

its permit under section 1342 of this title or of section 1345 of this title or to contribute to such a violation, and

(B) concurs with the proposed extension.
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CREDTT(S)

(June 30, 1948, c. 758, Title III, § 307, as added Pub.L. 92-500, § 2, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 856; amended Pub.L. 95-217,

§§ 53(a), (b), 54(a), Dec. 27, 1977, 91 Stat. 1589-1591; Pub.L. 100-4, Title III, § 309(a), Feb. 4, 1987, 101 Stat. 41.)

33 U.S.C.A. § 1317, 33 USCA § 1317

Current through P.L. 115-90.

End of Document D 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 1318. Records and reports; inspections, 33 USCA § 1318

United States Code Annotated

Tale 38. Navigation and Navigable Waters (Refs & Annos)

Chapter 26. Water Pollution Prevention and Control (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter III. Standards and Enforcement (Refs & Annos)

33 U.S.CA. § 13i8

§ i3i8. Records and reports; inspections

Currentness

(a) Maintenance; monitoring equipment; entry; access to information

Whenever required to carry out the objective of this chapter, including but not limited to (1) developing or assisting in

the development of any effluent limitation, or other limitation, prohibition, or effluent standard, pretreatment standard,

or standard of performance under this chapter; (2) determining whether any person is in violation of any such effluent

limitation, or other limitation, prohibition or effluent standard, pretreatment standard, or standard of performance;

(3) any requirement established under this section; or (4) carrying out sections 1315, 1321, 1342, 1344 (relating to State

permit programs), 1345, and 1364 of this title--

(A) the Administrator shall require the owner or operator of any point source to (i) establish and maintain such

records, (ii) make such reports, (iii) install, use, and maintain such monitoring equipment or methods (including where

appropriate, biological monitoring methods), (iv) sample such effluents (in accordance with such methods, at such

locations, at such intervals, and in such manner as the Administrator shall prescribe), and (v) provide such other

information as he may reasonably require; and

(B) the Administrator or lus authorized representative (including an authorized contractor acting as a representative

of the Administrator), upon presentation of his credentials--

(i) shall have a right of entry to, upon, or through any premises in which an effluent source is located or in which

any records required to be maintained under clause (A) of this subsection are located, and

(ri) may at reasonable times have access to and copy any records, inspect any monitoring equipment or method

required under clause (A), and sample any effluents which the owner or operator of such source is required to sample

under such clause.

(b) Availability to public; trade secrets exception; penalty for disclosure of confidential information

Any records, reports, or information obtained under this section (1) shall, in the case of effluent data, be related to any

applicable effluent limitations, toxic, pretreatment, or new source performance standards, and (2) shall be available to the

public, except that upon a showing satisfactory to the Administrator by any person that records, reports, or information,

or particular part thereof (other than effluent data), to which the Administrator has access under this section, if made

public would divulge methods or processes entitled to protection as trade secrets of such person, the Administrator shall

consider such record, report, or information, or particular portion thereof confidential in accordance with the purposes

WE~~
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§ 1318. Records and reports; inspections, 33 USCA § 1378

of section 1905 of Title 18. Any authorized representative of the Administrator (including an authorized contractor acting

as a representative of the Administrator) who knowingly or willfully publishes, divulges, discloses, or makes known in

any manner or to any extent not authorized by law any information which is required to be considered confidential

under this subsection shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both. Nothing in

this subsection shall prohibit the Administrator or an authorized representative of the Administrator (including any

authorized contractor acting as a representative of the Administrator) from disclosing records, reports, or information

to other officers, employees, or authorized representatives of the United States concerned with carrying out this chapter

or when relevant in any proceeding under this chapter.

(c) Application of State law

Each State may develop and submit to the Administrator procedures under State law for inspection, monitoring, and

entry with respect to point sources located in such State. If the Administrator finds that the procedures and the law of

any State relating to inspection, monitoring, and entry are applicable to at least the same extent as those required by this

section, such State is authorized to apply and enforce its procedures for inspection, monitoring, and entry with respect

to point sources located in such State (except with respect to point sources owned or operated by the United States).

(d) Access by Congress

Notwithstanding any limitation contained in this section or any other provision of law, all information reported to or

otherwise obtained by the Administrator (or any representative of the Administrator) under this chapter shall be made

available, upon written request of any duly authorized committee of Congress, to such committee.

CREDITS)

(June 30, 1948, c. 758, Title III, § 308, as added Pub.L. 92-500, § 2, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 858; amended Pub.L. 95-217,

§ 67(c)(1), Dec. 27, 1977, 91 Stat. 1606; Pub.L. 100-4, Title III, § 310, Title IV, § 406(d)(1), Feb. 4, 1987, 101 Stat. 41, 73.)

33 U.S.C.A. § 1318, 33 USCA § 1318

Current through P.L. 115-90.
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§ 124.213

§ 124.213 What procedures must I fol-
low to make routine changes with
prior approval?

(a) Routine changes to the standard-
ized permit with prior Agency approval
may only be made with the prior writ-
ten approval of the Director.
(b) You must also follow the proce-
dures in § 124.212(b)(1)~2).

§ 124214 What procedures must I tol-
low to make significant changes?

(a) You must first provide notice of
and conduct a public meeting.
{1) Public Meeting. You must hold a
meeting with the public to solicit quea-
tions from the community and inform
the community of your proposed modi-
fications to your hazardous waste man-
agement activities. You must post a
sign-in sheet or otherwise provide a
voluntary opportunity for people at-
tending the meeting to provide their
names and addresses.
(2) Public Notice. At least 30 days be-
fore you plan to hold the meeting, you
must issue a public notice in accord-
ance with the requirements of
§ 124.31(d).
(b) After holding the public meeting,
you must submit a modification re-
queat to the Director that:
(1) Describes the exact changes) you
want and whether they are changes to
information you provided under 40 CFR
270.275 or to terms and conditions in
the supplemental portion of your
standardized permit;
(2) Explain why the modification is
needed; and
(3) Includes a summary of the public
meeting under paragraph (a) of this
section, along with the list of
attendees and their addresses and cop-
ies of any written comments or mate-
rials they submitted at the meeting.
(c) Once the Director receives your
modification request, he or she must
make a tentative determination within
120 days to approve or disapprove your
request. You are allowed a one time ex-
tension of 30 days to prepare the draft
permit decision. When the use of the
30-day extension is anticipated, you
should inform the permit applicant
during the initial 120-day review pe-
riod.
(d) After the Director makes this ten-
tative determination, the procedures in

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-17 Edition)

§ 124.205 and §§124.207 through 124.210 for
processing an initial request for cov-
erage under the standardized permit
apply to making the final determina-
tion on the modification request.

PART 125—CRITERIA AND STAND-
ARDS FOR THE NATIONAL POL-
LUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMI-
NATION SYSTEM

Subpart A~riteria and Standards for Im-
posin9 Technology-Based Treatment
Requirements Under Sections 301(b)
and 402 of the Act

Sec.
125.1 Purpose and scope.
125.2 Definitions.
125.3 Technology-based treatment require-

ments in permits.

Subpart B—Criteria for Issuance of Permits
to Aquaculture Projects

125.10 Purpose and scope.

125.11 Criteria.

Subpart C [Reservod]

Subpart D--Critoria and Stondarda for Do-
termininq PundameMally DMfarQnt Fac-
tora under Suctions 301{b)(1>(A),
301(b)(2) (l~ and (E) of the Act

125.30 Purpose and scope.
125.31 Criteria.
125.32 Method of application.

Subpart E—Criteria for Granting Economic
Variances From Beat Available Tech-
nology Economically Achievable
Under Section 301(c) of the Act [Re-
served]

Subpart F—Criter(a for 6ranting Water
Auality Related Variances Under Sec-
tion 301(8) of the Act [Reserved]

Subpart Criteria for Modifying the Sec-
ondary Treatment Requirements Under
Section 301(h) of the Clean Water Act

125.56 Scope and purpose.
125.57 Law governing issuance of a section

301(h) modified permit.
125.58 Definitions.
125.59 General.
125.60 Primary or equivalent treatment re-

quirements.
125.61 Existence of and compliance with ap-

plicable water quality standards.

360
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§125.11

§ 125.11 Criteria.

(a) No NPDES permit shall be issued
to an aquaculture project unless:
(1) The Director determines that the
aquaculture project:
(i) Is intended by the project operator
to produce a crop which has significant
direct or indirect commercial value (or
is intended to be operated for research
into possible production of such a
crop); and
(ii) Does not occupy a designated
project area which is larger than can
be economically operated for the crop
under cultivation or than is necessary
for research purposes.
(2) The applicant has demonstrated,
to the satisfaction of the Director, that
the use of the pollutant to be dis-
charged to the aquaculture project will
result in an increased harvest of orga-
nisms under culture over what would
naturally occur in the area;
(3) The applicant has demonstrated,
to the satisfaction of the Director, that
if the species to be cultivated in the
aquaculture project is not indigenous
to the immediate geographical area,
there will be minimal adverse effects
on the flora and fauna indigenous to
the area, and the total commercial
value of the introduced species is at
least equal to that of the displaced or
affected indigenous flora and fauna;
(4) The Director determines that the
crop will not have a significant poten-
tial for human health hazards resulting
from its consumption;
(5) The Director determines that mi-
gration of pollutants from the des-
ignated project area to water outside of
the aquaculture project will not cause
or contribute to a violation of water
quality standards or a violation of the
applicable standards and limitations
applicable to the supplier of the pollut-
ant that would govern if the aqua-
culture project were itself a point
source. The approval of an a,qua,culture
project shall not result in the enlarge-
ment of a pre-existing mixing zone
area beyond what had been designated
by the State for the original discharge.
(b) No permit shall be issued for any
aquaculture project in conflict with a
plan or an amendment to a plan ap-
proved under section 208(b) of the Act.
(c) No permit shall be issued for any
aquaculture project located in the ter-

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-17 Edition)

ritorial sea, the waters of the contig-
uous zone, or the oceans, except in con-
forxnity with guidelines issued under
section 4{l3(c) of the Act.
(d) Designated project areas shall not

include a portion of a body of water
large enough to expose a substantial
portion of the indigenous biota to the
conditions within the designated
project area. For example, the des-
ignated project area shall not include
the entire width of a watercourse, since
all organisms indigenous to that water-
course might be subjected to dis-
charges of pollutants that would, ex-
cept for the provisions of section 318 of
the Act, violate section 301 of the Act.
(e) Any modifications caused by the
construction or creation of a reef, bar-
rier or containment structure shall not
unduly alter the tidal regimen of an es-
tuary or interfere with migrations of
unconfined aquatic species.

[Comment: Any modifications described in
this paragraph which result in the discharge
of dredged or fill material into navigable
waters may be subject to the permit require-
ments of section 404 of the Act.]

<f) Any pollutants not required by or
beneficial to the aquaculture crop shall
not exceed applicable standards and
limitations when entering the des-
ignated project area.

Subpart C [Reserved]

Subpart D—CMeria and Standards
for Determining Fundamen-
tally Different Factors Under
Sections 301(b)(1)(A),
301(b)(2) (A) and (E) of the
Act

$126.30 Purpose and scope.

(a) This subpart establishes the cri-
teria and atanda,rds to be used in deter-
mining whether effluent limitations al-
ternative to those required by promul-
gated EPA effluent limitations guide-
lines under sections 301 and 304 of the
Act (hereinafter referred to as "na-
tional limits") should be imposed on a
discharger because factors relating to
the discharger's facilities, equipment,
processes or other factors related to
the discharger are fundamentally dif-
ferent from the factors considered by
EPA in development of the national

366
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Environmental Protection Agency

limits. This subpart applies to all na-
tional limitations promulgated under
sections 301 and 304 of the Act, except
for the BPT limits contained in 40 CFR
423.12 (steam electric generating point
source category).
(b) In establishing national limits,
EPA takes into account all the infor-
mation it can collect, develop and so-
licit regarding the factors listed in sec-
tions 304(b) and 304(g) of the Act. In
some cases, however, data which could
affect these national limits as they
apply to a particular discharge may
not be available or ma,y not be consid-
ered during their development. Asa re-
sult, it may be necessary on a case-by-
case basis to adjust the national limits,
and make them either more or less
stringent as they apply to certain dis-
chargers within an industrial category
or subcategory. This will only be done
if data specific to that discharger indi-
cates it presents factors fundamentally
different from those considered by EPA
in developing the limit at issue. Any
interested person believing that factors
relating to a discharger's facilities,
equipment, processes or other facilities
related to the discharger are fun-
damentally different from the factors
considered during development of the
national limits may request a fun-
damentally different factors variance
under § 122.21(1)(1). In addition, such a
variance may be proposed by the Direc-
tor in the draft permit.

(Secs. 301, 304, 306, 307, 308, and 501 of the
Clean Water Act (the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act Amendments of 1972, Pub.
L. 92-500 as amended by the Clean Water Act
of 1977, Pub. L. 95-217 (the "Act"); Clean
Water Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, Clean
Air Act, Resource Conservation and Recov-
ery Act: 42 U.S.C. 6905, 6912, 6925, 6.927, 6974)

[44 FR 32948, June 7, 1979, as amended at 45
FR 33512, May 19, 1980; 46 FR 9460, Jan. 28,
1981: 47 FR 52309. Nov. 19, 1982; 48 FR 14293,
Apr. 1, 1963]

§ 125.31 Criteria.

(a) A request for the establishment of
effluent limitations under this subpart
(fundamentally different factors vari-
ance) shall be approved only if:
(1) There is an applicable national

limit which is applied in the permit
and specifically controls the pollutant
for which alternative effluent limita-

§ 125.31

tions or standards have been requested;
and
(2) Factors relating to the discharge
controlled by the permit are fundaxnen-
tally different from those considered
by EPA in establishing the national
limits; and
(3) The request for alternative efflu-
ent limitations or standards is made i.n
accordance with the procedural re-
quirements of part 124.
(b) A request for the establishment of
effluent limitations less stringent than
those required by national limits
guidelines shall be approved only if:

(1) The alternative effluent limita.-
tion or standard requested is no less
stringent than justified by the funda-
menta,l difference; and
(2) The alternative effluent limita-
tion or standard will ensure compli-
ance with sections 208(e) and
301(b)(1)(C) of the Act; and
(3) Compliance with the national lim-
its (either by using the technologies
upon which the national limits are
based or by other control alternatives)
would result in:
(i) A removal coat wholly out of pro-
portion to the removal cost considered
during development of the national
limits; or
(ii) A non-water quality environ-
menta,l impact (including energq re-
quirements) fundamentally more ad-
verse than the impact considered dur-
ing development of the national limits.
(c) A request for alternative limits
more stringent than required by na-
tional limits shall be approved onlq if:

(1) The alternative effluent limita-
tion or standard requested is no more
stringent than justified by the funda-
menta,l difference; and

<2) Compliance with the alternative
effluent limitation or standard would
not result in:
(i) A removal cost wholly out of pro-
portion to the removal cost considered
during development of the national
limits; or
(ii) A non-water quality environ-
mental impact (including energy re-
quirements) fundamentally more ad-
verae than the impact considered dur-
ing development of the national limits.

(d) Factors which ma,y be considered
fundamentally different are:

367
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§ 125.32 40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-17 Edition)

(1) The nature or quality of pollut- stalled, if such assertion is not based

ants contained in the raw waste load of on factors) listed in paragraph (d) of

the applicant's process wastewater; this section;

[Comment: (1) In determining whether factors
concerning the discharger are fundamentally
different, EPA will consider, where relevant,
the applicable development document for the
national limits, associated technical and
economic data collected for use in devel-
oping each respective national limit, records
of legal proceedings, and written and printed
documentation including records of commu-
nica,tion, etc., relevant to the development
of respective national limits which are kept
on public file by EPA.
(2) Waste streams) associated with a dis-

charger's process wastewater which were not
considered in the development of the na-
tional limits will not ordinarily be treated as
fundamentally different under paragraph (a)
of this section. Instead, national limits
should be applied to the other streams, and
the unique streams) should be subject to
limitations based on section 402(a)(1) of the
Act. See §125.2(c)(2).]

(2) The volume of the discharger's
process wastewater and effluent dis-
charged;
(3) Non-water quality environmental

impact of control and treatment of the
discharger's raw waste load;
(4) Energy requirements of the appli-
cation of control and treatment tech-
nology;
(5) Age, size, land availability, and
configuration as they relate to the dis-
charger's equipment or facilities; proc-
esaea employed; process changes; and
engineering aspects of the application
of control technology;
(6) Cost of compliance with required
control technololgy.
(e) A variance request or portion of
such a request under this section shall
not be granted on any of the following
grounds:
(1) The infeasibility of installing the
required waste treatment equipment
within the time the Act allows.

[Comment: Under this section a variance rc-
quest may be approved if it is based on fac-
tors which relate to the discharger's ability
ultimately to achieve national limits but not
if it is based on factors which merely affect
the discharger's ability to meet the statu-
tory deadlines of sections 301 and 307 of the
Act such as labor difficulties, construction
schedules, or unavailability of equipment.]

(2) The assertion that the national
limits cannot be achieved with the ap-
propriate waste treatment facilities in-

[Comment: Review of the Administrator's ac-
tian in promulgating national limits is
available only through the judicial review
procedures set forth in section 509(b) of the
Act.

(3) The discharger's ability to pay for
the required waste treatment; or
(4) The impact of a discharge on local
receiving water quality.
(f) Nothing in this section shall be
construed to impair the right of any
State or locality under section 510 of
the Act to impose more stringent limi-
tations than those required by Federal
law.

§ 125.32 Method of application.

(a) A written request for a variance
under this subpart D shall be sub-
mitted in duplicate to the Director in
accordance with §§ 122.21(m)(1) and 124.3
of this chapter.

<b) The burden is on the person re-
questing the vaxiance to explain that:

<1) Factor(s) listed in § 125.31(b) re-
garding the discharger's facility are
fundamentally different from the fac-
tors EPA considered in establishing the
national limits. The requester should
refer to all relevant material and infor-
mation, such as the published guideline
regulations development document, all
associated technical a,nd economic data
collected for use in developing each na-
tional limit, all records of legal pro-
ceedinga, and all written and printed
documentation including records of
communication, etc., relevant to the
regulations which are kept on public
file by the EPA;
(2) The alternative limitations re-
quested are justified by the funda-
mental difference alleged in paragraph
(b)(1) of this section; and
(3) The appropriate requirements of
§ 125.31 have been met.

[44 FR 32948, June 7, 1979, as amended at 65
FR 30913, May 15, 2000]

Subpart E--Criteria for Granting
Economic Variances From
Best Available Technology
Economically Achievable
Under Section 301(c) of the
Act [Reserved]

,r. ~l:
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§ 125.31 Criteria., 40 C.F.R. § 125.31

Code of Federal Regulations

Title 40. Protection of Environment

Chapter I. Environmental Protection Agency (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter D. Water Programs

Part i25. Criteria and Standards for the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (Refs &

Annos)

Subpart D. Criteria and Standards for Determining Fundamentally Different Factors Under Sections

3oi(b)(i)(A), 3oi(b)(2) (a) and (e) of the Act

4o C.F.R. § i25.3i

§ i25.3i Criteria.

Currentness

(a) A request for the establishment of effluent limitations under this subpart (fundamentally different factors variance)

shall be approved only if:

(1) There is an applicable national limit which is applied in the permit and specifically controls the pollutant for

which alternative effluent limitations or standards have been requested; and

(2) Factors relating to the discharge controlled by the permit are fundamentally different from those considered by

EPA in establishing the national limits; and

(3) The request for alternative effluent limitations or standards is made in accordance with the procedural

requirements of part 124.

(b) A request for the establishment of effluent limitations less stringent than those required by national limits guidelines

shall be approved only if:

(1) The alternative effluent limitation or standard requested is no less stringent than justified by the fundamental

difference; and

(2) The alternative effluent limitation or standard will ensure compliance with sections 208(e) and 301(b)(1)(C) of

the Act; and

(3) Compliance with the national limits (either by using the technologies upon which the national limits are based

or by other control alternatives) would result in:

(i) A removal cost wholly out of proportion to the removal cost considered during development of the national

limits; or

_.._. . - ____s.,.____ _.~._
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§ 125.31 Criteria., 40 C.F.R. § 125.31

(ii) A non-water quality environmental impact (including energy requirements) fundamentally more adverse than

the impact considered during development of the national limits.

(c) A request for alternative limits more stringent than required by national limits shall be approved only if:

(1) The alternative effluent limitation or standard requested is no more stringent than justified by the fundamental

difference; and

(2) Compliance with the alternative effluent limitation or standard would not result in:

(i) A removal cost wholly out of proportion to the removal cost considered during development of the national

limits; or

(ii) A non-water quality environmental impact (including energy requirements) fundamentally more adverse than

the impact considered during development of the national limits.

(d) Factors which may be considered fundamentally different are:

(1) The nature or quality of pollutants contained in the raw waste load of the applicant's process wastewater;

[Comment: (1) In determining whether factors concerning the discharger are fundamentally different, EPA will

consider, where relevant, the applicable development document for the national limits, associated technical and

economic data collected for use in developing each respective national limit, records of legal proceedings, and written

and printed documentation including records of communication, etc., relevant to the development of respective

national lunits which are kept on public file by EPA.

(2) Waste streams) associated with a discharger's process wastewater which were not considered in the development

of the national limits will not ordinarily be treated as fundamentally different under paragraph (a) of this section.

Instead, national limits should be applied to the other streams, and the unique streams) should be subject to

limitations based on section 402(a)(1) of the Act. See § 125Z(c)(2).]

(2) The volume of the discharger's process wastewater and effluent discharged;

(3) Non-water quality environmental impact of control and treatment of the discharger's raw waste load;

(4) Energy requirements of the application of control and treatment technology;

(5) Age, size, land availability, and configuration as they relate to the discharger's equipment or facilities; processes

employed; process changes; and engineering aspects of the application of control technology;

_ .. _
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§ 125.31 Criteria., 40 C.F.R. § 125.31

(6) Cost of compliance with required control technology.

(e) A variance request or portion of such a request under this section shall not be granted on any of the following grounds:

(1) The infeasibility of installing the required waste treatment equipment within the time the Act allows.

[Comment: Under this section a variance request may be approved if it is based on factors which relate to the

discharger's ability ultimately to achieve national limits but not if it is based on factors which merely affect the

discharger's ability to meet the statutory deadlines of sections 301 and 307 of the Act such as labor difficulties,

construction schedules, or unavailability of equipment.]

(2) The assertion that the national limits cannot be achieved with the appropriate waste treatment facilities installed,

if such assertion is not based on factors) listed in paragraph (d) of this section;

[Comment: Review of the Administrator's action in promulgating national limits is available only through the

judicial review procedures set forth in section 509(b) of the Act.]

(3) The discharger's ability to pay for the required waste treatment; or

(4) The impact of a discharge on local receiving water quality.

(~ Nothing in this section shall be construed to impair the right of any State or locality under section 510 of the Act to

impose more stringent limitations than those required by Federal law.

SOURCE: 44 FR 32948, June 7, 1979; 65 FR 30913, May 15, 2000, unless otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: The Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq., unless otherwise noted.

Current through December 7, 2017; 82 FR 57684.

End of Document D 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 401.16 Conventional pollutants., 40 C.F.R. § 401.16
__

Code of Federal Regulations

Title 40. Protection of Environment

Chapter I. Environmental Protection Agency (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter N. Effluent Guidelines and Standards

Part 4oi. General Provisions (Refs & Annos)

4o C.F.R. § 4oi.i6

§ 4oi.i6 Conventional pollutants.

Currentness

The following comprise the list of conventional pollutants designated pursuant to section 304(a)(4) of the Act:

1. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)

2. Total suspended solids (nonfilterable)(TSS)

3. pH

4. Fecal coliform

5. Oil and grease

Credits
[44 FR 44503, July 30, 1979; 44 FR 52685, Sept. 10, 1979]

SOURCE: 39 FR 4532, Feb. 1, 1974; 80 FR 37125, June 29, 2015, unless otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.

Notes of Decisions (96)

Current through December 7, 2017; 82 FR 57684.

End of I)~ca~~eaent OO 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Crovernment Works.

~
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§ 403.5 National pretreatment standards: Prohibited discharges., 40 C.F.R. § 403.5

Code of Federal Regulations

Title 40. Protection of Environment

Chapter I. Environmental Protection Agency (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter N. Effluent Guidelines and Standards

Part 4og. General Pretreatment Regulations for Existing and New Sources of Pollution (Refs & Annos)

4o C.F.R. § 403.5

§ 403.5 National pretreatment standards: Prohibited discharges.

Effective: November i4, 2005

Currentness

(a)(1) General prohibitions. A User may not introduce into a POTW any pollutants) which cause Pass Through or

Interference. These general prohibitions and the specific prohibitions in paragraph (b) of this section apply to each User

introducing pollutants into a POTW whether or not the User is subject to other National Pretreatment Standards or any

national, State, or local Pretreatment Requirements.

(2) Affirmative Defenses. A User shall have an affirmative defense in any action brought against it alleging a

violation of the general prohibitions established in paragraph (a)(1) of this section and the specific prohibitions in

paragraphs (b)(3), (b)(4), (b)(5), (b)(6), and (b)(7) of this section where the User can demonstrate that:

(i) It did not know or have reason to know that its Discharge, alone or in conjunction with a discharge or discharges

from other sources, would cause Pass Through or Interference; and

(ii)(A) A local limit designed to prevent Pass Through and/or Interference, as the case may be, was developed in

accordance with paragraph (c) of this section for each pollutant in the User's Discharge that caused Pass Through

or Interference, and the User was in compliance with each such local limit directly prior to and during the Pass

Through or Interference; or

(B) If a local limit designed to prevent Pass Through and/or Interference, as the case may be, has not been

developed in accordance with paragraph (c) of this section for the pollutants) that caused the Pass Through or

Interference, the User's Discharge directly prior to and during the Pass Through or Interference did not change

substantially in nature or constituents from the User's prior discharge activity when the POTW was regularly

in compliance with the POTW's NPDES permit requirements and, in the case of Interference, applicable

requirements for sewage sludge use or disposal.

(bj Specific prohibitions. In addition, the following pollutants shall not be introduced into a POTW:

(1) Pollutants which create a fire or explosion hazard in the POTW, including, but not limited to, wastestreams

with a closed cup flashpoint of less than 140 degrees Fahrenheit or 60 degrees Centigrade using the test methods

specified in 40 CFR 261.21;

~J~ESFLAW 'J ~~~J ~ i~.J ~G~ -.... <~i l..i i...~5. i~Jv v4GI .... '_~'~.~.r .G:. L. ... •_7 ~.:V _.. ~,: cfi~. II.i, .J-.
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§ 403.5 National pretreatment standards: Prohibited discharges., 40 C.F.R. § 403.5

(2) Pollutants which will cause corrosive structural damage to the POTW, but in no case Discharges with pH lower

than 5.0, unless the works is specifically designed to accommodate such Discharges;

(3) Solid or viscous pollutants in amounts which will cause obstruction to the flow in the POTW resulting in

Interference;

(4) Any pollutant, including oxygen demanding pollutants (BOD, etc.) released in a Discharge at a flow rate andl

or pollutant concentration which will cause Interference with the POTW.

(5) Heat in amounts which will inhibit biological activity in the POTW resulting in Interference, but in no case heat

in such quantities that the temperature at the POTW Treatment Plant exceeds 40°C (104°F) unless the Approval

Authority, upon request of the POTW, approves alternate temperature limits.

(6) Petroleum oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of mineral oil origin in amounts that will cause

interference or pass through;

(7) Pollutants which result in the presence of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes within the POTW in a quantity that may

cause acute worker health and safety problems;

(8) Any trucked or hauled pollutants, except at discharge points designated by the POTW.

(c) When specific limits must be developed by POTW.

(1) Each POTW developing a POTW Pretreatment Program pursuant to § 403.8 shall develop and enforce specific

limits to implement the prohibitions listed in paragraphs (a)(1) and (b) of this section. Each POT'W with an approved

pretreatment program shall continue to develop these limits as necessary and effectively enforce such limits.

(2) All other POTW's shall, incases where pollutants contributed by Users) result in Interference orPass—Through,

and such violation is likely to recur, develop and enforce specific effluent limits for Industrial User(s), and all

other users, as appropriate, which, together with appropriate changes in the POTW Treatment Plant's facilities or

operation, are necessary to ensure renewed and continued compliance with the POTW's NPDES permit or sludge

use or disposal practices.

(3) Specific effluent limits shall not be developed and enforced without individual notice to persons or groups who

have requested such notice and an opportunity to respond.

(4) POTWs may develop Best Management Practices (BMPs) to implement paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this

section. Such BMPs shall be considered local limits and Pretreatment Standards for the purposes of this part and

section 307(d) of the Act.

... _._._..m. __ _ _. __._. ._~ _ _ _ _ _____. .
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§ 403.5 National pretreatment standards: Prohibited discharges., 40 C.F.R. § 403.5

(d) Local limits. Where specific prohibitions or limits on pollutants or pollutant parameters are developed by a POTW

in accordance with paragraph (c) above, such limits shall be deemed Pretreatment Standards for the purposes of section

307(d) of the Act.

(e) EPA enforcement actions under section 309(fl of the Clean Water Act.

If, within 30 days after notice of an Interference or Pass Through violation has been sent by EPA to the POTW, and

to persons or groups who have requested such notice, the POTW fails to commence appropriate enforcement action to

correct the violation, EPA may take appropriate enforcement action under the authority provided in section 309(fl of

the Clean Water Act.

Credits
[51 FR 20430, June 4, 1986; 52 FR 1600, Jan. 14, 1987; 55 FR 30129, July 24, 1990; 60 FR 33932, June 29, 1995; 61 FR

15660, 15662, Apri18, 1996; 70 FR 60192, Oct. 14, 2005]

SOURCE: 46 FR 9439, Jan. 28, 1981; 51 FR 20430, June 4, 1986; 54 FR 258, Jan. 4, 1989; 62 FR 38414, July 17, 1997,

unless otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.

Notes of Decisions (52)

Current through December 7, 2017; 82 FR 57684.

End of Document OO 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 403.13 0/ariances from categorica9 pretreatmen4 standards for..., 40 C.F.Re § 403.13

Code of Federal Regulations

Title 40. Protection of Environment

Chapter I. Environmental Protection Agency (Refs & Annos)

Subchapter N. Effluent Guidelines and Standards

Part 403. general Pretreatrnent Regulations for Existing and New Sources of Pollution (Refs & Annos)

4o C.F.R. § 403.13

§ 4o3.i3 Variances from categorical pretreatment standards for fundamentally different factors.

Effective: November i4, aoo5
Currentness

(a) Definition. The term Requester means an Industrial User or a POTW or other interested person seeking a variance

from the limits specified in a categorical Pretreatment Standard.

(b) Purpose and scope. In establishing categorical Pretreatment Standards for existing sources, the EPA will take into

account all the information it can collect, develop and solicit regarding the factors relevant to pretreatment standards

under section 307(b). In some cases, information which may affect these Pretreatment Standards will not be available

or, for other reasons, will not be considered during their development. As a result, it may be necessary on a case-by-

case basis to adjust the limits in categorical Pretreatment Standards, making them either more or less stringent, as they

apply to a certain Industrial User within an industrial category or subcategory. This will only be done if data specific to

that Industrial User indicates it presents factors fundamentally different from those considered by EPA in developing

the limit at issue. Any interested person believing that factors relating to an Industrial User are fundamentally different

from the factors considered during development of a categorical Pretreatment Standard applicable to that User and

further, that the existence of those factors justifies a different discharge limit than specified in the applicable categorical

Pretreatment Standard, may request a fundamentally different factors variance under this section or such a variance

request may be initiated by the EPA.

(c) Criteria—

(1) General criteria. A request for a variance based upon fundamentally different factors shall be approved only if:

(i) There is an applicable categorical Pretreatment Standard which specifically controls the pollutant for which

alternative limits have been requested; and

(ii) Factors relating to the discharge controlled by the categorical Pretreatment Standard are fundamentally different

from the factors considered by EPA in esta~ilishin~ the Standards; and

(iii) The request for a variance is made in accordance with the procedural requirements in paragraphs (g) and (h)

of this section.

__....~ ,. _ _. n _ ..._ . _ ___ .,_~_ . _ ~._ _ _., _ _ _.__ _.. ~ _._......_
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§ 403.13 Variances from categorical pretreatment standards for..., 40 C.F.R. § 403.13

(2) Criteria applicable to less stringent limits. A variance request for the establishment of limits less stringent 
than

required by the Standard shall be approved only if:

(i) The alternative limit requested is no less stringent than justified by the fundamental difference;

(ii) The alternative limit will not result in a violation of prohibitive discharge standards prescribed by or established

under § 403.5;

(iii) The alternative limit will not result in anon-water quality environmental impact (including energy requirements)

fundamentally more adverse than the impact considered during development of the Pretreatment Standards; and

(iv) Compliance with the Standards (either by using the technologies upon which the Standards are based or by

using other control alternatives) would result in either:

(A) A removal cost (adjusted for inflation) wholly out of proportion to the removal cost considered during

development of the Standards; or

(B) A non-water quality environmental impact (including energy requirements) fundamentally more adverse

than the impact considered during development of the Standards.

(3) Criteria applicable to more stringent limits. A variance request for the establishment of limits more stringent

than required by the Standards shall be approved only if:

(i) The alternative limit request is no more stringent than justified by the fundamental difference; and

(ii) Compliance with the alternative limit would not result in either:

(A) A removal cost (adjusted for inflation) wholly out of proportion to the removal cost considered during

development of the Standards; or

(B) A non-water quality environmental impact (including energy requirements) fundamentally more adverse

than the impact considered during development of the Standards.

(d) Factors considered fundamentally different. Factors which may be considered fundamentally different are:

(1) The nature or quality of pollutants contained in the raw waste load of the User's process wastewater:

(2) The volume of the User's process wastewater and effluent discharged;

,.., ,• - _~.;, t. ~.~,;
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§ 403.13 Variances from categorical pretreatment standards for..., 40 C.F.R. § 403,13

(3) Non-water quality environmental impact of control and treatment of the User's raw waste load;

(4) Energy requirements of the application of control and treatment technology;

(5) Age, size, land availability, and configuration as they relate to the User's equipment or facilities; processes

employed; process changes; and engineering aspects of the application of control technology;

(6) Cost of compliance with required control technology.

(e) Factors which will not be considered fundamentally different. A variance request or portion of such a request under

this section may not be granted on any of the following grounds:

(1) T'he feasibility of installing the required waste treatment equipment within the time the Act allows;

(2) The assertion that the Standards cannot be achieved with the appropriate waste treatment facilities installed, if

such assertion is not based on factors listed in paragraph (d) of this section;

(3) The User's ability to pay for the required waste treatment; or

(4) The impact of a Discharge on the quality of the POTW's receiving waters.

(~ State or local law. Nothing in this section shall be construed to impair the right of any state or locality under section

510 of the Act to impose more stringent lunitations than required by Federal law.

(g) Application deadline.

(1) Requests for a variance and supporting information must be submitted in writing to the Director or to the

Administrator (or his delegate), as appropriate.

(2) In order to be considered, a request for a variance must be submitted no later than 180 days after the date on

which a categorical Pretreatment Standard is published in the Federal Register.

(3) Where the User has requested a categorical determination pursuant to § 403.6(a), the User may elect to await

the results of the category determination before submitting a variance request under this section. Where the User

so elects, he or she must submit the variance request within 30 days after a final decision has been made on the

categorical determination pursuant to § 403.6(a)(4).

'NE 1 LAtN ~ ~,~, ,., _ _ .; v, ;v~ cE~i~v~ to r,R c,~r ~ , 3., ..^ ra- srn~y~; ~1~1~~-;s,
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§ 403.13 Variances from categorical pretreatment standards for..., 40 C.F.R. § 403.13

(h) Contents submission. Written submissions for variance requests, whether made to the Administrator (or his delegate)

or the Director, must include:

(1) The name and address of the person making the request;

(2) Identification of the interest of the Requester which is affected by the categorical Pretreatment Standard for

which the variance is requested;

(3) Identification of the POTW currently receiving the waste from the Industrial User for which alternative discharge

limits are requested;

(4) Identification of the categorical Pretreatment Standards which are applicable to the Industrial User;

(5) A list of each pollutant or pollutant parameter for which an alternative discharge limit is sought;

(6) The alternative discharge limits proposed by the Requester for each pollutant or pollutant parameter identified

in paragraph (h)(5) of this section;

(7) A description of the Industrial User's existing water pollution control facilities;

(8) A schematic flow representation of the Industrial User's water system including water supply, process wastewater

systems, and points of Discharge; and

(9) A Statement of facts clearly establishing why the variance request should be approved, including detailed support

data, documentation, and evidence necessary to fully evaluate the merits of the request, e.g., technical and economic

data collected by the EPA and used in developing each pollutant discharge limit in the Pretreatment Standard.

(i) Deficient requests. The Administrator (or his delegate) or the Director will only act on written requests for variances

that contain all of the information required. Persons who have made incomplete submissions will be notified by the

Administrator (or his delegate) or the Director that their requests are deficient and unless the time period is extended,

will be given up to thirty days to remedy the deficiency. If the deficiency is not corrected within the time period allowed

by the Administrator (or his delegate) or the Director, the request for a variance shall be denied.

(j) PuUlic uoticc. Upon receipt of a con7pletc request, the Administrator (or hi3 delegate) or the Director will provide

notice of receipt, opportunity to review the submission, and opportunity to comment.

(1) The public notice shall be circulated in a manner designed to inform interested and potentially interested persons

of the request. Procedures for the circulation of public notice shall include mailing notices to:

W~~T~,A1N ~' ~~i,+ , . ~~~7]:~Oii ~:~`i,~~815,. >>i:i :;~~rf31fi?` CO J;~i~;i c':! '_i ~. i>`v'8~i1T`f;Q3li 
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§ 403.13 Variances from categorical pretreatment standards for..., 40 C.F.R. § 403.13

(i) The POTW into which the Industrial User requesting the variance discharges;

(ii) Adjoining States whose waters may be affected; and

(iii) Designated 208 planning agencies, Federal and State fish, shellfish and wildlife resource agencies; and to any

other person or group who has requested individual notice, including those on appropriate mailing lists.

(2) The public notice shall provide for a period not less than 30 days following the date of the public notice during

which time interested persons may review the request and submit their written views on the request.

(3) Following the comment period, the Administrator (or his delegate) or the Director will make a determination

on the request taking into consideration any comments received. Notice of this final decision shall be provided to

the requester (and the Industrial User for which the variance is requested if different), the POTW into which the

Industrial User discharges and all persons who submitted comments on the request.

(k) Review of requests by state.

(1) Where the Director finds that fundamentally different factors do not exist, he may deny the request and notify

the requester (and Industrial User where they are not the same) and the POTW of the denial.

(2) Where the Director finds that fundamentally different factors do exist, he shall forward the request, with a

recommendation that the request be approved, to the Administrator (or his delegate).

(1) Review of requests by EPA.

(1) Where the Administrator (or his delegate) finds that fundamentally different factors do not exist, he shall deny

the request for a variance and send a copy of his determination to the Director, to the POTW, and to the requester

(and to the Industrial User, where they are not the same).

(2) Where the Administrator (or his delegate) finds that fundamentally different factors do exist, and that a partial or

full variance is justified, he will approve the variance. In approving the variance, the Administrator (or his delegate)

will:

(i) Prepare recuiiuucii~le~l alleriiative discharge limits for the Industrial User either more or less stringent than

those prescribed by the applicable categorical Pretreatment Standard to the extent warranted by the demonstrated

fundamentally different factors;

(ii) Provide the following information in his written determination:

44~E~T~,~v'1~C, .,() ' ~,rSc.,: ~tl$~!"5. . 1~ :;~c`3i. ~) t~3,~i'~C.,a ~i: ~ ~.',:;iJ~«~T~YCi~s1~ 1~~~f~C.S,
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§ 403.13 Variances from categorical pretreatment standards for..., 40 C.F.R. § 403.13

(A) The recommended alternative discharge limits for the Industrial User concerned;

(B) The rationale for the adjustment of the Pretreatment Standard (including the reasons for recommending

that the variance be granted) and an explanation of how the recommended alternative discharge limits were

derived;

(C) The supporting evidence submitted to the Administrator (or his delegate); and

(D) Other information considered by the Administrator (or his delegate) in developing the recommended

alternative discharge limits;

(iii) Notify the Director and the POTW of his or her determination; and

(iv) Send the information described in paragraphs (1)(2)(i) and (ii) of this section to the Requestor (and to the

Industrial User where they are not the same).

(m) Request for hearing.

(1) Within 30 days following the date of receipt of the notice of the decision of the Administrator's delegate on a

variance request, the requester or any other interested person may submit a petition to the Regional Administrator

for a hearing fo reconsider or contest the decision. If such a request is submitted by a person other than the Industrial

User the person shall simultaneously serve a copy of the request on the Industrial User.

(2) If the Regional Administrator declines to hold a hearing and the Regional Administrator affirms the findings of

the Administrator's delegate the requester may submit a petition for a hearing to the Environmental Appeals Board

(which is described in § 1.25 of this title) within 30 days of the Regional Administrator's decision.
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